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In writing the following Treatise th(^ author hai> had

primarily in view the development in natural ord(!r of the

general laws that govern the operations of real quantities

in Algebra. The various quantitative symbols have ac

cordiugly been introduced at as early a stage as possible,

so as to bring them at the same time under the general

rules. In the remaining parts of the book the treatment

of the subjects will be found to agree, in the main, with

the works of standard authors. Instead, however, (,f

placing at the end a set of general examples, as was

originally intended, the author was induced, from a con-

sideration of the simplicity and importance of the subject,

to insert a chapter on the method of Determinants.

In commencing the study of such a treatise as the

following, the pupil should of course know something of

the subject. To supply this preliminary knowledge the

author intends to |)repare forthwith a small treatise for

the use of beccinners.

Should the present work be received with favour by

teachers a second part will be brought out, in which the

higher parts of the subject will be treated.

The author would feel obliged for any suggestions or

corrections that may be communicated to him.

UNrVERBITY CnM.KOR.
Toronto, June, 1^7^
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THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA.

INTRODUCTION.

1. In the ordinary processes of Arithmetic the

quantities involved are expressed by means of the nine

digits and zero, and combinations of these ; but the

operations performed are not indicated by the results

obtained, although they may be sometimes sug-

gested by the arrangement of the various parts of

tbe process. We can always tell, for instance,

when the operation of Division has been porformtd,

by the arrangement of its various parts, but the con-

nection between the several figures of the quotient

and the corresponding steps of the process can only

be exhibit • •« a lengthy explanation in words.

In Algebra, on the other hand, quantities, and the

operations on quantities, are denoted by means of

symbols and signs, the use of which enables us to

exhibit operations, either simple or complex, on any

quantities whatsoever without the assistance of

words.

The results of these operations on general symbols

do not exhibit the individual values of the quantities

which are the subject of investigation. They only

indicate the operations which ought to be performed

on the given quantities to obtain the value sought.

If, however, the given quantities are expressed by
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numborR, the results of the Algebraical will cor-

respond to those of the Arithmetical operations,

which are thus included in the more general pro-

cesses of Algebra.

2. Any object or result of an Algebraic operation

is called an Algebraic quantity or expression.

8. There are two distinct and independent ele-

ments in Algebraic quantities, the designative and

the quantitative ; the former of which is denoted by

means of signs and combinations of signs, and the

latter by means of symbols and combinations of

symbols.

4. The usual symbols are (1) figures, as in Arith-

metic; (2) letters of alphabets, either alone, or marked

with accents, dashes, suffixes, or other marks, as a, b,

X, y, a, /3, a', Xi, a^, ^*, &c.

5. Quantities are said to be positive or negative

according as their designative elements are denoted

by the signs + or — , or the equivalents of these

written immediately before their quantitative sym-

bols.

Thus -f-3, -\-x, 4-y are positive quantities whose
quantitative elements are denoted by 8, .r, and y, — 5,

— rt, —z are negative quantities whose quantitative

values are 5, Uj and z.

6. The sign + is called the plits sign, and the

sign — the minus sign.

s7. Positive and negative quantities are also called

real quantities.
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8. Quantities which arc not real arc called imagi-

nary, or impoHsible quantities. The manner of do-

noting such quantities will only be treated of inci-

dentally in the following Treatise. Unless otherwise

stated, therefore, all quantities will be supposed
real.

9. The symbol = stands for is, or are, equal to,

and is written between the quantities whose equality

it is desired to express. Thus a = 8 denotes that

the value of a is 3.

10. The symbol > stands for is, or are, greater

than, and the symbol < for is, or are, less than.

11. The symbol .*. means hence, or therefore, and
the symbol •

.
• since or because.

12. The following are some of the laws by which

symbols are combined to denote the quantitative

element of Algebraic quantities :

(1.) The product of any quantitative symbols is repre-

sented by writing them down in a horizontal line one
after another, in any order, with or without the multi-
plication sign X , or the dot . , between them.

Thus ah, ha, a.h, b.a, axb, bxa all denote the pro-

duct of a and b ; abc, a.b.c, aXb ^ j, the product of a, 6,

and c; and so on.

Figure symbols are written first in order ; thus 3a,

hab, Gabc.

When there are more figure symbols than one the

multiplication sign x only must be used between them.

Thus the product of 5 and 6a is denoted by 5x6a,
and not by 5.6a, or 56a, whose values Rre Jive decimal

six times a, and fifty-six times a, respectively.

a2



EL'BMENTa OF ALGEBRA,

(2.) The symbol a^ stands for aa, a" for aaa and gene-

rally a" for aa X with a written n times.

(3.) The quotient of one quantity a by another b is

a
denoted by the symbol a-i-b, or the fractional form t.

(4.) The product of a fraction - by a quantity c is

denoted by ,— » and the product of two fractions - and

-is (Icuotod by ,-4
d ^ bd'

Thus the product of - and 3 is -
; of - and 7 is -? ;^ a a 8 6 36

^ .a , 2 . 2rt
and 01 - ^ad - is ---.

3 X 3.C

(5 ) The quotient of a fraction 7 by a quantity c is

denoted by -~; of a quantity a by a fraction - by
b'

and of a fraction 7 by a fraction -, by r-

.

6 -^ d '' be

rpi 3 3 _ 5 3a 2 5 26
Thus - -7- rt =^-; 3 -j- - = -=-; - -i-7 === ^-.

5 ba a 5 a b oa

.

13. It is to be observed that the numeiical value

of a qnantity which is not fractional in form may be

a rr.uLion, nnd the numerical value of a quantity

which i". frar-lioniil in form may be an nteger.

ThiTs a may stand for 2 and 6 for j^, in which case
a 1

the ^':^liio cf would be 2 -f- ^ or 4, an integer.

I;'
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Again, if « = 5 and b =-, the value of ab would

he ciX-., OT -^j and the value of 7 would be - -^ -
, or 2.

2 4 o b 2 4

14. When two or mere quantities are multiplied

together, each is said to be & factor of the product.

Thus a and b are factors of ab ; 8 and a^ are factors

of 8a^ ; and 5, b and c are factors of 5bc.

15. One factor of a product is said to be a co-

eficient of the remaining factor, and is said to be a

literal, or a numerical coefficient according as it in-

volves letters or not.

Thus in dx the numerical coefficient of a? is 8; in

aa,^ the literal coefficient of ar* is a.

Also, since x — 1 x x, the coefficient of x in the

quantity a; is 1.

The sign + or — preceding a product is also a sign

of the coefficient. Thus the coefficient of a; in + 3ar is

2 2
+ 8, of a^ in —5aa^ is —5a, and of ^'^ in — - z^ is — -.

o o

16. Quantities are equal when their designative

elements are alike and their quantitative elements

equal.

17. Quantities are said to be like or unlike accord-

ing as their quantitative elements involve the sam*?

or different combinations of letters.

Thus +5«, +7a are hke quantities ; and so also are

-f6a^2/» ~^^y') —2a, —a^ are unlike quantities.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

18. The sum of any quantities is denoted by writing

them down in a horizontal line, one after another, in
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any order; and each quantity is said to be a term of

the sum.

Thus the sum of +a and —6 is +a — 6, or — 6+a;
the sum of -fa, —6 and -\-c is -^a— b+c; and the sum
of +a— 6+c and -\-d— e is \-a— h-\-c-\-d—e.

Also the terms of +a;— i/ are +a;and — «/, and the

terms of -\-a^— hc-{-(^ are 4-«''> — tc, and +^.

19. If a quantity contains no parts connected by

the signs + or — it is called a simple expression, or

a mononomial.

Thus 2a;, — By, Aab are mononomials.

20. When a quantity consists of two terms it is

called a binomial expression; when it consists of three

terms it is called a trinomial expression ; and gene-

rally when it consists of several terms it is called a

2)olynomial or multinomial expression.

Thus -\-2x—zi8 a binomial, +a— 6+cis a trinomial,

and -\-a—b—c+d a polynomial expression.

21. The sign of a mononomial, or of the first term

of a polynomial, if it is positive, is generally omitted*

Thus 2a^ stands for -\-2a^, anda— t+cfor -fa— 6-fc

22. The sum of two quantities, positive and nega-

tive, whose quantitative ebments are equal is 0.

Thus +a-a=0', -2dr»-f 2ar»=0; +2a-86-2a-f 36
= -f2a-2a-3Z;+86=0.

Examples.

1. The sum of x—y, y—z, and z—x is

x-y-]ry-z-\-z-x

^x-^x-y-jr-y-z+z
= 0.

II, !

i.=:i.-i!'-' ->t. ..*:-j':'.,;v.' L.,..^^ik:- .y. ...eiA;.- i".*:viSi.r -.-if ^i'.'iiii U^^V: "-Ivi'^-T/^^^*-!-V

;
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2. The sum of 2;f»+a;-fl, a^~l, and -2a^--l is

2i(r'+a?H-l-|-ar'— 1 — 20.-"— 1, which becomes by changing
the order of the terms

= iC+ ;r'— 1.

Exercises, I.

Find the sum of

1. a-\-b— c and ~fc+c.

2. a-{-b, a— b-\-Cf and 6— c— a.

8. a— b-{-c, b— c-{-a, and c — a+6.

4. ixy — i^«+ i^a;, ^i/«— ixy, and ^ — i«a;.

23. The difference between one quantity and another

is the quantity which added to the latter will produce

the former.

Thus the difference between +a and -b is the quan-
tity which added to —6 will produce +a.

24. The operation of Subtraction is thus the inverse

of Addition, and therefore the difference required will

be found by adding the first quantity to the secoijd

with its sign or signs changed.

Thus the difference between a and — 6 is a-\-b, because

the sum of a+6 and —6 is a. So also the difference

between a— b and c— dia the sum of a— 6 and —c+d,
that is a— b — c-\-d, because the sum of a-y-b^c-\-d and
c— d 18 a— b.

Example.

From a-^b — c take b— c-^d.

Change the sign of every term in b— c-\-d, and we
get —b+c— d.

Therefore the difference required is

a-\-b— c— b-\-G—d=a— d.

«

:5;.isii^«ie.jtwi^ji*i-;! :., ^;'.,/ - . ^. i*: ^ j
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ExERCIiJLS, II.

1. From a— 6 take — 6+c.

2. From 2a;— 3i/ take 2x— Sy-\-z.

8. From a+o— c take b— c+d.

4. From a—6+^+^ take — 6+af— ^.

25. The results of operations in Addition and Sub-

traction may also be represented by combinations of

signs and symbols, according to the following Laws

:

Law I.

+ (+«) = +«» +(-«)= -fl, -(+«)= -a,
— ( — a) = + a.

Thus the sum of a and +6, which is a+6, may also

be written a+(4-fe) if +{+b)— +b; the sum of a and
— b, which is a — 6, may be written a + (-b), if

-f (
—6)=— 6; the difference between a and +i, which

is a— 6, may be written a— (-\-b), if —(+6)= —6; and
the difference between a and —6, which i^ a+6, may
be written a— {

— b), if — (— i) = -j-6.-

26. The bracket ( ) is usually omitted in the case

of a mononomial.

Thus + (~a) is written -\— a.

27. Law 11.

+ (+a+6)= + +«++«'= +«+^
+ (+a-6)= + +a+-fe=+a-fe,

— (4-a— 6)=

—

\-a b=—a-\-b,

and so on, the sign outside the bracket being said to

operate distributively on all the signs within.

Thus the sum of a and —b-\-c, which is a— 6+c, may
also bo written a+( — 6+c) if +( — 6+c)= — 6+c; and
the difference between a and -\-b— c, which is a—b+c,
may be written a—(-\-b— c) if — (+6— c)= — 6+c.

So also the sum and difference of a and — fc+c—

d

may be written a+(—6+c— d), and a— ( —6+c— d),

respectively.

:1.'^J'.'J'vi-\^^ ^"i'j .>a*i*v,S i :
. 'VVir <MV-1i rfc^^
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28. In the above combiDations signs other than

those written immediately before symbols are called

signs of operation, the sign + being the sign of

operation in the case of Addition, and the sign — in

the case of Subtraction ; and all those quantities whose

terms are affected by such a sign are enclosed within

brackets (),{}>[]•

29. The bracket is sometimes replaced by a vin-

culum drawn above the whole quantity.

Thus a— ^^b— c is equivalent to a— (+6— c).

80. Also the sign of the first term of the quantity

within the bracket or under the vinculum, if it is

positive, is generally omitted.

Thus a-ib-c)=a-{+ b-c).

Examples.

1. Enclose within a bracket preceded by + the

second and third terms of 2a— 86+c.

Here2a-86+c="2a+-86+ + c= 2a+(-86+<?).

2. Enclose vdthin a bracket preceded by — the second

and third terms o{2x—y-{-z.

Here 2x- y+z = 2x- i-y z=2x-{+y-z) = 2x

"(y-z).
Exercises, III.

1. Enclose within a bracket preceded (1) by +,

(2) by—, the second and third terms of

a-\-b-{-c,

a-\-b — c,

a—b-\-c,

a—b— Cy

K-. .-.-(SlV-; -'."--- j':-'^a>4iif^kyt>: -
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2. Enclose 'within brackets preceded by — the first

and second, and third and fourth terms of

x-y-\-z-l,

-x-y-^z-1,
-x+y+z+l,
x-^-y—z— l.

81. Law III.

j^ao=-\-a(+ h)=-a{-h),

•\-(— ah-\-ac)= -\-a( — h-\-c)f

— ("f «i— «c)= —rt (+ 6— c),

•\-{ab — ac— ad)—-^a{h— c— d),

and so on, the symbol outside the bracket being said

to (/perate as a multiplier on each symbol within.

Thus 5a?- 5i/ = 5 (x-y) ; a - 8i> - 8c = a - (36 + 8c)

= a-8(6+c); a-\h + \c = a-{\h-^c) = a-^{b-c))
2d?— a"+ aft= 2a?— (fl^— rt6)= 2iP— a (a— 6).

Exercises, IV.

Enclose the second and third terms of the following

quantities within a bracket preceded by the symbol
cemmon to those terms :

1. 2a-xy-xz, 2. a^-b^+hc.

8. a— 26c+2c— rf. 4. x— ^y— ^z.

5. 2a-t/)<?+ f/.

32. Law IV.

1 + 1 = 2, 2+ 1 = 3, 3+ 1=4,
and so on.

33. From this and the preceding Laws it follows

that when the symbols are figures, Algebraical Addition

includes Arithmetical Addition and Subtraction of

whole numbers and fractions if quantities to be added

are denoted by +, and quantities to be subtracted

by-
xf,-:;

=?'i.i:.'.£i"^s.,-i"'i^y5ry^;-ii:i-^';;,'ifc'.



ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA. 11

Thus the Arithmetical operations

7

6 J
2 8 16

J Jl 11

11
~5*

~i

may be denoted by the Algebraical operations

5+2+4= 11, 8-8= 5, 7+ 8-11 = 4.

So also ^+^+ ^=:^(l + l + l)= + 3, ^-|=^»^-^«,
= (9-8)tV=tV
The following examples, however, of Algebraical

Addition have no corresponding place in Arithmetic :

—

-1-2-8= -(1+2+3)= -+6= -6,
+4-5=+4-4-l=-l,
|-| =H-y = (24-25)5V=~jV

34. From the preceding Laws it follows that

a+rt= (l + l)a= 2a,

— a — a— a= — (1 + 1 + 1) «= —8a,

7rt— 5a= (7-5)«= 2a,

i«+ia+ i«= i(H-l+ l)«=K
fa_fa= TB^a-T.V= (8-9)TS«=-TV«»

and so on.

35. Hence the sum of any number of like quantities

is a like quantity whose coefficient is the Arithmetical

diflference between the sums of the positive and nega-

tive coefl&cients, and has the sign of the numerically

greater sum.

If all the coefficients have the same sign the sum
will have that sign, and be equal numerically to their

sum.

86. The operations of Addition and Subtraction

may now be conducted by arranging the expressions
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. under each other so that like terms shall stand in the

same column, and proceeding as in the following

2a+86
a— b

Examples.

a^+8!i;+2

Ba^ + 8

a-\-b— c

2a-i+2c
a-h+Sc

4a — 6+4c

2aa^-dbx-\-c

-8aic»- bx+2c
2aar'+2bx-4:c

ax^— 2bx— c

In the first example the coefficients in the first column
are 2 and 1, and as they have the same sign their sum
is 3; in the second column the coefficients are +8 and
— 1, and as they have different signs their numerical
difference 2 is taken preceded by +, the sign of the

numerically greater coefficient 8.

la^— dxy —X
8ar» -2/» +8iB

— 2ar'+4a?i/+52/' "V
— Ixy— ^+9a;

8ar»-6a:i/+82/Hlla;-2/

^^-2x+\
- x^+x -2
2a^-x +i
!^0(^-2x-l

In the first column of the last Example the sum of

the positive coefficients is 2f , and the numerical dif-

ference between this and the negative coefficient 1 is |,

to which the sign of 2i is prefixed.

Exercises, V.

Add together

1. U\ 6a«, la\

2. —7a, —3a, —a.

8. 2a;, -8^?, 7a;.

4. 8^7+ 2t/, 5a; -6?/, -lx-\-^y.

5. -6ir+3«/, -2a?-8y, 8a;4-5y.

>
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6. 8ar» - 17aj + 12, -i/^-{dx-9, -Ix^ ^-lOx -2,
a^—x—1.

8. \a-\-b — \c, —\a— \h-\-\c.

9. a?~2ax^-^a^x-\-a\ ic»^-8fla^ 2rt'»- aar*- 2.i«.

• 10. 1ab-^ax^^2a^x, \2ah-^\0ax'-Qii'x, -8a6+ aa^

11. i^-^a?y+ii/«, -^a;a+J^.y-|2/*.

12. \x^ly, -tx-\-^y, \x-\y.

18. rt'»-6HicS aHi'-^6^ ^/^-rt^ -Jc^

a 6 . c h c a c ah
2 3 ' 4' 2~3"^r 2~3"^4*14. .-. + ., 2-3+r

87. In Art. 24 it was shown that the difference

between one quantity and another was the sura of (Le

former, and the latter with its sign or signs <;]j!iijgcd.

Hence the process of Subtraction can be condiicled as

in the following

Examples.

1. From 7«+14& take ha— ^h.

Here the second quantity with its signs chanj^Lil is

— 5a+66, which is to be added to la-\-\ih.

7a+14&
-5rt+66

2rt+206

It is usual, however, to put down the result without

actually changing the sign, but merely supposing it

done, as in the following examples :

—

2. From ^x~-2y-\-z take 2x — iJij-\-i^z.

^x-%j-^z

^x-hy-\r^z

x-^dy-2z



' ul \
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THE SIGNS -f- AND -.

88. In the preceding Articles it will be observed

that the signs -f and — are employed to denote

(1) the designative elements of quantities, (2) the

operations of Addition and Subtraction. They are

also used in combination in a twofold sense to denote

the operations of Addition and Subtraction of quan-

tities, and the designative elements of the quantities

en which those operations are to be performed. These

various uses of the signs will be illustrated in the

following Articles :

—

39. Let the sign + denote ^^^at a quantity is addi-

tive, or to be added ; then the sign — will denote that

a quantity is suhtractive, or to he subtracted.

Thus if 40 and 50 are to be added to 100 the 40 and
50 and the operation of Addition may be denoted by

-f40, 4-50 the sum of wlich is +90. That is, the

result will be the same if 90 be added to 100.

If 49 is to be subtracted from, and 50 added to 100,

the 40 and 50 and the operations of Subtraction and
Addition may be be denoted by —40, H-50, the Alge-

braic sum of which is + 10. That is, the result will be
the same if 10 be added to 100.

If 40 is to be added to and 60 subtracted from 100,

the 40 and 50 and the operations of Addition and Sub-

traction may be denoted by -f-40, —50, the Algebraic

sum of which is — 10. That is, the result will be the

same if 10 be subtracted from 100.

40. Again, suppose a man to walk along a straight

ro^d (running east and west) from A to B and then

to C, so that AC is his distance from the starting-

point A.
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hi

Here if the -f Higu donoto east the — sign will

(louoto iveat.

If ho walk from A to fj oast 10 milofl, this distance

and direction iniiy ho dtniotod by -\- 10. U now he walk
from /i to (J oiiBt 1 HiiloH, this dibtanco and direction

may bo donoted by -|-'l; »iid the distance AC will be
denoted by +10 +1 or +14; that is, C will be 14
miloH east of .1.

If .//) bo 10 miles east, and BO 4 mi?es west, BO
will bo diMiotod by —4, and A(J will be +10 — 4 or +6

;

that is, C will bo (5 iiii](>;i euKt of A.

If AB bo 10 miles east, and BO 16 miles west, BO
"will be deiioLtul Sy — Lj, iiiul A('hy +10 — 15 or —6;
that is, C will bo 5 miles west of .4.

41. If + wriLteii before a sum denote that it is

due to a person, tlion — will denote that it is due by

him.

Thus if 00 dollars bo dne to nnd 50 dollars due by
him, the former inny !>(> denoted by +00 and the latter

by —50, and the Algebraic sirm of these, which is +10,
will denote tliat 10 dolUrs are due to him.

Again, if 50 dollars bo due to, and 60 dollars due by
him, the Algebjuic sum of these, which is —10, will

denote that 10 dollarij uro due by him.

42. The menm'ngs of the signs + and — in com-

hinations may bo illustrnted by the following case:

—

If a man's fn^srts bo denr-if d by + his lialilities will

be denoted by —, jind -|- r.iid — when written before

the former signs will dfuoic (lie operations of Addition
and Subtriiclion.

Thus + + Avill denote the Addition of an asset, H

—

the Addition of a lial)Jliiy, —\- the Subtroction of an
asset, and the Subtiaction of a liability.

For example, suppose a man's assets to be 1000
dollars, and his liabilities 400 dollars; the former may
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bo denoted by -|-1()(K), arid iho lattor by -400, and the

man'H worth will ho the huiu of thone, tliat in,

-f-
1000 -f -400r^ +000= -f 1000- +400.

Therefore the a<kUtion of a liability of 400 is the samo
an the Huhtraotioii of an asKot oi" 100.

A|.jain, suppose his assets to he 1,000 dollars, and
his liabilities IJOO, ko that he is worth 1,000+ -800,
or 700 dollars. If, however, liis liability of 1300 be

subtracted iiis worth will be 1,000; that is, his wortli

will bo +1,000 +-800 800 = +1,000.

Therefore the subtraetioii of a liiibility of 800 is;

equivalent to the addition of an absct of 800.

48. Hitherto letter symbolH have been employed to

denote the qunntitative elements only of quantities, but

they may now he employed to denote both the desig-

nativo and (luantitativo elements. In such cases the

signs + and — counecting them are signs of ope-

ration.

Thus the sum of + a and — b which is + « -\— h may
be represented by j'-} y, if u'= -\-a, //= — /;. Here
the + in j'4-y denotes the operation of Addition, the

symbol x denotes a positive quxntity and the symbol y
a negative quantity.

Again, tlie difference between 4^ and —b-\-c which
is +rt— (

— 6+c), or +a b \-c, may be repre-

sented by a;—?/— «, if aj= + «, 2/— — 6, 5;= +c.

44. It appears, therefore, that the sign of such a

quantity as a+ b cannot be determined until we know
the magnitudes and signs of a and b.

Thus if a be a positive and /> a negative quantity,
' m-^-b wiU be positive if a be numerically greater than 6,

and negative if a be numerically less than b. For
example, if «= +6, b= -4,a-\-b = + 6+ -4 = +2,
a positive quantity ; but if a= +6, 6= —8, «+6= +ft

H— 8= —2, a negative quantity. So if a be positive

and 6 be negative, the quantity a—6 will be positiYe.

B
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Por example, if a= +7, b= —5, a — b = +7 — —6
= 4-12, a positive quantity.

45. One quantity a is said to be Algebraically

greater or less than another 6, according as their

di£f( jnce a—b is positive or negative.

Thus, -18 >-f7, +6 > -6, -2, >-6,0 > -», be-

cause the difference between the quantities is in each
case positive.

Again, +5 < -\-l, —8 < —3, — 2 < 0, because

the differences are negative, being —2, —6, —2, re-

spectively.

Hence it follows that such a series of quantities as

-4, -2, -1,0,1,2,4,

is in ascending order of magnitude, whilst the quan-

tities

6,8,2,0, -1, -4, -7,

are arranged in descending order of magnitude.

BRACKETS.

46. The use made of brackets in Art. 27 may be

extended, so as to enable us to collect within a

bracket various parts of an expansion in which a

bracket is already employed. When it is necessary

to use more brackets than one they are generally

made of different shapes.

The following examples will illustrate the mode of

introducing additional brackets.

Examples.

1. Since the sum of —b and —c-{-d = —6+ (— c-f-rf)

the sum of a and —b-\-( — c-\-d) may be written

f.L
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So also the difference between a and —b-\- (
— c-\-d)

may be written

a - 1-6+ (-c-\-d)].

2. The quantity a —b -\-c -{-d —e may be written in

the equivalent forms

a — 1+6 — c —d -\-e]

a -{+b -(c i-d -e)]

a — {-\-b — (c —. —d +e)}.

Here the signs of the terms within the bracket

first introduced must be changed on account of the

sign -|.
In the same manner the signs of the terms with-

in
( ) are changed on account of the sign — ( ; and

the signs of the terms under the vinculum on account
of the — sign preceding it.

8. The quantity a —b -\-c -\-d —e may also be ex-

pressed in the equivalent forms

a -f- {
— 6+ c -\-d —e]

a +{ -{b-c) -{-d +^)}.

Here the introduction of the bracket preceded by -f-

does not affect the signs.

Exercises, VII.

Enclose within a bracket preceded by — all but the

first term of

1. a —b -\-(c —d)
2. a+b -(c-d)
5. a -b -(c+Z)
4. a —(b— c)-\-d

6. a -\-{b— c) — d

6. a -lb-c)-d
7. a — 6— j—c+(d— e)}.

77. Conversely, an expression may be freed from

brackets beginning with the inside pair by removing

B 2

^^^^^JL^i'SAl
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them in succession, the signs of the terms within

any bracket being retained, or changed, according as

the sign immediately preceding is + or —

.

ExAMPLEf,.

1. a-{-h -{c-d)} = -_|-6_j+d}
— a-\-b-\-c— d.

2. 2a-Sb- {-Qb+ {2a-c)]=2a-Sb- { -Sb+2a-c}

= c.

8. 2x-[Sy-{-2z-{2x-2z+Wy)}]
=2x- [Sy- {-2z-{2x-2z-Sy)]]
=2x- [Sy- {-2z-2x+2z-\-Sy}]
=2x- [;dy+2z-\-2x~2z-Sy]

= 2x-^y-2z-2x-{-2z+ Sy

= 0.

48. If the brackets be removed successively, com-

mencing with the outside ones, the sign immediately

preceding any bracket will not affect the signs of

quantities within the other brackets.

Thus the preceding example may be treated as follows

:

2x- [Sy- { -2z-{2x-2z-\-dy)]] =2x-Sy-\- {-2z-
{2x-2zWy)}

= 2x-Sy-2z-{2x-2z^Sy)
= 2x-dy--2z- 2^+2^+3^
= 2x-dy-2z-2x+2z-\-Sy
=0.

49. Expressions may also be freed from brackets

by retaining the several combinations of signs till all

the brackets are removed, and then replacing each

combination by its equivalent + or — sign according

to the law.
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A combination of the signs +» — is equivalent to —

,

or -f » according as it contains an odd number of —
signs or not.

For example, H \- a — -\— a — — a
— \- a = — — a = -\- a

H — -f-a = -f-
— — « = -{

—

f-a=-|-a«

Thus a - { -b-if(-c-d)] =a- { -6+ -(+ -d]
— a b—I

—

c—I

—

d

60. Hence the brackets may be removed simultane-

ously by the. law that each sign of operation affects

all succeeding terms as far ab its accompanying

bracket extends.

For example, a— [— h-'{-\-c— d-{-e)]

= a -\-b -j-c —d —e.

- - +*

Exercises, VIII.

Simplify the following expressions by removing tho

brackets and collecting like terms :

1. x-(-y-z) -{z-{-x)

2. (a-b) - (Sb-1)

3. (a+x) -(b-x) - {a -b)

4. 2x -{-dy-{-2x+4Lz)}
5. {a-(x-y)}-{2a-\-or-\-y)

6. 3a - {b-\-{2a-b)-(a-b)}

7. 2a-fc-{-(c-d)-(-2a+5+rf)}

8. Ga- [U- {-ia-(Qa-4:b)}]

9. 16-{5-2^-[l-(3-a')]}

10. a-\-b- [-c-\-d- { -a-{b-d-e)}]

11. [a-5b~{a-{5c-2c-b-ib)-\-2a-{a-2b-{-c)}].

51. In the same manner as the use made of brackets

in Art. 27 was extended in the preceding Articles
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I

[ !

i

may the use made of brackets in Art. 31 be ex-

tended.

For example, the quantity ab— ac(l-\-ace may be
written in the equivalent forms

a {b— cd-\-ce},

a {b— c (d— e)].

So also the quantity S— Sx— Bxy-^-Bxyz may be
written in the equivalent forms

8 [l—x—xy-\-anjz]

8 [l-x{l-\-y-yz}]

3 [l-x{l+y{l-z)}].

52. In such cases, the effect of each symbol of

operation extends as a multiplier of the terms after

it as far as its accompanying bracket.

Thus in the last example 3 is a multipUer of every
term as far as ]

.

53. Conversely, such quantities as the last may be

freed from brackets by the law, that each sign and

symbol of operation affect all terms as far as their

accompanying bracket extends.

Thus if the brackets be removed successively, com-
mencing with the inside ones,

4[l-2a?{-l-2y(l-^)}] A[l-2x{-l-2y+2yz]]
A [l-{-2x-^4:xy — 4iXyz]

A-\-8x-\-iexy-iexyz.

The brackets may also be removed simultaneously,

as in the following example :

9. [1- a;(-l+ 2i/(-l + ^)n
,

=2 2a;- + -2a;x2y--f -f-2a?x2y«

=2 -\-2x-{-ixy— 4xyz,
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Exercises, IX.

Simplify the ixpressions

1 (a-^b)x+{a-b)y.

2. a-2(Sa-\-i)-^S(2a-b).

8. 8[a-2 {b-{c+ d)}].

4. 8a- [2a-2 {a- (rt-l)}+2].

6. a-2(8a+6)-3{6-h2(a-6)}.
6. 4:a-[2a-{2b{x-\-y)-2b{x-y)}].

7. a-2 [6+3 {a-2 (b-c) +2i-3 (rt-6+2c)}].

8. a-8(fc-c) -i I
(a-6) -4(6-c -i a-6)}.

64. The use of brackets may be stil) further ex-

tended to express such a quantity as a{c + d)-\-b'

(c+ d) in the equivalent form {c + d) (a + b).

In the same manner

a {-c+d) -b {-c+d) = {-c+d) (a-6).

(a— b) X ~{a— b)y —{a — h)z — {a— b) {x— y— z),

xy-^x+2y-Q=x{y-^) +2 (y-S).

= (2/-8)(a.'+2).

{a+l)x+{a+\)y-a-l = {a+ l)x+{a+l)y-{a+ l)

= («+ !) {x+y-l).

MULTIPLICATION.

65, The product of any quantities is represented

by enclosing each of them in a bracket, and writing

them together in a horizontal line in any order with

or without the dot . , or Multiplication sign x be-

tween them.

Thus {+a) {
— b) aenotes the product of +a and — 6j

ia—b) {— c) denotes the product of a— 6 and — c;

a—b){c— d) denotes the product of a— b andc— d;
and (a— 6) (c— £i)(«—/) denotes the product of a-b^
e—d, andtf—/.

a&baiSJsii>;.sfc.M-i,i-«vwi^v,.,i. .x.i,„i ;ti:i*Li^^a*jt^«rfi^^oM^ii^iMMiS^iliidiAiM-^'S^Mi^iii
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56. Each of the quantities so enclosed in a hracket

is called a factor of the product.

Thus -f-a, —6, and +r are factors of (4-a)(— fc)

5'! . When a factor is a mononomial it is called a

simple factor ; otherwise, a compound factor.

Thus —a is a simple factor, and b— e,& compound
factor of ( — a) (^ — c).

When the factor written first is a simple factor, its

bracket is generally omitted.

Thu8(-a)(-b)^-a(-b),{+x)(y-z)=-\-x{y^z).

58. From the preceding mode of representing a

product, it appears that it is equivalent to the sum of

certain terms which can be obtained by laws the con-

verse of those laid down in previous Articles for

expressing sums in various equivalent forms. Multi-

plication being thus another form of Algebraical

Addiction.

59. II is convenient to make three cases in Multi-

plication, namely,

I. The Multiplication of simple factors.

II. The Multiphcation of a simple and a compound
factor.

III. The Multiplication of compound factors.

We shall t^vke these three cases in order.

60. I. The product of two simple factors is obtained

by a law the converse of that given in Art. 31, namely,

+ a{+b)= -{- -\-ab = -^ab,

+ « (
— 6) = 4- —ab= —ab,

— a {-\-b) — \-ab = —ah,

— a (— b) = — —ab = -\-ab.
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Here it will be observed that the Bign of the pro-

duct may always be obtained from the signs of its

two factors by. the law that like signs produce +, and

unlike signs —

.

Thus the product of — 2x and — 81/ ip + 6.ry, the pro-

duct of 4-4i^ and —Sy is —12ay^y.

61. Again, since +a {—h) = —a 6, it follows that

4-rt (-/>) (+ c) = - ab (4-c) = -abc.

In the same manner it may be shown that
' -n (+ />) i-c) (-\-d) = -i-abcd,

and generally that the product of any number of factors

is obtained by finding the product of the first and

second, and multiplying this result by the third, and

so on.

62. In addition to the modes given in Art. 12,

for representing the quantitative elements of quanti-

ties we shall now use the symbol a", where n may
be positive or negative, integral or fractional.

63. The symbol fit" is called the nth power of a, or

a to the power of n, and this power is said to be of

the nth degree ; also the symbol n is called the index,

or exponent of the power.

Thus a^ is called a to the power of 2, or a squared ;

a' is called a to the power of 3, or a cubed ; whilst a*,

a~^, a* , a^ are called a to the power of 4, a to the power
of —8, a to the power of t, and a to the power of — |,

respectively. Also the index of a;^ is 5, and of x~*
is -f.

The meanings of such symbols will be explained

farther on.
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64. Powers, and the productH of powers of a quan-
tity are represented according to the following laws,

called Index Laws.

I. a^ «" = «*+*»,

II. (a"*)" = «""»,

III. (rt^)" = a"^«,

IV.
h ) 6"

'

m and n being any real quantities whatsoever, including

zero.

Thus, by Law I. we have

a«.a« = «»+• =a",

a-^.a* a-«+< = «"

By Law II. it follows that

By Law III.

66. The meaning of such symbols as a , a , a can

now be established. For by the second Index Law,

or a* is a quantity whose square is a ; that is, in Arith-

metical language, a* is the square root of a, or

J = W'a.

Again, (a*)' = a*, or a^ is a quantity whose cube is

t^ ; that is, a* is the cube root of a', or a*= ^o*.
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In like manner, since {u'^ )'* =ft^, it may be hIiowu

that a" = Va"*; so that, m and n beint,' i>.)Hitive in-
I m •

tegers, the symbols a** , «" may be calh.d in Arithmetical

language the wth root of a, and the »/th root of the mth
power of a respectively.

Thus 2' is called 2 to the power of i, or the cube

root of 2 ; and 8* is called 8 to the power of J, or the
6th root of the 4th power of 3.

6G. By the first Index Law it follows that a'a~*

=:a''*=:a**. The meaning of such a result may be

established as follows :

—
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70. ni. The product of two compound factors is

obtaiued from the law

(a-^h) (c-\-d) =(^i-f% ^(a^h)d =ac-\-hc -\-ad-\-hd,

(-a-^h)(e-d) - (-a-\-b)c -(-a->rb)d - ^ac-\bc-\-nd
-hd,

and BO on, which is the converse of the law given in

Art. 54. Hence the product of two compound factors

is the "ium of the products of one factor and eacli term
of the other, and may he obtained as in the following

Examples.

X
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Exercises, XII.

Find the products of

1. 2.r»-h^-|-l and4.r-8.

2. .ir>-|-8^«-l and a^^n.r-^1.

8. .<•" — X//-I-//'' and .r-f-//.

4. /(<-«»/>"+// and //*4-'''/>*+ft*.

6

.

a^— j^ii -f .*""//" - .nf -f //* and J* 4- y.

6. l4-4.r-l(b-2 ami l-0.*-f8.*-».

7. ^-7^4-5u'+l and 2.*-»-4.r-|-l.

8. a:»-2^-"4-8j*-4 and 4.<"»+ 8j^-f 2:r4-l.

9. ^+y — ^//-f-.^'+.'/ — 1 and .r-(-y— !•

10. ;<•+ 2// - 8^ and x- 2//+ 8c.

11. ((^~\-h^-\-(^— bc~ca — nh and ^+ />4-c.

12. r/2-2^//>+6Hc" and «'»+2t/6+^-c«.

18. J-^!f^ andx^-yK

14. a?*+?/* and x^-yK

15. rtl+ rt*/>*+ i^ andff*-6^

16. a^-a^b^-\-b'^ and J -{-b^.

17. .r+a;*+ 2 anda;+j;*-2.

18. a•»^-2+.^-»and.^•2-2-|-a;-^

19. x*-{-a^-}-l anda;-*-^-a+l.

20. a-*_|_rt-*+ l anda-^-1.

21. J-^+a-'^ and J-a-^.
,i;i .i.i22. a+aV-icV ^^-^ J rt+r?V+a?*y^/.^-L^i^.f

i , J28. x^-xy^+x^y-y'd andx+x^y^+y,
24. x-i-^y— 2 and ^a?— y+f.
25. ia;-^+a?-iand ia?+i-aj-^

26. x'P+xPyp-\-y^p and a^-yP.

27. rt'»-2a'»-ia;+8a'»-»a^ and a"+2a«-ia?-8tf'^i^.

28. aJ»+2a?y+8y»Pandar»-2a;V4..qy»P.
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71. When two faotors contain integral powers only

of the same H^'mbol the BUCceHHive coefficients in tli(;ir

product may be obtained by the following method,

called the method oi Detached CocJficienU, which con-

sists in leaving out the letters in the ordinary process,

and writing the coefficients only of the successive

powers. Whenever a power is wanting, therefore, its

place must be supplied by a zero.

Ex. 1. jJ'-a/r'+ Sx -1

a,.»^8.r*+ 8.»-»- a?"

-f- V- 8a.'"-f-ar-l

This product can be obtained by the above method,
as follows :

—

l_8_j_ 8-1
1-2+ 1

1-3+
-2+

+

3- 1

6- G+ 2
1_ 8+8-1

l_54.10-10+ 5-l.

Hero we have the coefficients of the successive poweri
in the product commencing with a^.

Ex. 2. Find the product of bx*-'lx^\ and 63r»+

2a;-l.

Here the coefficient of ur* is wanting in each factor,

and its place must be supplied by 0.

54.0- 2+ 1

5+0+ 2-1

25+0-10+5
+0+ 0-0+0

+10+0-4+2
-5-0+2-1

25+0+0+0-4+4-1.
Therefore the product is 25^— 4aj"+4a?— 1.
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Exercises, XIII.

Apply the method of Detached CoeflBcients to find

the product of

1. 0^^4-207+1 ando;-l.

2. 2a.-8-f"-8(r'+ 4ar+5 and x'-2x-\-l

4. Qii^ - 3,r« f 1 and 4x*+2x^+l .

6. 7o;^-5ar»+2and8a,-3+2o-'2-7a;+l.

72. The product of two like factors is called the

square of either.

Thus {a— b-{-c){a~b+c) is the square of a— b-j-c,

and may be written {a — b-\-cf.

When thv^ two factors are the same, since the product

of like terms in the multiplier and multiplicand is the

square of either term, and the product of unlike terms

in the multiplier and multiplicand is repeated in the

process, it follows that the square of any quantity is

the sum of the squares of each term and twice the

product of every two terms.

For example, find the square of a— b-\-c.

a —b +c
a —b
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Examples. .

J. (a-(-6-c)2=a«+6«+(-c)a+2rt6-f2a(-c)+26(~c)

= a+6»+c»H-2a6-2ac-26c.

In taking the products of the terms, two and two, it

will be found of advantage to take in order the product
of the first term, and each term that follows it, then
the product of the second term, and each term that

follows it, and so on, if there be more terms than
three.

2. (2a;»-8j;-4)«=4a;*+9a;»+16-f2(2^f2) {-S^v)

+2(2a;*)(-4)+2(-3a;)(-4)

= 4a?*+9d;"-|-16- 12^-16ar»H-24a?

= 4a:*- 12a^- 7ar»+ 24;i;+ 16.

3. («-l-a?-i)«=ar»+l + a;-«+2a;(-l) + 2.r(-ar»)

+ 2(-l)(-.r-)
= d^+H-a;-»-2a;-2+2ari

4. (a?*-i + a?~*)« = a; + i-ffl;-»+2a?*(-i) + 2«*

(+*-*)H-2(-i)(4-a?"*)

=a;+i+ar-»-a;*+2-aj~*

=:X— X^H-f-a; ^+ar\

EXEBCISES, XIV.

Find the values of

1. (l+x-\-a^y. 2. (l^x+x^)* 8. (l-a?-««)*.

4. (l-8a?+2aj*)». 6. (aj«-ia?+2)«.

6. (««-2+a?-^)». 7. (a;^-a;*+l)>

10. (2+3a;+4a;»)«-(2-3a?+4a^)«.

11. ^a+b+c-^dy-ia^b+e-d)*.
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73. Since by actual multiplication

(a+6)(a-fc)= a«-A«,

(a'+b-{- c) {a-\-b~ c)= (a+ fc)'- c",

and so on, we can hence write down at once the

product of two factors, one of which is the sum, and

the other the difference of the same two quantities.

Examples.

, 1. (2a;-f-8y)(2aj-3y)= (2a;)«-(8y)»=4a:»-9y«.

8. {x-{-y-^2z)(x-\-y-2z)={xTy+^)(^H^-^)
= (x-\-yy-(2zy

=a^+y'H-2an/-4«*.

Here the factors are arranged so that one is the euir

and the other the difference o{ x+y and 2;?.

4. (2aH-6-8)(2a-6-f8)= (2a+fe-8)(2a-6-8)
= (2a)«-(6-8)'

=4a»_(6«+9-66)
=4a»_6a_94.66.

Here the factors n-re arranged so that one iB the sum
and the other the difference of 2a and 6—8.

6. (a^-aj»+a;-l)(a!«-a^-a;4-l)

=:(aJ»_ar»+a?-l) {a^-a^-x-1)
= (aJ»-ar»)«-(a;-l)«

= a5<3 4. a;*_ 2aj»- a^- 1+ 2a?

=:a/^-2a^+x*-a^+2x-l.

6. (a^-x+l -x'^) {a^-\-x-l-\-x-^)= {a^'-x-l+x-^)

^pi^^x-l-irx-'^)

:=(af'y-{x-l+x-^y

== a;*- (aj"+ 1 + a?-»- 2a?+ 2- 2a?-*)

=a?*-a?*+2a?- 8+2a?-i -a?-«.

.1:^ .ilfMtiXI .^Lt'^ l^ltfll. ^ ! ^-^itflU UV^ K i.
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Exercises, XY.

Employ the preceding method to find the product of

2. a^-\-b^ and a'-h^

4. rt*+ A* andrt^-ii

1. a+86 and a— 86.

8. a*+6* and<i*-6*.

6. 4a*+ 5fc^ and 4a*- 56^'

6. la^+iftand^a^-li.

^ c^ c . a* c

8. 2x-\-y-\-z and 2x+y — z.

9. 5a— 86+c and 5aH-86— c.

10. 2a3- 86»- 4c» and 2a»+ 8ft"+ 4c».

11. a;—y+«— 1 and a;—y— «-f 1.

12. 2a?-8y+;&-l and 2a;-8y-f«+ l.

18. 2a«-86+c-4d and 2a^-{-Qb-c+id.

74. Since by actual multiplication

(x+y) (a^-xy-\-f)=a^-{-i^,

(x-y) (a^+ocy-\-y^)=a^-y^,

we can write down at once the product of any two

factors one of which is the sum of two quantities,

and the other the sum of the squares less the pro-

duct of the same two quantities.

Examples.

1. (2a4-ft) (4a2-2aft+ft")= (2«)''+ft'= 8a»H-6'.

Here the second factor is the sum of the squares of

2a and b less their product.

2. (x-Sy) (a^+Sayy+9f)=af'-{SyY=ot^-27f.

Here the second factor is the sum of the squares of

X and — Sy less their product.

8. (a; + a;-i) (a!«-l +a?-«)= (a? + a;-») {or' -\-
x-' --

1)

4. (a^-3/»)(a^4-^y'+y*)=W-(yy=^-y*-
o2

i
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EXEBCISBS, XYI.

Find tlie product of

1. ar+Sy and 4aj»-6a?y+V.
2. x-2y and x^+2xy+^y\

8. a"-6 and «*+«'*+ fr*

4. a*+6*anda-a*6*+^.

5. 2a?*-8y*and4a?+6a?*y*+ 9y. •

6. a^+2/« and a^P-aiPy^ \-t^.

7. flw;~*+a"-*aj and a'o;""— l +a~V.

DIVISION.

75. Any factor of a product is said to be the

quotient oi C product divided by the cthoxr factor.

Thus +2y i ^the quotient of — 8a? (H-2y), or — 6ajy

divided by —8a?; 2aj— 1 is the quotient of (2a?— 1)
(a?+2), or 2a?«+8a?-2, divided by a?+2.

76. The quotient of one quantity divided by another

is denoted by enclosing them in brackets and writing

the sign -r- between them, or by writing the second

below the first with a line between them.

Thus the quotient of —a divided by -\-hv& denoted

by (
— «)-^(^-^), or by -~j-\ the quotient of 2a?"— 8a?+l

divided by a?— 1 is denoted by (2a^— 8a?-fl)-i-(a?— 1), or

^ 2a?»-3a?+l
by 1— ; and so on.
" a?—

1

77. The first or upper quantity is called the Divi-

dend, and the second or lower one the Divisor,

78. When the Dividend and Divisor are mono-
nomials the brackets are generally omitted.

Thus (--2a?)^(+8y) is written — 2a?-4- + 8y.

^J4 I -ilia t*.m^xi ^ ._^ ut^)^ » .<Jt M >-
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79. Since Division is the inverse of Multiplication,

it will be found convenient to adopt the course pur-

sued in the last Chapter, and consider in order three

cases, namely

—

I. The Division of mcnonomials.

II. The Division of a polynomial by a mononomial.

III. The Division of polynomials.

80. I. The Bule of Signs in Division may be

deduced as follows :

—

f T ) ( +fc)= +«, it follows from Art. 76 that

X^ =: -f-
!"

. In the same manner, sincef +tV— fc)= — of

,

/-?)(+ &)=-«, (-^) (-6)=-fa, it follows that

Hence the Bule of Signs is the same in Division as in

Multiplication.

+ 4a? 4a; —a;*
Thus -8y" 3y' +8y« 8^' -8 """^ 8'

81. When the Dividend and Divisor invblve powers

of the same quantity, the quotient can be obtained

according to the Law
a"

a"
= a"*"**,

m and n being any real quantities whatsoever.

This Law follows from the first Index Law, thus-

(r"^ arszar

;

or
• — — /i'

>"^r Jf-r'^^w. // ^: v;v -i.^ >,-^5«,J >v4:-.^' t! ^
:

' ^,\^-c ..vv:^^^^
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Thus -' =a»-«= a, -] =««-= «-»; -'- =a*-^»=a'',
a* a* «-»

1.

8.

ai

cckz\

rt*

Examples.

— = -- 2a?.

+ -171- =+4a;y.

Exercises, XVII.
Divide
1. -2ir»by -^x. 2. +6a!«y«by ->2*i/'.

3. —x*y by a;"*!^. 4. 4-a;2/'«' ^y —x'^y^.

5. 2a* by -a"*. 6. -Saj-yby +a?-y.

7. rtVc* by ah^c^.

82

that

;. II. Since (+f-|) (+&) = H-a-c, it follows

a
= +6-T

In the same manner it may be shown that

—e e & e e

and generally that the quotient of a polynomial by a

mononomial is obtained by dividing each term of the

former by the latter.
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Examples.

1. =-ix+2.—X

2.
em^-\-a*a^—a

ax

Exercises, XVIII.
Diyide

1. 48aj*-16;»»+24aj«by8a!«.

2. Ua^-25bx^y+S5cxi/^hy -5x.

8. m*nx*y*—mn*a^* by wwan/.

4. <i"6aj*"+"— a6"a;"'+*" by a6aJ^+".

6. Saj'y-*— 6a;-V by — a?-*y-^

6. mal^-^^—nah/^-^*—a^^ hy a^^.

88. in. Since (a+6) (c+c^) = (a+6)c+ (a+6) (i

^(^-{-bc+ad+bd, it follows that

^+6
"

a+6
''*"^*

In the same manner it may be shown that

3^4- 8a; 4-2 _ ar'+a;+2a;+2 _ a;(a;-H)+ 2(a;+l)

x-\-l a;+l a^+l
=a;+2.

2a^+ 5a;-12 2a;«+ 8a;-8a;-12 2a; (a;+4) -8 (a;+4)

a;+4 a;+ 4 a;+4
= 2a;-8.

6a^-6a;*-8a?+2_ 6a;»H-4a;^-9a;'-6a;+8a; + 2

8^+2 8a;+2

2a;»(8a; + 2) - 3a;(8a;+ 2) + (3a;-|-2)
~

3a;+2
= 2a;»-8a;+ l.

And SO generally the successive terms in the quotient

may be determined by arranging the dividend as the

^'iiiu.* J-'^V^X-'t ^j. -i. ^ • ;>,.»; ' j>,-H'."•VV*„
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•il!

sum of certain quantities, each of which contains the

divisor as a factor.

Thus in the last example the dividend is arranged as

the sum of 2a^ (8a:+2), -8ar (8a?+2), and +(8a?+2),
each of which is exactly divisible by the divisor 8;r-f 2.

84. The preceding method may be equivalently

replaced by writing the dividend and divisor according

to the descending or ascending powers of x and pro-

ceeding as follows

:

8a;+2) 6a^-6a!«-8a?+2 {2a^

. ' -9a;*~8a?+2.

Here the first term in the quotient 2a^ is obtained
by dividing 6a?", the first term in the dividend, by 8ar,

the first term in the divisor. The first term in the
quotient is then multiplied into 8a?+2, giving 6aj*-|-4aj*,

andthis subtractedfrom the dividend leaves—W— 8a;+

2

which is the product of the divisor and the remaining
terms of the quotient.

The next term — ^x will be obtained in like manner
from 8a?+2 and -9a;'-8ir+2.

8a;-|-2)-9a!»-8a?+2(-8ar

-9a:*~6a?

8a?-|-2.

The piroduct of the divisor and the second term of
the quotient is here subtracted from — 9a;*— 8a>+2,
leaving 8a;+2, which must be the product of the divisor,
and the third term of the quotient.

The third term of the quotient +1 is found in like
manner from the divisor 8a;-f2 and the last difference
av+2, thus,

8a?+2)8a?4-2(4-l

8aj+2

..*

--.-- i>i-/r-i^Yf^\:.
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The different steps in the preceding process may bo

ooUeoted and arranged as follows :

-9a!*~6a;

8^4-2
ag+2

Here the divisor is written only once, and two terms

only of the first difference are brought down.

85. The same result may be obtained by arranging

the dividend and divisor according to ascending

powers of x, as follows :

2-(-8aj) 2~8aj-5aj«+6aj» (l-8j'-|-2df«

2+ 8a?

— 6a?

—

Bm^

~-6a?-9a!»

4a;»+6a:*

Examples.

1. Dividea;*— a* by a?— a.

x—a) a^—a* {a^+aa^+a^x-^-efi

c^a^— crx

c^x— a*

€fix—a* .

f

Here — a* is not brought down until the last step>

/ 2. Divide a^+l+a;-' by a7-l+ar~»
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In this case +1 may be considered the coefficic it

of jif'f and therefore the terms are arranged according
to the descending powers of .r, the successive indices

bring 2, 0, -2.

Here the third term of the quotient u;-Ms the quo-

tient of 1 or .c" by x.

8. Divide 2^ + y-l^-Z^'^-^r-^h^'l ^y

2x*-y+-.
2 6

^ I 1 i 4V , 3 * 1^ 68 I 3 1 1 4

2a^--^-aj»+ U^
2 6

3 4 95 4 ,
8

2 40 ^5
8 * 3 A

, 3

2 8 6

-2aj*

-2a;^
2

4. Divide 2a»-6a»!>+18rt«&»-6a6»-8a*6 by 2a -86.

Here we shall arrange the dividend and divisor ac-

cording to descending powers of a.

. k •^'•^\.:i^-!-i3-
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2a - 86) 2rt* - 86rt« - 0^i» -|- 1Wo" - 6//n (a« - 86<i« -- 2A««

2a»-86a*

_ C6rt»-flH/'V

6. Divide «* -«//»- „t^- 2/>rt»+ 26«4- 2/«-»+8crt«-8ci«

-8c*by rt-|-8c-26.

Here the dividend will be arranged according to

powers of n, the coefficients of a' and of a being col*

lected within brackets.

a+ 8c-26)aH (8c - 26)a» - (c'»+ 6»)a - 8c*-f 2/>c» - 86»c4- 26*

a*-f(8c-26y
- (c»+ 6»)a- 8c* -I- 26c» - 86»c+ 264

-(c»-i-6')a -8c*-f26c»-86»c+26*

Exercises, XIX.
Divide

1. 2-8a?+a?»by 2-|-ar.

2. lOa^-f 7a;*-8a;+6by 2a?-f8.

8. aj"-f-l by a;+l.

4. 2a!»-a!«-f8a?~9 by 2^-8.
6. 6aj»+14a;>-4aj-f 24 by ar-fB.

6. 7a;»~24aj«4-58a;-21 by lx-%.
7. a^— 1 by x—1.
8. a;*-5aj»+lla;>-12j;+6by a:"-8a;+3.

9. i»*-18a^+86bya^4-5a?-f 6.

10. l_a?-8«"-.r» by l+ 2a;+a^.

11. aj*+aJ*-2byar*+2a^+2.

12. a;8+a»«+8aj*+2a;*+l bya^-2a;»+8«*-2a:+l.

.
18. i«»~4a?*+2:iaj»-±»a:»-Aiaj+27 by ^a^-ar-f 8..

14. a^+a?-* by by a?+a?-*.

16. 2aj»-a»-8-|-7aj-»-8a?-*by2a?+l-8a?-i.

16. i/»-y-"byy~y--\

^ -";;-';i;i;>'-^il^;-'(i''5(K^t''^>-:?
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17. a!*-2-Ha'-'bya?-2-|-a?->,

18. aj*+64 by iC+4aj*+8.

10. ir»-f af*-9a?-16aj*--4 by x^^x^-\-i.

20. a;»+2a^-f 8a!"y*-aj*y'-2a?y*-8y»by j*-y».

21. rt*-i«bya»-2a»6+2a6«-6".

22. rt*-8fc*-26«a«+«*4-6* by «»+**.

28. a5*4-2na!*—mV+n* by a5*-f»?j?4-n.
•

24. a«-fc'-c*-26c by a-6-c.

26. a>*-fwi"aj—2iwwa?+m*«—n* by a5*-|- wo? -f«.

26. a*+2«V+9&*by a»+2aA+86«.

27. a)"— 8a^--y"— 1 by a?—y— 1.

28. a;"— (a-|-6-}-c) aj*+ (hc-{-ca'\-ah) x -^ ahc by »—

29. a5*+y'4-«*— 8a^« by a?+y+«.

80. a^-y by a;*-y*.

81. r/»-6"by a*-6*.

82. x^-y^hy x^-y^,

88. x-y by a?*-y'.

84. a«+2aA-»+96-«bya-2aV*+86-i.

86. a!»-2x*y~*4-2<ry~ -a?*y"Hy a;*-y~*.

86. a^+aV*-f-6~^ by a*4-aV*-|-6~^.

87. «^-2aM-f a" by x^ -2a^x^'\-a.

88. ir-4a?*y"*+ 6aj*y"*~4a?*y~*+y"*

by »*~2c*y~*+y"*.
I

I

86. When there is no exact quotient the process of

the preceding Article will give at any stage a quantity

which, multiplied into the divisor, and added to the

last difference, will be equal to the dividend.

-. \^:
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For example,

-2x +7.

Here 2a?(a?-2) -2.»+ 7= 2aj»-6a7+7.

If the process be continued, the next term of the

quotient being — 2, and the next difference 8, it follows

that

(2a;-2)(aj-2) + 8= 2a^-6ir+ 7.

87. The statement of the preceding Article is true,

DO matter what the arrangement of the terms of the

dividend and divisor is.

Thus, in dividinga?*-8a^-|-4a^-7a?+6 by a^-2a?-|-8»

we may proceed as follows

:

-K-7iJJ4-Y'^+6

1i we stop at this stage of the process it will follow

that

(|aj»+iaj»)(-2;»+a;"-3)-ia;*-|-faj»+Yaj"-7«-f6

8a;*+4aj»-7a?+6.=aj*

88. When the dividend and divisor are arranged

according to descending positive powers of the same

letter, it is always possible to continue the process of

division until the leading term of the last difference is of

a lower degree than the leading term of the divisor.

The last difference in such cases is called the

Bemainder.
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Examples.

1. Find the qaatient and remainder when 103^-^-1a^

-ar+ 14 is divided by 2.2? 4- 8.

-8a!*-12ar

4a?+14

4aT4-6

s"

Hence the quotient =5:^^ — 40; 4-2, and remainder
= 8.

2. Find the quotient and remainder when a^4-pa?4-f

is divided by a?—a.

X'-a)o^-\-px-\-q(x-\-a-\-p

a?— ax

{a-\-p)X'\-q

(a-\-p)x-a{a-\-p)

Hence the quotient = x -\- a -\- p, &nd remainder
=a(a+j9)-|-^.

EXEBCISES, XX.

Find the quotient and remainder in dividing

1. 4.'B»-4iir»-|-8a;+2 by 2a;+l.

2. Q^-\-a^ by a;-j-a.

8. Qi^— c? by x-\-a.

4. 2a;*-a»*H-9a;»by 2a;»+a?-|-l.

6. 2aj«-j-2aj*+6aj»byaJ»+aj«+irH-l.

6. 2a;*+8a;»y4-8ar»j^+£.uy»4-j/4.23r' by 2a?-|-y.

7. x'+Soaj'by a;»+5aa?-fa'.
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HORNER'S METHOD OF DIVISION.

89. When the dividend and divisor contain integral

powers only of the same symhol, and the coefficient

of the first term of the divisor is unity, the quotient

may he found hy the following process, which is the

inverse of Multiplication hy Detached Coefficients.

By multiplication the product of 8a^— .r + 2 and
0^— 2a?+8 is obtained as follows

;

8-H- 2

1-2+ 8

8-
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In forming the product above it will be noticed that

the diagonal columns

-6 +2 -4
+9 -8 +6

are the products of —2+8 and 8, —1, +2, respectively.

Therefore in performing the inverse process of finding

the quotient the diagonal columns

4-6 -2 +4
-9 +8 -6

are the products of +2 —8 and 8, —1, +2, respec-

tively. +2,-8 are the coefficients of the second and
third terms of the divisor with their signs changed, and
are written vertically, each horizontally opposite the

products of which it is a factor.

Ex.2. Multiply 2aj*-3a;-f-2by a^-2xH-4, and divide

the product by a?*— 2a?+4.

2-3+ 2

1-2+ 4

2-8+ 2

_4-|. 6- 4

+ 8-12+8

+2
-4

2-7+16-16+8
+4- 6+ 4

- 8+12-8

2-8+ 2

Here in the inverse process +2,-4 the coefficients

of the second and third terms of the divisor, with their

signs changed, are written in a vertical Une, and the
products of these and the successive coefficients of the
quotient are written in diagonal columns. The first co-

efficient of the quotient is the same as the first coefficient

of the dividend, the coefficient of the divisor being unity.

Ex. 8. Multiply 8aj»-2a?+5 by a»-2a;»-l and divide

the product by a;^— 2a^- 1

.

•;, -
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The sum of the second vertical column to the right

of the divisor gives -t-3, the second coefficient in th«

quotient, and the products of this -f 8 and — 2, — 6,

give the second diagonal column,

-6
16

The sum of the third vertical column gives +4, the

third coefficient in the quotient, and the products of

this +4 and —2, —5, constitute the third diagonal

column,
-8

-20

The process is continued in this manner and ceases

when the last product, (in the above case —35,) fallf

vertically below the last term of the dividend.

The successive coefficients of the quotient are thus
found, and as the first terms of the dividend and divisor

are of the fifth and second order, respectively, the first

term of the quotient must be of the third order.

Therefore the quotient is

2.i^+3a^+4;r+7.

If the dividend in the last example had been

2a;^+7a;*+20a^+30ar»+33a?+39,

that is,

2a^+7a;*+20ar'+80ar»+34a;+36-a?+4,

and the divisor the same as before, the remainder
would evidently be —a? 4- 4. The sucessive coefficients

— 1, +4, of this remainder will therefore be the sums
of the last two vertical columns in the following, th«
process being conducted as before.

2

6

2+7+20+30+33+39
_4_ 6- 8-14

_10_15-20-36
2+8+ 4+ 7- 1-^ 4
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In such a case as this the last multiplier for forming
the diagonal columns will be the last coefficient of the

quotient, and the sums of the vertical columns to the
right of this multiplier will be the successive coefficients

of the remainder. The order of any term in the re-

mainder is the same as that term of the dividend in

the same vertical column. Thus in the last example
— 1 is the coefficient of x, as is also +83 in the
dividend.

It is usual to draw a vertical line as above between
the coefficients of the quotient and those of the re-

mainder.

Ex. 5. Divide lOx'^-la^-l^a^ by a-- 3.

Here the places of the coefficients of the two terms
^ anting in the dividend must be supplied by zeros.

+ 8

10- 7-19+
+ 30+69+ 150

-f

+460
10+23+ 60+ 150 1+460

Therefore, quotient =10a^+ 23^-2+60.^+160, and re-

mainder=460.

Ex.6. Divide 6a;»-18^-8aj2+20a'-6bya;3+2^~3.

In this caoe the place of the term wanting in th«
divisor is supplied by a zero.

-2
+0
+3

5+ 0-18
-10+20

+

- 8+20-5
- 4

- 0+0
+ 15-80+6

I

6-10+ 2
I
+ 8-ld+l

Here the operation of forming the coefficients of the

quotient ceases as soon as the last product +6 falls

below the last term of the dividend. A vertical line is

then drawn after + 2 the last multiplier, and the sums
of the vertical columns to the right of this line will be
the successive coefficients of the remainder. .>

d2

i
If*

m
f
km
mm

i^>M

iiSto,
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Therefore, quotient = 5a5* — 10a? + 2, remainder
= 8a!«-10a7+l.

Exercises, XXI.

Divide according to Horner's Method

1. 5ix^-4a^-Qx-90hy x-S.

2. a;»+3a;"+3a?+l byarfl.

8. a^-5x*-^10af'-10x^-\-5x-lhja^-2x+l.

4. 20a;«-20a?»+57a;*+8a.-»-7aj»-2a;+6 by a;«-aT-f-8.

6. 17a;»-16aj*-804bya;-2.

6. a;»+a;«+a;'+2aj«-a;*-ar»-2ir-l by.'»*+a;»H-d?4-l.

7. 4aJ»-7a?*+25aj»-15aj«+8a?+10bya;»~a?-f6.

8. lla?*-2a;»+14j?-539 by ar»-7.

9. 5x*-laf^-^Ux^-12x-S6hj a^+x+S,

10. 4aj*-18a;»-12a^+18a?bya;-5.

11. 7a;'+19a?*-5a;»bya?+3.

12. 7aj*-8ar»+l by ar»- 2a?+3.

18. 10aj»+5a?*-90a;8-44ar^+10a?+lbyaj*-9.

14. 5a;*-15a;«+20a?+42 by a?8~2dr»+8.

15. 8a;*-400a;2+176a?bya;8+7ar»-3a;4-l.

16. 10a?io+10a;«+10a;8-100bya;7+a;8-aj+l.

17. Sa^+5x'-Saf+7a^--\-Shj x'-2x,

18. 9a?"+4a;«-27i»*+l by a^+2x^+l,

MISCELLANEOUS THEOREMS.

90. Any quantity is said to be a function of the

flymbol or symbols involved iu it.

Thus 5a?, a!*-l, 5a;»-a;+l, a^^f^x+y are fl^lO-
tions of Xi the latter being also a function of y.

V, , • -: '4.'
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91. A function of any quantity x is denoted by

enclosing a; in a bracket, and writing before it any

one of the symbols /, <^, -^j &c., either alone or

affected with accents, dashes, or subscripts.

Thus /(a:), fi(x), f(x), f^(x), 0(a?), ;//(aj) denote dif-

. ferent quantities involving x.

92. It must be carefully noted in this notation

that such symbols as /, </>, employed before the

brackets do not denote numbers, but are merely short

forms for expressing the words quantity , expression,

or function involving. Such a symbol, therefore, as

f(y) must not be confounded with the product of

/ and y.

93. If a certain quantity involving x be denoted by

f(x)y then the value of the same quantity when x=a
is denoted by /(a).

Thus, if/(a?) =:aj»-6a!»+10, it will follow that

/(a) =a»-5a»+10,

f{h) =6»-6ft» + 10,

/(>) =c«-5c*+10,

/(2a;) =8aJ'"20a;»4-10,

/(I) =1-6+ 10=6,

/(_3)= -27-464-10= -62,m =10,

and so on.

Examples.

1. If /(a;)=ar»-2a;+8 and 0(a;)= 2a^-8a!*-6, find

ihe value of /(l)+0(2).

Here/(l)=l-2+8=2,
V ^ 0(2)=16-12-5=-l.
Therefore /(1)+^ (2)= 2- 1= 1.

If
i 1-1.
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!

2. If/W = 5ar»-2;r»/+?y», find/(t/).

Here/(i/) will be the value 5a^-2xy-{-y* when for x

we write y.

Therefore /{y) = 5y« - 2i/«+ 2/''= 4i/".

3. If /,(a;)=a^-2^y-i/S and /,(2/)=t/»+2t/aj-a^, find

the value of /j(a;)-/i(?/).

Therefore /, (a?) -f, {y) = 2ar»+ 2y^

Exercises, XXII.

1. T£f(x)=^-2a^+Qx-10, find/(2).

2. If/(a)= 5a^+6rt-20, find/(-8).

3. If /(I/)^V- 31/^-1, find /(t).

4. If f{x)= 5a^ -dx+10, and ^W= 3/- 6t/- 16„

find/(-l)-^(-2).

6. If /i(a)= aa-62-ca, and f^{h)=h^-c^-a*, find

6. If /(a;)= 207+*/- ;2, ( t/)= a;- 2i/- «, and \\^{z)=x

+y+2.,find/(l)+0(2)-^(-l).

94. If it be required to express in the above nota-

tion that a quantity involves two letters, as x and y,

we employ the symbol /(a?, y). In such a case the

value of the quantity when a;=a, and y=6 is written

/(a, h).

Thus, if /(ar, y) = 2ar»-ar^/+3l/^ then

f{a, 6)= 2«.2_a6-t-362,

/(a;, l)= 2ar^-ar-f-3,

/(a, 2)= 2a2-2a+12.

95. When the divisor contains: the first power only

of the symbol according to whose powers the dividend
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aod divisor are arranged, the remainder may bo found

without actuf^l division in the following manner

:

Let fix) denote the dividend, ax-\-b the divisor, Q
the quotient, and R the remainder, which in this case

will not contain x, because the divisor involves only the

first power of x.

Then, since the product of the quotient and divisor

added to the remainder is equal to the dividend, we
have

/{x)= Q(ax^b)-]-ll

Now since this equality holds always, it will be true

when X has the value —
, in which case Q{(ix-\-b)

will vanish, because one of its factors becomes zero,

and R will remain the same, because it does not con-

tain X.

Hence /o R,

and therefore the remainder is the value of the dividend

when X has the value which makes the divisor vanish.

Examples.

1

.

Find the remainder when a^ — Sa^+^x—lis divided

by aj-2.

Here iiif^-Sx'-\-2x-l = Q(x-2)-^R,

and since this is true for all values of x it will be true

when a;=2, in which case we have

2«-3x2'»+2x2-7= 0+/?

.•.i?=8-12+4-7
= -7.

2. Find the remainder when Sci:^-\-12x^— 4:x— 5 is

divided by 2a? -|- 3.

Here f(x)= au»+ 12a^— 4.ir- 5, and iP= - f make the

divisor vanish.

^ .•./2=/(-|)= 8(-|)»-fl2(-t)^-4(-|)-5
= -27+ 27+ 6--5

= 1.

^

i

* ''
;.

'!'''

• '' '/

i;> -i-

!r.(^5

i

:. h-.^.''h,'X\'iiti.\*->.. ,
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8. Find the remainder when of*— a* is divided by
x-^-a, n being an integer.

Here /i=( — «)* — a", the first term of which is —a",
<or -f-a", acoording as n is odd or even; therefore

ii= —2a", or 0, according as n is odd or even.

Thus x— a, a?" — a", a^— a", a?'— a' have remainders — 2fl,

— 2a', —2a", —2^7, respectively, when divided by aj+a;
whilst a;*— a', a;* — «*, ocfi—a* are exactly divisible by

4. Show that76-f c— a) (o+a— 6) (a+fc— c)-f 8aAc is

exactly divisible oy a-\-b-\-c.

Here the dividend may be denoted by /(a), and since
— h — c when substituted for a makes the divisor

vanish,

I{=i=f{-b-^c)= (b-\-c-{-b-\-c){c-b-c-b){-b^c-\'b-e)
-|-8'6c(-6-c)

= 2(6+c)(-2i)(-2c)-86c(6+c)

= Qbc{b-\-c)Sbc(b+c)

Exercises, XXIII.

Find without actual division the remainder after

dividing ,

1. 5a;*-6a^+7a'-8 by a?+l.

2. 6a?«-5aj»+10aj-100bya?-8.

8. 18a^-27a;+40by 8a;-4.

4. 8a^-16a;«-12a;-10by2aJ+6.

5. «'+«' by a;-f-a.

6. a?*— rt' by a?— o.

7. ir»+a' by a?— a.

8. a;«-(a+l)a;+2a-l by a?-rt+l.

9. Prove that {b-c)a^+{c-a)tP'}-{a-^b) c» is exactly
divisible by a-\-b-\-c.

10. Prove that aa(6» + c»-a*)-f 6^(c»4-a«-i^)+fl«
<<3^+6'-c2) is exactly dir nble by a+fc+c

^ £*> ^ s^-^'f «/ i ii ir^* ' ^ .is^V^i
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96. The value of any quantity /'(a;) when x=a may
be determined by finding by actual division the re-

mainder when /(a;) is divided by a;— a.

For the value required is/ («), and this by Art. 95
is the remainder when/ (x) is divided by a;— a.

Thus the value of aj*— 7aj+ 9when a?= 6 is 6"- 7 X 5
-I- 9

;

bui the remainder when a^— 7aj+9 is divided by ar—

6

is also 5'— 7 X 5+9. Henoe the value required may be
determined by finding the remainder by actual division.

Examples.

1. Find the value of .15"— 4a?+8 when xz^S.

Here the value required will be the same as the

remainder when a;"— 4a?-|-8 is divided by a;— 8.

8

1+0-4
+8+9
1+8+6

+ 8

jfl5

+ 18

Therefore 18 is the value required.

2. Find the value of 6a^— 4a:*+ 8a;'— 4a^+ a?+ 4 when
a>=— 4.

-4
6- 4+ 8- 4+ 1

-.20+96-896+1600
+ 4
-6404

5-24+99-400+1601 |
-6400

Therefore — 6400 is the value required.

8. Find the value of a;«-102aH«+100ar*+102a;«-99aj>

201a; when a;=101.

1-102+100+102- 99-201
101 ! + 101- 101 -

1

01+ 101+ 202

1
1 - y:." 147-14. 2+ 1

Therefore 101 is the value required.

+
+ 101

+ 101

m

fU'X

mi
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EXKRGISEH, XXIV.

Find the valuo of

1. 7a;^-lla^+a?-50, when ar= 2.

2. 5^- ar»+ 10;r - 28, when a.-= 4.

8. ;!-•»- 19j^- 121, whena=-8.

4. ;r»-98a-^-98ar»-100a.'«+98a.4- 100, when x=99.

5. 2a;» + 401u?^ - 199a--» + 899a;" - 602a? + 211, when
.« = -201.

0. 10i?*-1109a.'8-109a.-"-212^-llll, whenu?=lll.

7. j^ — ^m^ — '^a^i when x— —4.

8. 72a;'— 48u*, when x——}^.

9. 1000a;*-81a:, when a- =0.1.

I

97. Although the arrangement of the terms or

factors of a quantity is arbitrary and does not affect

its value, it will be found useful in some cases to

prefer one arrangement to another. Whenever,, for

example, the parts of an expression are analogous to

each other, corresponding letters involved should be

arranged in the order of the alphabet, the last of the

letters being followed in order by the first

Thus if a, 6, c be the letters, a will be followed by 6,

t by c, and c by «, in the same manner as if they were
arranged on the circumference of a circle.

fit

98. Quantities arranged according to this law are

said to be written in alphabetical circular order.

The following are examples of its application.

Ex.1. a-^h-\-c) -a-b-c; a^+^-fc"; a?*+y*+A

'S'i^ii-ik^jBf:,]irL*iuftV^-i\.-.*^'U'^L«^/-^"'' *\"Ci-i.«.^^

..\ ..-...
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It will be observed that oorreepondiug parts have
like signs.

Ex. 2. aa?+%+c«; a*x-^t^y-\-ch; ^-f^+-.X y z

Ex. 8. abc
/I 1 1\

bc-^ca-\-ab.

In the latter form it will be observed that the first

factors of the three terms are b, c, a, and the second
factors c, a, 6, and that the first term does not contain

a, the second does not contain b, and the third does

not contain c.

Ex. 4. The quantity a^b - c) -b^a-e) -(^ (b-a)
may be arranged in the more symmetrical form a^ [b — r)

-f ^(c— a) +«' (a— b) in which the corresponding parts

follow each other in alphabetical circular order.

Ex. 6. a (6-c)"4-fc(c-a)«+c («-/>)".

Ex. 6. (bz-cyY-{-{ca!-azyi-{ay-bxf.

Here the first part does not involve a or x, the second
part does not involve b or y, and the third part does

contain c or ;;;.

i

)" if

m
m

i'.:

IH, ' 'il

99. When we know the letters involved in a quan-

tity which can be arranged according to the above

method, we can infer one part from another, and

therefore may write the first part only and leave the

rest to be inferred.

Thus the quantities in Exs. 4 and 5 may be written:

«*(6--c)+&c., and a(b — cf-\- &c., respectively.

Thus also —(ft"— c*)+ &c. may stand for

yz^ ' zx^ pny^
'

,-!i'""'.iili-' » .'J- '.';'* *'
i:^\k ."^-i-i
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100. In the same mauncr as a" is used to sym-

bolise the product of n a's, +" and -" may be

employed to denote combinations of n + signs, and

n — signs, respectively.

Thus, (-«)'=-- -8 «"= -a"; (-a7)'»= -»«;'*= 4- a?*; and,

generally, if w be a positive integer, so that 2n is an
even integer and 9m-\-1 an odd integer,

Thus also we may write -\-^-\-^=:-^'^—-\- ; _8--4=—

^

= — ;
—»—''= — 8=:-|- ; and, gonerally,

_i_m_j_n_. _|_»i+n .

101. By assuming this Law to hold for all values

of m and n, positive or negative, integral or fractional,

we would be thus enabled to e:stend our notation for

representing the designative elements of quantities

by the introduction of such signs as +^, — ^, &c.

We would be thus led to the mode of representing

imaginary quantities, the discussion of whose pro-

perties is beyond the scope of this Treatise.

102. Also, if the Law hold for zero values of m
and n, it will follow that +<»= -f tr — »,

For +»+a=+2=-f.; and +.+»= +

j

therefore +•>= + .

Again, —«—8=—"= — ; and +—*= — ;

therefore —«= + .

Thus (+;»)"= -fV=+l; (-ar)«=~«aj»=4.1.

.i-'^ij'.-'^'-^v<,/'';'^^:.i£'.»«'«/.av. ;jf;*^'ifeiitv.j.'ifc"';
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INVOLUTION.

103. The process by which the power of a poly-

nomial is expressed as the sum of a series of mono-
nomials is called Involution^ and the power sa

expressed is said to be developed, or expanded.

104. In the following Articles we shall give the

metliod of effecting the development or expansion

when the index of the power is 2, 3, 4, —1, or —2.

105. The expansion of the square of any quantity

is most easily obtained by the method already given

in Art. 72. The two following modes, however, of

an'anging the results given by that method will be

found useful.

106. I. In this method the various parts of the

expansion will be written in horizontal rows. In the

first row occurs the square of the first term of the

given quantity whose square is to be developed. In

the second row the product of twice the first term

added to the second and the second. In the third

row the product of twice the first term added to twice

the second term added to the third and the third.

And so on.

Examples.
1. (a+6)«= a^

+ {2a+b)b= &o.

2. (6-c)= 62

+ (26-c)(-c)= &c.

8. (a+6+c)"= a^

+ (2a+6)6.

+ (2a+26+ c)c= &c.

1j]
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4. (rt-6_c)2=: ««

+ (2«-6)(-/^)

+ {2a-2b-c){-c)-&c,

6. {a+b-\-ci-dy= a^

+ (2rt.+26+2c+rf)rf=.tc.

From this mode of arrangement is deduced th«

inverse process for extracting ilie square roots of

quantities.

Exercises, XXV.
Develop

1. (a^-yf, 2. i^x-Syf. 3. (l-x+y)*

4. {'2n — 3b— cY. 5. {yz-{-zx-{-ccy).

6. {2x-l-^x-''y. 7. {x'+a-ax-'^f.

8. (^-.y+;?-l)2. 9. («2_i_)_c2-<i)2.

10. {^J'-Sx+l-x-'^f.

107. II. The second method of arranging the

development will be evident from the following

Examples.

1. {a+bf= d'+ 2ab+b\

2. {a-^b+ cy = a'+2a{b-\-c)-\-b^-\-(^-{-2bc.

3. i^a-{-h+ c+ df^.a'-\-2a{b+c+d)-\-b^+c^-\-d^+2bc
-^2bd-{-2cd.

108. The development of the cube of a quantity

willbe determined by multiplying its square, written

according to the second method given above by ihe

quantity itself.

1. {a+bf= a(a-\-by

+h{b+af
= a^-i-^cC'b+aV^

+b^-\-2b^a+ba^
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Here the two parts of the development are arranged

in horizontal rows, the corresponding parts bein^

placed below each other in alphabetical circular order.

2. (a+6+cy= o{a-{-b-\-cY

+ c{c-\-a+ hy

+ 6"

+

2h^ (c+ «) + 6 {c'+ a^) -\- 2bca

-f c8+ 2c2 (a+ fe) 4- c {a^+ b^)+ 2cab

= a^+3a^b-\-c)

+ b^-{-Sb^{c-{-a)

+ c^+Qc^a-\-b)+ 6abc.

Here the three parts of the development are arranged

in horizontal rows, the corresponding parts being placed

below each other in alphabetical circular order at

before. In taking the last step, the second and third

columns are combined into one, and the terms in the

fourth column are added together, giving 6abc.

8. (a-{-bi-c-\-dy= a(a-\-b-\-c+dy

+ b{b+c+ d-\-af

+c{c+d+a+ by

-{-d(d+a+ b-^cy

s a^+2a^b + ci-d)+ a{b^+c'^+rP)

-\-*2abc+2abd+2acd

+ 68+26" (c+rf+ff)+ b (cH r/2+ ^2)

-\-2bcd-\-2bca-i-2bda

+c8+2c2(ti+rt+6) + c (d2+ ^2+ 62)

-\-2cda+2cdb-\-2cab

+d8+2£?» («+6+ c)+ rf («2+ fe2+ c«)

^2dab-{-2dac+ 2dbc

B a«+3a.2(6+c+d)+ 66cd

+68+362(c+£^+«)+ 6cda

+ c8+ 3c2 (<Z+ a+ 6)+ 6<«a6

+ d«+ Sf?" (a+ 6+ c)+ 6a6c.

m

3 . ^.

^•i'^':i

'*^:*«

. I

'.•)

'A

:>tfm

J "KM

i2».>s«i«^-;-i!i!-
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109. Fxjm the above examples we can deduce the

following rule for the development of the cube of any

quantity containing three or four terms.

The cube of any quantity is equal to the sum of the

cube of each term, and three times the square of each

term multiplied by the sum of the other terms, added

to six times the sum of the products of every three

terms.

The above Rule, although deduced for quantities

containing not more than four terms, is nevertheless

true for the development of the cube of a quantity

containing more terms than four.

110. The cube of a binomial may also be put in

the following convenient form :

(a+6)8=a3+ i'+ ^ah{a-\-h), (a-bf= a^-lfi- 8a6(a-6).

Exercises, XXVI.
Develop

1. (y-\-zf. 2. (2a-36)» 8. (2a2+8)»

4. (^-<i)\ 5. (2x+3yJ. 6. (1 -«+««)«.

7. {x-l+x-'^f. 8. {a^-\-2-x-^)\

9. {l-x+y-zf. 10. (bc+ca-i-aby.

111. The results given by the Rule of Art. 109
may also be arranged according to the method of the

following examples, in which the various parts are

arranged in horizontal rows,

1. (a-\-bf= a»

+ (3a«+3a6+62)ft=&C.

2. {a-\-b+cy=z a"

+ (3aa+8flfc+6»)6

+ (3 a-\-b +8 a+6.c4.c8)c=&c.
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8. {(t+ b-\-c-{-dy= a»

-\-{Sa^-{-Sab-\-b^)b

+ (3 a+ b'+'c* + 3 ^r+ /TiPc.d+ fP)df

= «&o.

+ (3 . 2x''~^x^+ 9 .
2^"^"^+ 9)(8)= &c.

Prom this mode of arrangement is deduced the

inverse process for extracting the cube root of a
quantity.

Exercises, XXVII.
Develop

1. {x+yy 2. (x-yy 3. (a-bj.

4. (x^y-zy. 5. (n^^y-z^y.

6. {l-\-x-x'y.

112. The fourth power of a polynomial is found

by squaring its square.

Thus (l-\-xy={{l-^xy}^={l+ 2x+x'}^

-l+ ix-^6x^-\-ia^-\-ai^.

ii

i<v»a

mm
' r't, '

'im

Develop

1. (1-a)^

4. {a'-b+cy.

Exercises, XXVIII.

2. {x-yy. 3. {l-x-\-xy.

m
113. The development of the negative integral

powers —1, —2 of polynomials may be eflfected by

expressing them as the reciprocals of the correspond-

ing positive powers.

Examples.

1, Develop (l+;»)-^

> Here (l+a?)"'*= , and if 1 be divided by 1+x the

E

>,v*.J1

Am.

mim
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quotient will be 1— a?+a^— ar'+ Ac, and the remainder
will depend on the stage at which we stop dividing.

The quotient l—a;-\-a^—a^-\-&c. is then the develop-

ment of {l-\-x)-^; but it must be carefully observed

that such developments do not express the exact values

of the powers unless the remainders be taken into

account. Thus in the present example if we stop at

»—a^ in the quotient, we shall have

af

If we stop at -fa;* in the quotient, we shall have

(l+a?)-i= l -a;-f a^-a.'^+a?^-

and so on.

2. Develop (l-.r)-3.

l+a;

Here(l-n')-a= =—^r——, = 1 + 2iP + 8^-»-4a^+&c.

by actual division. If we stop at 4a;' in the develop-
ment, the remainder will be 5x^—ix^.

ExERciaEs, XXIX.

Develop to four terms

1. (l-^x)-\ 2. {l-\-x')-K

4.
1—x

' 6.
1+x

8. (l+iP-fiT*)-*.

1+x+a^
6.

(1+^)^

.«

EVOLUTION.

114. The process by which the root of a polyno-
mial is expressed as the sum of a series of monono-
raials is called Evolution, and the root when so

expressed is said to be extracted.

115. In the case of the square and cube roots the

extraction can be effected by processes the inverse

*V^a.u_ (In.. SA.'^iNjCr*i'iJ* i- j.^...*^-^
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of those given in Involution for the development of

the squares and cubes of polynomials.

We shall consider in the first instance the method

of extracting the square root of a quantity.

116. Since the square of a quantity is equal to

the square of the same quantity with its sign or

signs changed, it will follow that there will be two

square roots, one being derived from the other by a

change of signs.

Thus since (+ay= (-of =a\ it follows that the

square root of a* is +«, or — «. These two values may
be represented by the symbol +«, the two signs being

' combined.

Again, since (a-hf = (-n-\-hY == a^-^ah^h^, it fol-

lows that the square root of a^— ^ah-\-h^ is a — h, or
— a-\-h.

In the following articles we shall only determine
the root whose first term is positive.

' -^

117. In the process of Art. 106, the successive

terms of the quantity to be squared occur as factors

of the several products written in the horizontal

rows, and therefore, in extracting the square root of

such a development, the successive terms of the

square root may be found by arranging the given

development in the form of such successive pro-

ducts.

Thusrt'»+2rt6+62=<i2

+ (2rt+6)6

from which arrangement we infer that the square root

ofrta+2a6+62isa-f6.

e2

^t
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Ex. 2. 4-12.tr'4-9j?*=22

+ (4-3u;»)(-air»).

Therefore the square root of A^l%i^-{-9x* is 2-3j.^,

Ex. 3. rt«-2a6+6"-2ac+26c+c"= rt"

-{{2a-2b-c) (-6-)

Therefore a— 6~c is the square root of a"— 2ai-f &c.

118. The preceding process may be more con-

veniently replaced by the following equivalent one in

which the successive terms of the square root are

written as they are obtained to the right of the quan-

tity whose square root is required.

Ex. 1. a^+2ab-\-V {a+b
a'

2a+ t)'2«fo+i>

2a6+6»

Here the first term a is the square root of the first

term of the r-iven quantity from which its square a* is

subtracted leaving 2a6+fe". The second term b is

obtained by dividing the first term 2ab of this remainder
by 2a, double the term already found ; b is then added
to 2a forming the complete divisor 2a+,fc, and this

multiplied by b gives 2ab+b^

Ex. 2. 4-12ar»+9a;''(2-3a:»

4

4_8a?) -12ar»+9a;*

-12a;"+9aj

I , >V.^."W-;"!(. .;.:;" ^:.yE Vk^'t^iitJi^lSri,; -.^ -'/>':V.,k' /v^'^l-;;-~»»>...-r-;-erfii4-l!-ii-.-^i' '.
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Ex. 8. a'-2ab-\-b'^-2ac-\-2bv-^c^ {a-b~c
a'

2a -b) -2a6+6«
-2ab-\-b*

2a-2b~c) -2rtc+ 2k-4-r

-2ac-\-2bc+ c^

Here the first two terms a and — b are found as be-

fore. The third term — c is obtained by dividing —2ac
by 2rt, the second divisor being formed by doubhng
a — by the part of the root already found, and adding to

it —c. The third term — c is then multiplied into the

second divisor 2a — 2b — c giving the product — 2ac

+ 2fec+c».

In the same manner a third divisor would be formed
by doubhng the three terms of the square root pre-

viously found and adding the fourth term ; and so on.

It will be observed that the successive terms of the

root and the successive divisors correspond to the

factors of the development of the square, when arranged
according to the method of Art. 106.

Ex.4. a?*-6a;»H-18ar»-12iP+4 (ar»-8a;+2

w

2ir»-6a?+2)4ir2-12.i-+4

4a^-12.r4-4

Ex. 5. X .-i-x-\-ix~^-^ix-^ (^x" -x^-2x-i

a^ -x^). X* —X

-x''-\-x

ji^-2x^-2x-^)-2x-{-^x-'^^^x-

— 2X -\-A:X~^ -\-4:X~'

ii
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119. In the foregoing examples the process of

extraction terminates, and the quantity whose root is

extracted is said to be a perfect square. When the

same process is applied to a quantity which is not a

perfect square, a result is obtained, the square of

which, added to the last difference, is equal to the

given quantity.

For example, let the process bo applied to find the

square root of l-\-x.

1

kx^ 8¥X*

If the process be stopped at this stage, it will follow

that (l + i.r-^^7+ J^-8-.gV'*=l+a?.

120. Care must be taken to arrange the given

quantity according to ascending or descending powers

of so 10 one letter ; otherwise the process may not

terminate, although the quantity be a perfect square.

For example, in finding the square root of 4a;*+4.i'^+l

let the quantity be arranged in the order 4ar'+4^-*+l.

4^+0,-8^ 4*-*+

1

4.x* -\-x'^

-a;«+l
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By prooeeding in this manner we would get a series

of terms in the root, the square of which added to the
last difference would be equal to iiV*-^ix*-\-l. Thus if

we stop at the second term of the root we have

(2u;+ .f")" - a.-« -h 1 = 4u.'H -l.t-'H 1

.

Exercises, XXX.

Extract the square root of

1. 4a?*+4tfa^+a*. 2. 4a^-12ab-^W.

8. x^—px-^ 7 .

4
4. a*+2a''+8a«-|-2rt+ l.

6. ia*-{-2a^b^+^b*. 6. 4a?-*-|-12u;-8+ 9.r-».

7. 4a?-4a;*+ l. 8. a^-\-ix+2-ix-^-\-x-*,

9. 9a«-12a6+24ac-166c+46H16c«.

10. 86aj*-86a.'»+17a;"-4a;+J.

11. x*-\-Sx'+2i-\-S2x-^+16x-*.

12. a^''-'2px''+p\

18. x-2+%«~^-{-x-^-2x'^-\-x'\
3n n

14. o^^"

+

2p.t^ -f- (p^+ 2<?) a;" -f 2pqx^+ 5*.

15. 25a8+20a»i8-30rt*6*+4a26«-12a6H9i'*.

121. We now proceed to the method of extracting

the cube root of a quantity.

The process of extracting the cube root of a quan-

tity is the inverse of that given in Art. Ill for the

development of the cube, and may be conducted as in

the following examples, in which the several terms of

the root after the first are obtained by dividing the

first terms of the successive remainders by the first

terms of the several divisors.

.>i>j

PMl
11'.,

'. i'

i»r.

jTrt,

:t.m
•"< 'I
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Ex. 1.

da*+ Qah+ I^JSa^b+ 8^/ft'+ />»

Here the first term a of the root is the cube root of

a*. The second term b is the quotient of Sa*b by 8a",

the first term of the divisor being three times the

Bquare of the first term of the root. The second term
of the divisor is three times the product of the first and
second terms of the root, and the third term of the

divisor is the square of the second term of the root.

Ex. 2.

8a^-9a?-l-9;-9a?"+27a?-27

-9ar«-|-27a:-27.

Ex. 8. a?«-8ar»-8ar<-t-lU-»+6a;"-12.r-8r.»»-a?-2

8u;*_ ar8+a;»;- 8a^- 8a?*+ lla;8

The second divisor is equal to 8(a^—xy-\-S{a.^—x)

(— 2)+( — 2)*, the first part of which is three times the
square of the part of the root previously found. The
first term 8ar* is divided into — 6a;* giving the quotient

—2, the third term of the root, and the remaining
parts of the second divisor 8 (a;"— a?) ( — 2) and ( — 2)' are
then formed, and the divisor is complete.

122. When there are four terms in the root the third

divisor is formed by adding together three times the

square of the sum of the first three terms of the root,

three times the product of that sum and the fourth

term, and the square of the fourth term of the root.

N
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aj-2a?*-f8

£x. 4. j?«- 6x' + 12^-* +.*••- 86a?*+ 86j;* -f- 27j?- 64j?* -f 27

ar-a -. 6.f* + ix^) - 6a?5 + 12j-*+ a;»

-6a;*4-12u?^-ar»

a*:*- 12.f*+ 120?^+ 9u- lar^+ 0;9.r»- 86^'^ -|- 8«.r*+ 27.f~

54a'*+27

9a'»-8Ga,'*+80*+27a!-

64a*+ 27.

It will be observed that the successive terms of the
root and the successive divisors correspond to the
factors of the development of the cube, when arranged
according to the method of Art. 111.

Exercises, XXXI.

Extract the cube root of

1. l + 6.c+12.i-»+8a?8. 2. 27j?»-64a-»+86u-8.

8. 8rt»-84rt''a'+294rtJ?»-848.i*«.

4. 27d?»+64a'+86u;-i+ 8a-».

6. 8a;«-12.f»+18.r*-18a-»+ 9a'"-8a;+l.

6. 27a;"- 54«.i-»+68aV- Ua'^ji^+ 21aV- Qa^'x+ a\

THE GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

123. A quantity is said to be of so many dimen-

sions, in any letter, as are indicated by the index of the

highest power of that letter involved in it.

Thus a:^y is of 2 dimensions in x, and of 1 dimension
in y ; a;"— 2ij;+ 8 is of 8 dimensions in a; ; a^— ;r— 1 is of

I dimensions in x; x-h/+a^x-^y is of —1 dimension
in Xy and of 2 dimensions in y.

124. By the phrase total dimensions is meant the

'\'):

I'-Mi ll

' .!» t '11

iO'

/!lf .;

V V
.'-. i|
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t,A- -i-Sitihii^: . iVio^rj,:. ; ,..!5,v?.i-
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greatest sum of the indices of the powers involved in

any one term.

Thus the total dimensions of ^^/+3^yare 6, and th»

the total dimensions of x~^f+x~^!/ are 2.

125. When the total dimensions of each term of a

quantity are the same, the quantity is said iohe homo-

geneous.

Thus the quantities a}^ — x!j\-df, x*-\-Sx^}j-{-xh/— ^xy^

+ 1/*, are homogeneous.

126. Any quantity can be rendered homogeneous

in form by introducing proper powers of some symbol,

as ?/, whoso numerical value is 1, as factors of the

severul terms.

Thus x'^—ox-\-2 ard .v^—Sx^-\-Sx—l may be written

in the homogeneous forms x^— 8xi/-j-2ij^ and x^—dx^y
-\-Sxf-if, iiy= l.

127. The dimensions of any term of a quantity

are said to be the same ad the dimensions of the

quantity.

Thus, though the dimensions of —2x^, considered by
itself, are 2, yet as a part of the quantity x*—2d^-\-S its

dimensions are 4, as also are the dimensions of the
third term +3. So also the dimensions of every term
oi2.x^-x^-{-2x-l are 3.

128. This language is adopted in the use of the

word dimensions, in order that our Algebraical phra-

seology may accord with that of Geometry in those

cases where Algebraical symbols are taken to represent

Geometrical magnitudes.

Thus the quantity 2^4-5, if x be taken to represent

a line, will have no meaning unless +5 also represents
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a line, that is, unless the terms 1x and +5 have the

aame Geometrical dimension. Again, ' the quantity

ar'-f 6ic— 8, if x^ be taken to represent an area, will

have no meaning unless H-5ar and —8 also represent

areas, that is, unless the terms -\-&x and —3 have the

same Geometrical dimensions as x^-, and the quantity
^^^—80;+ 2, if if* be taken to represent a volume, will

have no meaning unless — 8u? and +2 also represent

volumes, that is, unless the terms —8a; and +2 have
the same Geometrical dimensions as x^, namely, length,

breadth, and thickness. The preceding phraseology
where the dimensions are 1, 2, or 8 is then extended to

quantities of any dimensions whatsoever.

129. A wliole expression u' quantity is one which

involves powers with positive indices (including zero),

and integral coefficients only.

Thus -5;r3, a,-2-2a;+8, Q^-bx^+lx-mv^ -\-^ are

whole expressions, as are also all positive and negative

integers, since they may he considered as coefficients

of the zero power of any symbol.

130. When two or more whole expressions are

multiplied together, each is said to be a measure of

the product, and the product is said to be a multijyle

of each factor.

Thus 3, X, and ^+1 are measures of 8.»^+3^' ; 5, x^,

x—l,y-\-l, and y— 1 are measures of 5x^ {x — l)(if— l)
;

and these products are multiples of each of their re-

spective factors.

181. A quantity, therefore, cannot be considered a

measure or a multiple of another unless it be a whole

expression.

182. Also to get a multiple or measure of a quan-

tity, we must multiply or divide it by some whole

;, r ': 1

Hi' I '

'1

I-,

.1

*

.1
" ;/

V'
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expression, and the product or quotient so obtained

must also be a whole expression.

133. The greatest measure of a quantity is the

quantity divided by +1, or —1, that divisor being

taken which will make the fipst term of the quotient

positive.

Thus the greatest measure of 5a'— 8 is So-— 8, and of

_2.>;H''»-8 is 2a^-a;+8.

134. The least multiple of a quantity is the quan-

tity multiplied by +1, or —1, that multiplier being

taken which will make the first term of the product

positive.

Thus the least multiple of a;— 4 is ar— 4, and of
- Bx"" - 2^-+ 1 is 5.1-2^ 2x- - 1

.

135. When one quantity is a measure of two others

it will measure the sum and difference of any mul-

tiples of these.

To prove this proposition, let the quantities be

denoted by /, /g, /a; and let / measure /a and /g, so

that fi—afi and fi—hfu where a and h are whole

expressions.

Take any multiples m/g, w/g, of/j, /g, m and n

being any whole expressions whatsoever. Then since

mfi='maf^y and nf^=nbfi, we have

^/a± w/ — "^^^fi±^Vi— (^^± ^^) /i •

Therefore /i is a measure of mf2±.nf^, because

maitnb is a whole expression; and the proposition is

proved.

Examples.

1. — 2ar' which is a measure of 6a^ and — 8a^i/will

measure the sum of any multiples of these, as 6ir'( — ^ccy)

'-^y{x-l).
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For this sum = — 12a^— 8x^y (^'— 1)

= —2a^{6a^y-\-4iicy— 4y}.

Hewce —2x^ is a measure of the sum because the
factor 6,r*j/+4a;j/— 4^/ is a whole expression.

2. x—1 is a measure of ar^ — 1 and ar"— 1, and will

therefore measure (a^— l)(~ So?) —(a^— 1) (a-'+ 1).

For this difference

= (.r-l) {{x+1) {-3x)-(ay'+x-[-l) (x+1)}

:=(x-l) {x+1) {-x'-^x-l}

Hence x—1 is a measure of this diff'^rence, because
(a;+l) (— a-'2--4a;— 1) is a whole expression.

136. When one quantity is a measure of two or

more others, it is said to be a common measure of

those quantities.

Thus 2x is a common measure of 4a^ and 2a;^+4a7.

r: f4

m

m
m\
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m

I
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137. The greatest common measure of two or more

quantities is the common measure of highest dimen-

sions and greatest numerical coefficient or coefficients.,

Thus 2, X, 2x and 2a^ are common measures of 4a;*

and Qx^y, but 2a;^ is their greatest common' measure.

138. We shall consider the process for finding the

G. C. M. in the three following cases, namely,

I. When one of the quantities is a mononomial.

II. When the two quantities are polynomials, neither

of which has a simple factor. III. When the two

quantities are polynomials, one or both of which have

simple factors.

i
' ' '

'

,:- • II
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'<

139. I. The G C. M. of tw monnmoBiMi* wiA ce

obtained by muUipljing the t — ML d the muner-
cal coefficients by the least pwi»«r m uo»Bers of tin*

different symbols that occur in ooth tiie quamtiuiaE.

ThuB the G. C. M. of 12./; amd : i -^ it *.. , osf IQsri^

and 15u7/V is 5.vyz; and of 2fl*V ami ^mi^ir m
2Jb^cK

140. The G. C. M. of a mononomiaJ amd a polyno-

mial will be the G. CM. of the forniiet aiad the

mononomial of greatest numerical coeffiicienl and

dimensions contained in the latter.

Thus the G. C. M. of 6.^V and dxYz-9jrn^z, or 9ar.^

(x— y)y is the G. C. M. of Gcc^yz and dxifz, thazt is, Ba-yz.

Exercises, XXXII.

Find the G. C. M. of

1. 12ax^ and 16flV. 2. Qaa-y and Ua^xz.

3. lOxyz^ and 15;^Y'^^• 4. ttiV?^^^' and Sa^uvhv.

5. ^ah^ and 12«"6a'-8«%

6. 3.tY«*^i''^ and 2t(2t;a;2y— 6wi?''a.y.

141. The G. C. M. of two polynomials involving

powers of some one letter neither of which contains a

simple factor, is obtained by a succession of steps

similar to the following, in which a multiple of the

G. C. M. is found of less dimensions than either of

the given quantities.

^
Let A and B be the given polynomials, the dimen-

sions of A being not greater than the dimensions of B.
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Multiply B, if necessary, by a number a in order to

make its first term a multiple of that of A, and proceed

AE follows

:

A) aB {b

hA
C

Here b is the first term of the quotient, and 0, the

iBicst difference, is of less dimensions than B.

3Row C being equal to aB—bA, or the difference of

multiples of A and B, is a multiple of all the

ion measures of A and B, and therefore of their

G-C M.

jileo every common measure of C and A is a measure
of C^bA, or aB, and therefore of B, because A has no
simfiffi factor.

Heaice the G. C. M. of A and B is the same as the

G. C. M. of A and C. Also if C= rD. where c is the

product of all the simple factors in C, the G, C. M. of

A and D is the same as the G. C. M. of A and C, and
therefore of A and B.

Hence the problem is reduced to finding the G. C. M.
of A and D.

These two q\xantities A and D are then treatcil in

precisely the same manner as A and B, and th<^ pro-

cess is continued until it terminates as follows, when
the last divisor, P (vupix)se), is a measure of the last

dividend, Q.

D Q (r

rP

m.
'' *

:
>. 1-'

"
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142. It will be noticed in the preceding process

that mononomial factors which are also whole ex-

pressions are introduced only when necessary, and
suppressed when possible.

The manner in which the process is conducted will

be exhibited in the following

Examples.

1. Find the G. C. M. of x'-^2xS and ur»+6a?H-6.

a:-\-3p^-\-2x-3(x-l

— ic—

3

— 0?— 3.

Here 3.17 -f 9 is the difference of the given quantities,

and therefore a multiple of their G.C.M. Also since
3d?+9 contains 3 as a factor, its other factor x+S must
be a multiple of the G. C. M., which contains no simple
factor because the given quantities do not. The G. C. M.
will therefore be the same as the G. C. M. of ar-f-S and
a^-\-2x — S; and as the former is a measure of the
latter the G.C.M. will be a;+3 itself.

2. Findthe G.C.M. ofar»+2a;+landa^+2ic2+2a?+l.

.v'-\-2x+ lJx^+2x'-\-2x-\-l(x

lx^+2x^-\-x

X +l)ar^+2x-i-lfx-\-l

ar^-\-x

X +1
a? +1
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Here a;-f 1 is the difference of the sedbnd quantity,

and X times the first; and is therefore a multiple of
their G. C. M. The G. C. M. of the given quantities is

therefore the G. C. M. ol a?+l and ^-{-'Zx+lf that isy

x+1.

8. Find the G.C.M. of '2x''-lx-2 and 2r>-a?-6.

2j^''X-GJ^x'-1x-2(x, +1

a,-2-
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5x^- 18a?»+lla?-6

7

Q5a^-lUar^-^S0x

11a; + 47a;- 42

- 7

77a;«-829a;+294

77a;»-258a;+ 66

-76;- 76a;+228

a;-8j7.c8-28u;+6/^7a?-2

7a;8— 21a;

G.0.M.=a;-8.

Here the second given quantity is multiplied by 7 in
order to make its first term a multiple of the first term
of 7ar»— 28a;+6, and the process is conducted as before.

5. Find the G.C.M. of 14a;*-85a;«+4a;2— 12a; + 6 and
4a;»-10a;»+6a;-16.

14a;*-85a;8+4a;2-12a;+ 6

2

4ar»-10a;«+6a?—16j28a;^-70;^;3+ Ba;^— 24a;+10f'7a?

28a;*-70a!8+42a;''-105a7

— l>-84a;2+ 81a;+10

84a;»-. 81a?* 10

&S&,fySf\il .«i9:^USki^^3«'^ .'> i ' . J lal.l^k, -iJia. J «^'^ *t^
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4a.*- 10a;'»+ 6a:- 16

17

84a;'''-8U'-10;68^'«-170d;'''+ 102a^^-255("2a?, 4

68a.'»-162a;'»- 20a;

- 8.^H 122a--- 255

- 17

186ur»~2074a-f-4835

ISe^-^- 824a;- 40

- 875; -i750a;+ 4875

2ar-5;84a;^--81a;-10('17a;+2

84a;2-85a;

G.C.M. = 2a;-5.

4a7-10

4a;- 10

Here 4a;^— lOar'+Ga;— 15 is multiplied in the second

step by 17, in order to make its first term a multiple of

the first term of 84a;'>-81a;-10.

148. The process of the preceding examples will

frequently enable us to find the G.C.M. of polyno-

mials involving powers of different letters, as in the*

following
Example.

Find the G.C.M. of 2x^-\-a-y^Sy^ c*nd 3x^^ixy+y\

8a;2— 4a;i/ + y^

2

2(^-\-xy^Sy^)6x^- Bxy+ 2y^(S

60^ -{^ dxy- 9y^

-ll2/;-lla;i/+ll?y''

G.C. M.=a;— y.

x-~yj2a^-^xySy^(2x-\-Sy

2x^— 2xy

Sxy— Sy'^

3A'y-3y^

H

•V

i

ii
'

i:"i:

I ; .; 1,

WM

I'm:

'
'

tl
I

;

'Hi*,:-.

mm

f2

mt Sa^-Jidi J >^««i »
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Here the suppression of the factor —Ihj caunot
affect the G. C. M., which contains no simple factor.

144. When the preceding method fails we must
introduce, when necessary, and suppress, when possible,

polynomial factors, provided they are not common to

the given quantities. The reasoning is analogous to

that of Art. 141.

Example.

Find the G. C. M. of

2ajf'-{a-2,)x-l and ^lu^- (b-\-2) x+ 1,

a

2«.t?«-{a-1)x-\) lahx"- « (t+ 2) a;

+

a fb

2abx^-b(a-2)x-b

— (g-f fc)

(
— ^(rt+ 6) x-\- (a+ h

)

2x-lJ2ax^-{a-2)x-l {ax + 1

2ax^—ax

G.C.M. = 2^~1. 2a;-

1

2a;~l

Here the suppression of the factor — («+ b) which is

evidently not a measure of either of the given quanti-

ties, will not affect their G. C. M.

Exercises, XXXIII.

Find the G. C. M. of

1. x^—l and a^—x—2.

2. ar»+2a;-3 and a^-\-ox+e.

8. a^— 1 and a:^— x^-\-x— l.

4. a;8-6ar»+lla;-6 and a^+4ar»+a?-6.

6. 2ar»+a;-3 and 3ar»-4a;+l.

6. a?*— 1 and a:^+.i^— a;— 1.

7. 3ar»-22a?+32 and a.'»-lla^+82a;-28.

8. 2a,-2+28a;+45 and a;^-8a?+9a?^-27.

i^t^Ja.-^ ^ L W
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9. ^-9^+29^-39^'4-18ana4jr8_27^4-50a;-3B.

10. 8a?^-88x'-f- 119 aud a^^Wa^+lldx-UB.
11. 9.u»+58xa-9.f-.18ancU'»4-ll^'+80.

12. 2.r»+a;«-8jr+5 and 7ur>-12a;+5.

18. iv*-^a^-\-ix^-Gx-\ 8 and iC*-ar8-2aH8a?-l.

14. 20j'*4-«'-1 and 26.t;*+5a?»-a;-l.

15. 2d;8+9a;"+4^-15 and ij^+ 8x''-\-Sx-\-20.

16. a,-»4-5a^+6 anda?*+40a;+89.

17. 8a^-20a^+16a?+2 andi»*-4A'+8.

18. a;*-a*&n(ix'^bx''~ah--\-aVj.

19. .t;'+a;''y+iPi/-)-i/' and a?*— i/'.

20. a;^+.rY+a^^4-/ and a;*— /.

21. 5x^-\-26xy+SSy^ and 7a'2+19ar</-62/=.

22. 8ar*-
0.'
V - 2i/* and 2ix^+ Sa--^*/- 2ari/«- 3t/.

', I- t'

1.

it'*'-"!'

ii

145. III. The G. C. M. of two polynomials, in-

volving simple factors, is the proa, ct of the G. C. M.
pf the simple factors and the G. C M. of the polyno-

mial factors.

Examples.

1. Find the G. C. M. of 8a?2+ 12a?+4 and 6d;2-.6a;-12.

Here the given quantities are equivalent to

4 (2a^+3u;+l) and 6 (a^-a?-2). The G. C. M. of 4

and 6 is 2, and the G. C. M. of 2x'^+dx+l and a,^—x-2
isar+l.

Therefore the G. C. M. required is 2 {x-\-l).

2. Find the G. C. M. of 20a;*i/+104a^i/2+182a;y and
i2a^i/+ 114a?y—36^^.

The first quantity is equal to ia^y (Sx'+^Gxy+Sdy^)
and the second quantity to Gxy^ (7iJi^-\-19xy—6y^).

m
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The G. C. M. of the simple factors is 2ivy, and of the

compound factors is x-{-Sy.

Therefore the G. C. M. required is 2xy (x-\-Sy).

Exercises, XXXIV.

Find the G. C. M. of

1. 24jr^-40.»+16 and24a;«-24.r2_6^_l_6^

2. Qx^y-\-12a^y^-\-12xy+6xy* and dx'^+9oi^y^+9x7j*.

8. 4«V4-2a2u;2i/ - Qa'^xy^ and 9ax^ - Sax*y - Saa^y^

-Saxy.

4. 2a%^ 4- Sa%^ - Sa'b' - 2a^b^ + a'b^-ab'' and 2a7b

+ 8a«62+ a^ft^

+

ia^b*- a«6^

+

a^'b".

146. The G. C. M. of three quantities is the

G. C. M. of any one and the G. C. M. of the other

two.

Thus whatever measure is common to the three

quantities A, B, C, must plainly be common to A and
the G. C, M. of B, C.

Examples.

1. Find the G. C. M. of Axyh^ 6x^yz\ and 8xyz,

The G. C. M. of ^xyh^ and 6xhjz^ is 2xyz^ ; and the
G. C. M. of 2xyz'' and Sxyz is 2xyz.

Therefore the G. C. M. required is 2xyz.

2. Find the G. C. M. of x^-1, x*+2x^-S, and
2a?*+2a;8+ 8ic+8.

The G.C.M. of a^*-l anda?*+2ic2-8 is a^^l; and
the G. C. M. of x^-1 and 2a;*+ 2a;" +8^74- 8 is a?+l, thtf

G. C. M. required.

'

>*•; fesaaiii-i^;*
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Exercises, XXXV.

Find the G.C.M. of

1. at^^x-^0, a^-^-llx-^^O] and a;^- a; -42.

2. 6ar»-a7-2, 21ar'-17a;+2, and 1.5a^4-5a;-10.

3. 12a2+7a6-1062, 15aH2a6-86^ and 15a«+5a6
-106».

4. 10a?''-30a;+20, 15a;»-75a;+90, and6a;=-2lA'H-18.

5. a?^+8ar'j/+ 3a;«/H2/'» ar«+a;2i/+a;j/2+ y', and x^-\-.i?y

-x-y^-f.

6. a;*-9a;»+29ar''-39a;+18, 4a?«-27a;'^+58a;-39,and

THE LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

147. The L. C. M. of two or more quantities is the

common multiple of lowest dimensions and least

numerical coefficient or coefficients.

148. To find the L. C. M. of any two quantities

A and B.

I. If they contain no common measure except unity,

their L. CM. is plainly their product.

Thus the L. C. M. of 4a and 56 is 20ab.

n. If they have a G. C. M., let it be C; so that

A=«C and B= 6C, where a and b are two whole expres-

sions having no common measure.

Then the L. C. M. of A and B is the L. C. M. of aC

ftnd bC, that is abC

Anda6C= aB= A.B.

m
ill

tm

\ HP'S.

I IIE|r

W

rf'': IT
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Therefore the L. C. M. of two quantities is equal to

one of them multiplied by the quotient of the other

divided by their G. C. M.

149. In the case of two mononomials the L. C. M.

may be obtained by multiplying the L. 0. M. of the

numerical coefficients by the greatest powev or powers

of the several letters involved in the given quantities.

Examples.

1. The L. Ci M. of 6xhjz'- and ixifz is 12a^7f;z\

2. Find the L. C. M. of x'-l and x'+2x^-S.

The G. C. M. of these quantities is x^— l; and the
quotient of a;*— 1 divided by a;''— 1 is sc^+l.

Therefore the L. C. M. is {£o^+l) {a}'+2x^-8).

8. Find the h. C. M. of ix''-4:Xi/-Sf and 6ar'»-6y«.

The G. C. M. is 2 {x-\~y), and the quotient of 6^-6^'
divided by 2 {x-\-y) ia S{x—y).

Therefore the L. C. M. is S{x-7j) (U^-Axy-Stf),

Exercises, XXXVI.

Find the L. 0. M. of

1. 12a%'c and 9fl6V. 2. 21xYz and Uax^y*.

8. 6 (x^y-xy^) and 16 {a?-if).

4. 16a;2- 20a;- 6 and 2a^- 5x^^- bx- 3.

5. x^— av^+x— l SLiidx^— l.

6. 12;^;2_^„i ^^^ Qx^-5x-\-l

7. 3a?''-5ic+2and4a;3_4^.2_^^i^
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150. The L. C. M. of three quantities is the L. CM.
of any one, and the L. C. M. of the remaining two.

Thus the L. C. M. of the three quantities A, B, C, is

the L. C. M. of one of them, as A, and the L. C. M. of
B, C

The L. 6. M. of four quantities is the L. C. M. of any
one, and the L. C. M. of the remaining three.

Example.

Find the L.C.M. of ^-^-l, x'-l, and x^-2x^-{-l.

The L. C.M.oix'-l anda^-1 is (^-=-1)
G^•'+.^•+ l);

and the L. C. M. of {x^-l)(x^-\-x-^l) and x'-2x^4-i
ia (x'+x+l) {x'-2x'-\-l).

Exercises, XXXVII.

Find the L. C. M. of

1. 2xYz, 6xyz\ and Sx^y^.

2. a^-\-x-SO, x'-^-llx-^-SO ; anS.x^-x-i2.

8. x^-1, 7x^+5x-2, and 7x^-5x-2.

4. 12a'+7ab-10P, Ua^ + 2ab-Sb\ and Ua^ + Sab
-10b\

5. a?2-4, a^+8, ^x'+Sx-^, and 2x^-Sx-2.

6. 21^-2 _^ 3^.^ _ 4^2^ 49^2_ 4^2^ 21x^ - 20xy-{-iy\ and
i9.v^^2Sxy-\-4:y\

FRACTIONS.

151. When one quantity is n ji exactly divisible by

another, the quotient is represented by writing them
in the form of a fraction.

lili'l

nil

IT

m

w

.(i..;
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Thus the quotient of -\-a divided by —6 is —
,— b

and the quotient of x'^—Sxj-1 divided by x^—3 is

152. Hence, conversely, the product of such a

fraction and its denominator is equal to its nume-
rator.

Thus (^,){-b)=+a, and (t:^^)^^^^)

153. A fraction is not altered in value by multiply-

ing or dividing the numerator and denominator by

the same quantity. For, m being any quantity, we

have, by the previous Article,

(-\-ma\
, ,.

--^J{-mb)=+ma.

Also ( —-\{ — mb) — l~\(^b)m=-\-ma.

That is, —r is equivalent, as a factor, to— mb -b
-\-ma -\-a

— mb —b

And sc for other fractions.

154. A fraction which involves powers with negative

indices or fractional coefficients in the terms of the

numerator or denominator, can always be reduced to

one whose numerator and denominator are whole

expressions by multiplying the numerator and deno-

minator by a proper quantity.

Thus, —5

—

f ^ ,

—
, is reduced to the equivalent

^ii^i^iJCiMuc' . ^ ^\ .-tiu'-l'*'-. » .»!•,
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fraclion 24^6_3^rr2' ^^ niultiplying numerator and

rlenominator by 6j^.

In like manner, by using the multiplier pqxy\
a „ „ b

I—r— is reduced to -^^4-—^^-
.pxy-qx-^y-^

^
p^qxy-pq^y

Exercises, XXXVIII.

Reduce to fractions whose numerators and denomi-
nators are whole expressions

X

1.

4.

x^
, 2.

'-

ax~^ — by-^' ' ax-\-hy
3.

i^'-2.r+|

X— X'"^

X^-\-X 3-1-1
5.

ax— bx~^-\-\

a~^j^— bx~^ — l

155. A fraction is said to be in loicest terms when
its numerator and denominator contain no common
measure.

A fraction, therefore, is reduced to lowest terms by
dividing its numerator and denominator by their

a. c. M.
Examples.

1. Reduce
a'b'

to lowest terms.
a'b-ab''

Here ab is the G.C.M. of aW and a^b-ab^; therefore

the reduced fraction is -^—
.

a — b

2. Reduce —Ji^-ZfLZ- to lowest terms,
ar—

1

The G. C. M. of numerator and denominator is

3iC —

2

a^-\-x+l; therefore the reduced fraction is
0?—

1

v.;

tiL

>\ *
'

';'!

•.i '

m

lir

)';!!

m

I

I

lit;;

'

M
III

t&-'
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Exercises, XXXIX.

Reduce to lowest terms

1. 2.

6.

8.

10.

12.

ahyH^

ar2-|-8.»+2

2.1^-f ar+1

p^ -\-mpq — mif —pq

x*— y*

a^-\-x'^y^-\-si^y-{-y^

'

15xy^z

2acV
8.

5.

7.

9.

11.

18.

Qbcyz

12abxy^
*

ac-{-bc

Sx^-{-xy-10y^

2^'^+5xy-\-2y^'

2x^— 2xy-^x— y

2x^-\-2xy-\-x-{-y'

rt''-8a6+ ac+262. 26c

a'-ty'+2bc-c^

4iX^~xy— 3y^

Qii^-dx^yi-xy^-y^'

156. Fractions are said to be like or unlike accord-

ing as they have the same or different denominators.

2v̂
unlike

rw,, y X ,.,-,. , 2x
Thus -

,
- are like fractions, and —r , —

r

z z x—1 y—1
fractions.

Unlike fractions are reduced to like fractions by

multiplying the numerator and denominator of each

by the respective quotients of the L. C. M. of the

denominators divided by the several denominators.

Examples.

ci c
1. Reduce - and - to like fractions.

b a

Here the L. C. M. is bd, and the quotient of this

divided by b is d, which is the multiplier for the first

» .. „ a ad - ... c be
traction. Hence - = —- In like manner -= -z-..

b bd d bd

2. Reduce —- and —- to like fractions.
a— b a-\-o

A J H" ***'.'.( .
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The L.C.M. of the denominators is a^— U^, the que-
tients of which divided hya — b and a+ 6 are «-f 6, a — b,

respectively.

Therefore "-±1 = ^+4)if[+i) = 'i!±2«i+J^.
a-b [a-b){a-i-b) a^-b^ *

a-b _ {a-h){a~b) _ a^-2ab-\-b^
and

a+ b [n-{-b)(a-b)

8. Reduce ,
--—

, and -—
- to like fractions.

The L.C.M. of the denominators is x^— if, the quo-
tients of which divided by x— y, x-\-y, and x^— y^ are
a^j^x^y-^xy'^ + f, x^ - x^y ^ xy^ — y\ 1, respectively;
therefore the equivalent like fractions are

a^+xhi+xy"^-^!^ x^-xhj^xy'^-y^ 1

x^-y'' x^— i/ x'-y'

J •

kiii
);^m

Exercises, XL.

Eeduce to like fractions

be ' ah yz

3.

5.

7.

8.

a_ A _i
bc ' ca * ab

'

1 1

2 J_ 5

a; ' it'— 1
' 0/"^— 1

'

1

4.

6.

1 2^

(a-6)(a-c)' (6-c)(6-a)' {c-a){c-b.)'

157' To find the sum of two or more like fractions.

A B
Let the two fractions be

C ' c
•

A B
Then since -^.C=A, and p-. C =B, it follows that the

):!
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A B A
sum of ,, .C and -^-. C=A+B. But the sum of >, . C

h VJ (J

and , . C is equal to the product of C, and the sum of

-- and y^ , that is,

Cxi sum of 1^- and
?o

A+B.

A B
Therefore the sum of ^^ and y^-

A+B
c •

In like manner may the sum of three or more like

fractions be obtained.

Hence the sum of any number of like fractions is a

like fraction whose numerator is the sum of their

numerators.

Thus the sum of ^
—^— and ^—--!— is

af — 1 x^— l

So also the difference between two like fractions is

a like fraction whose numerator is the difference

between their numerators.

Thus the difference between ,--5

—

— and
ar— IT

a^-\-xy-\-^y'' . x'-2xy-\-2y^
IS

oc^— y^ 01^— if

158. Addition and Subtraction of unlike fractions

are performed by reducing the unlike to like fractions,

and proceeding as in the previous Article.

159. The process may be conducted by introducing

the signs -|- and — to denote Addition and Subtrac-

tion, these signs being combined, according to the

isiMiSiaiwi?A". i^JijiCat^^MM^: •^.;^'''i4';>,'iLJ v4--jiv»';;;^i.Utf.
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Distributive Law, Art. 27, with the signs of the

numerators of the fractions which they precede.

a — h -{- a-\- — b
^

a — h —a h

c — d c — d

a-\-h iV— y ^— y

Thus +

c-d
= +

c — d c — d

^x'-y^ ' 2x'^-y^

Since also a fraction is not altered by multiplying

numerator and denominator by —1, it follows that

a— b —a-\-h a — b

c-d d-c d

Conversely, we have -^iZL^ = + Z±^ = + _^-«
b-y b-y -b+y

__ .x— a

Thus also,

y-z = +,
-?/+«

{a— b){a — c) {a — b) [a — c)

=+ y-"— =+
{b— a) (rt

y-z
a — b)(c — a)

160. Sums and diiFerences of fractions when ex-

pressed as fractions are said to be simplified.

1. Simplify
2x

+

Examples.

2y

x-y x+y

The L. C. M. of the denominators is x^— y^.

Therefore _2i_+^.= 2^'(^+2/)+2^-y)
x-y x-\-y x^— y^ x^— y^

_2x {x-\-ij)-]-2y (x-y)

x^— y^

2a^-\-4iXy— 2y^

1 M

i*J

;i'i 'I
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2. Simplify "-"'+';:''+-*.

The L. C. M. of the denominators is ab (a^-\-l^).

Therefore

^ a^^-U' a ab{a'-\-U')
"

= '^^±^^}^_Z^l>- ^a^'b^-j-i^-^ b*

ab{a'-j-b'')

__a*-a^b-\-b*

'ctb(a'+b')

8. Simplify
a

^a-b){a-c) {b-c){b-a) [c-(t){c-b)

The L. C. M. of the denominators is (b — c) {c — a)

(a— b), and the multipliers for the several fractions

are, therefore, —(b— c), —(c— a), — (a— i), respectively

Therefore
a

(a-b)(a-c) (b-c) (b-a) (c-((){c^b)

— a{b~c)-]-b(c— a)-\-c{a — b)

' jiz:iryj^(;zra)(^-:b)

2ac-2ub 2a

(b- c) {c- a) {a -b) (c- a) {a- 6)'

Exercises, XLI.

Simplify the expressions

1- yl

Sy 2a?'

1. j!i- y
2.

a

ibc 6cd
3.

x-2 a;-S

^ 2x+l_4:X-{-5 g 5 3

8a?+2 5a;+4 2-32/ 2+32/
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6.

8.

a^— y* a^+y*

1+^ 1-x

7.

9.

l-a+a« l+a+/i«

l-j-x-)-x* l—x-\-a^ iJt^—xy-{-y^ a^-\-xy-\-y*

10. _^+_-2__+-?-. 11. _^+ ^ 8

OJ+l a;+2 a?4-8 2a;+ l 8a;-|2 4^+ 8

^11

•I'll",

12. J.«_+ 1 1 18.-1^— a^ ..8

aa-t«a+6 a-6 l-x (l-xf (l-a?)«
:H

14 Sa— ih^^a— h— c.lBa — ic
'
"7~ 8~^" "~12~*

I lit. , I

16. "Ili'V «
a'-*— i** a+ 6 a— b

16.
2 l-fa; _l-a;^

;i' 1— a? 1+iP
17 ^+^ I

«''~^'_^''+^

'III

-Q h — c.c—aa— h
J.O. -j- 4" •

he ca ah

19.
9

2(a;+ l) a;+2 2(a;+8)

20. ^+ ^
1-ar

4(l-a?)2 8(l-a;) 8(1+0?, 4(l+ar»)

21.
rjfan ^n ^+

'

a;»_l a;«+l a7"-l a;»H-l

I'ljl

'

sll'

'III'

fX

1 •'!'

I,.

22.
a

+
(a— 6) (a— c)

(ic— a) (6— c) (6— a) (07—6)

c

(c—a) (c— 6) (a;— c)

,!:,

1*

.J ... ..\.^' 11
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161. Since a whole expression may be considered

as a fraction whose denominator is unity, the sum or

difference of a whole expression and a fraction may
be expressed as a fraction ; and, conversely, a fraction

may sometimes be expressed as the sum of a whole

expression and a fraction.

Examples.

- o a 1 2^ 1 '1x^-1

X X X

2. 8a- 1 +
8rt+ l

8^/-l 1 9a2

3rt-fl 8a+l

. X^—l— = —— — =
x''-^l 1 a;3+l x^+ 1

. ab-\- c ah
,
c . c

b h b b

x^— x-\-l a^— x-{-l

Here the numerator 2a;2 - .x— 2 is the remainder when
2x*^3i^-{-2x— d is divided by x^—x-\-l.

Exercises, XLII.

Find the fractions equivalent to

1. W^-±
y X

8. X- x^~-\

x-y

6. 8i»+2-
2a?+3'

2. ax-{-—+—

.

hx CQ^

4. 2;j7-l-
o

x-\-\

6. :^^-xy-\-f-
a;—y

'

'^i:ik"4^^;'\ -*'-'. >^.rt^'^''*;i»_lt..?.v5; ,-. V.' ..'.,-i,,-.i\t^.4 '.'-.-.-V'.. .
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Reduce to the sum of a whole expression and a
fraction

7. ?^*t? 8 ^^-1-V Q a?'-3a?8 4-2

jQ 6a^— 4a+5 -j a*— a-f-5
' 2a^- a+ 1

'

a«+ l~*

162. To find the product of two or more fractions.

A C
Let there be two fractions —-, --.

B D
A C

Then since —.B= A, and _.. Ds=0, the product of
B D

the four quantities—-, B,—-, D is equal to AC, that is
B JD

4. -^. BD=AC.
B D

Therefore
A C AC

fill

M

iii¥

m

ill

B D BD

In like manner the product of three or more fractions

may be found.

Hence the product of any number of fractions is a

fraction whose numerator is the product of their nume-
rators, and denominator the product of their denomi-
nators.

163. The case of the product of a fraction and a

whole expression is included in the preceding Article

g2

I iEJ
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by considering the whole expression as a fraction,

whose denominator is unity.

Examples.

- a+6 0^ _a^ (a+b) _a^-\-ab

a a - b a {a— b) a— b

2 2a^ (a+bf^ 2a^ (a-\-bf ^ a+

6

• :;^~r^"^c^ iaWj^^W)~ ^b^ {a- b)'

\ ar»-l /;i^+l a;2-l *
x^-\-l

_^+l a; -1_ 1

Exercises, XLIII.

Find the product of

1,

8.

5.

6.

7.

8.

X y

a^ — s^ * ac+6ca?*

4.
2m^n m^-{~»in

m''— w^

\—x ' l+a;'

rtic^ 18cin/^ c^— ax

m*— 3mn {m— n) — n^ ' m^+ w"
*

a^-^y^
'

a^— 'f

twin^

m^— w''

a^-2/* ' x^-y'

Simplify

9.
^+<'/19 . .9 _9\ . <^+«^

be

a-^b

a6
{a^j^h^-(^).

t2U^) 2(a+fc)
*" a^^m 26 *

^- :,
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xy

«'0-^r^-JO-if-.)(-'+'-?')-

/ fen/ afe-6n g* a-b

164. Since the quotient of one fraction divided by

another is the fraction which, multiplied by the latter,

is equal to the former, it follows that the qu tient of

one fraction divided by another is the product of the

former, and the reciprocal of the latter.

A _ A D _ AD AD C _ A
Ihus

B"^ D"BC"~BO' ^^^^^®BCD~B-

Hence also to divide a fraction by a whole expres-

sion we must multiply its denominator by the latter.

ThusA.^C-^-^ = ^ i=^inus ^ . ^-3 • 1 - B • BG*B

1.

2.

Examples.

2 3 ^ 2 x-\-y ^ 2(x+y)

x— y ' x-\-y
~ x— y' 8 3{x — y)'

a^-f ^ x-y _ oi^-y^ ooy 3cy{x^^)

x*-\-y* ' xy "^ x*4-y*' x— y i»*+2/*

(ar» - f) xy ^ xy'^ {x+ y) __ (^^j^^!!-^ .J'^if*__

(a+6)i/'

I

w %<i
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Divide
Exercises, XLIV.

1. i!zy by?±^
a

x^— if

a
2. ^r-T-„ by

a^-b^ •" a^^afe*

^yi^
.'»-y/ {a -by

by
a^-i"

(6-c)(c-a) (c-ff)(«-6
)

a-6 •'^ b-c

6. -^r-^:: by

7.

.7^— 5a?

x*— y*
by

.'C —;2/

Simplify

x^-\-y^ .7^ — y^\ ^
f^+y i^—y)

8.

'•I-

ia^-y^ x^-{-if) ' ix-y x+y]'

2 + ab + ft2
+ a^ - afe + 6^

1 - 1^-
a6 + 6»

a"

rta_a6 + 62)

SURDS.

165. Those roots of quantities of which the nu-

merical values cannot be exactly expressed are called

irrational quantities or surds

Thus, for example, V2, ^5, '^T are surds.

166. When a surd is combined by Addition, Sub-

traction, Multiplication, or Division with a whole

number or a fraction, evidently the exact value of the

combination cannot be expressed. Such quantities

are also called surds.

Thus, for example, 3+v^2, S-Vs, 7 4^ i, i'^lO
are surds.

R(S.»£;i'-.o .
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167. The quantity under the radical sign is called

the base.

Thus 2 is the base of ^^2, and 5 of </ b.

168. The number which expresses the root to be

extracted is called the radical index.

Thus 2 is the radical index of ^5, and 3 is the

radical index of 5 '^ 4.

169. A surd whose radical index is 2 is called a

quadratic surd, and one whose radical index is 3 a

cubic surd.

170. Similar surds are those which have, or can be

made to have, the same base and the same radical

index.

Thus 6'^2 and 3-^2 are similar surds; whereas

^ 4 and '^ 4 are dissimilur surds.

n

171. Since a=a"= \/rt", it follows that any rational

quantity can be expressed in the form of a surd.

Thus 2= '^2»= ^8 and 5= a/2T,

172. When the radical index of a surd is the pro-

duct of two or more integers, the radical sign . and

index may be equivalently replaced by a combination

of radical signs and indices.

Thus ^a=«^'=(#= V" <^«= </ ^«-

In like manner V a may be written in the equiva-

lent forms \/ "s/ </a, y V '<fa-

Thus

>C/2=: V'^2 = /y/V^v^^= VT^^ V^^'

tr
k

it''

II

I'll

j'li

''ii|iH.

1!|!!

i

i i I
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173. Since a\/?)=rt6"---(a"^)" = \/a"6, it follows

that a rational multiplier of a surd may be brought

under the radical sign by multiplying the base by

the rational factor raised to the power indicated by

the radical index.

Thus5A/2= V52x¥= V5b; 2^4= '^2»x'4= ^82.

174. Conversely, a surd whose radical sign is n can

be reduced to another whenever the base is a multiple

of a complete nih. power.

Thus ^^48= \/42x~3=4V3; ^60= V2^x15 =
2Vl5; ^40=^2«x5 = 2^6.

m

175. Since \/a=a"=a'""=7a"S it follows that

the radical index may be multiplied by a factor, if the

base be raised to the power indicated by that factor.

Thus V2= \/2"«= V^8; >C^6 = ^5' = '-^125

;

^3= '^3^= 5^81.

176. Conversely, a surd whose radical index is mn
can be reduced to one whose radical index is n, if the

base of the former is an exact wth power.

Thus .^9=>v/3; ^Q==Ay^= V^l -^16=^2^
= V2.

177. A surd is said to be in its simplest form when
the base is neither a power indicated by any measure

of the radical index, nor a multiple of p^ power indi*

cated by the radical index.

Thus '^ 6 is in its simplest form because 6 is neither

an exact cube nor a multiple of an exact cube ; ^ 10

IS

sqi

ex{

in

IS

ft '1 r!^-v "^1**"?-^
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is in its simplest form because 10 is neither an exact

square, cube, or sixth power, nor a multiple of an
exact sixth power.

Exercises, XLV.

1. Bring the rational factor under the radical sign

in8V2,2^7,3A^6.

2. Simplify ^48, '^im'

8. Beduce Vs, v^3 to surds whose radical index
is 6.

4. Keduce ^^2, '^S, '^5 to surds whose radical

index is 9.

5. Simplify v^9, \^i257

178. The Algebraic sum of any number of surds is

expressed in its simplest form by simplifying the

several terms, and collecting similar surds under one

term.

179. Surds pre said to be simple or compound

according as they contain one or more terms.

Examples.

1. 5\/3+Vl0r=5V3-f6V3=(5+ 6)\/3

=llV3

2. \/6+3^64-2^16= V5-|-9^2-4^2=V5
+5^2

Exercises, XLVI.
Simplify

1. 3\/2+4V8-\/32. 2. ^12+^75-^48

W-

m

li!

I

I

m
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8. 2'^4-|-5>^82-^i087 4. v'ios -f-2v'G75.

6. 3^54-2^16.

6. \/4"8 - V8-|^729"+2^27

180. To find the product of two simple surds ^ a
n

and v^6.

Let I be the L. C. M. of m and w, so that l=:mp=nq.

Then \'a ^ h =a™- ^^ =a •
^

' =^K-^^) ' = si a^M

— V am.bn.

181. The products of simple surds are also some-

times expressed aa follows

:

_ 11 11 .

In like manner v^a ^ h ^%/ c may be written

Thus, \/2. >c/3~ </i=^J^ V^^v^Hr

Conversely, y^« ^ iT^c^ ^- pj/^ p^^^

Thus ^ V?^= V2: ^3: V6= ^^2i^8^^

Examples.
»

1, ya v^6= v^«Z».
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Here the L. G. M. of n and n is n.

2. Va ^ b=^^iA

8. v/i8x5v/i= 5V^72.

4. 5V2x(?v/2= 80v^28x2'»=80\/82.

Hence the product of a simple and a compound surd,

or of two compound surds, can be expressed as a rational

quantity or a surd.

Examples.

1. (2+V8)v'8= 2\/3+3.

2. (V--|-1)(V'2-1) = 2-1 = 1.

8. (2i- ^8) (8- v/6)= 6-2v'5+ 8\/8-A/l6.

4. (V'2-v/8)(8-\/3) = 8v'2-8>^3_ Vl2-\-'^/¥..

Exercises, XLVII.

Multiply

1. 8v/5by 2^/3.

8. V5 by ^6.

5. V2 by </S.

2. 2'C/7by 3\/4.

4. 6'^2by 2a/3-

6. v/6- v^eby V8.

ry _L _1_ _1 L
^- V2+ V^S ^y \/2~^8

8. 1 + Vs- V2 by v^6- ^2.

9. '/2+^8 by V2-<^8
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10. Express as simple surds

m _
182. the quotient of one simple surd ^a divided

n _
by another ^b can sometimes be expressed in the

form of a simple surd.

Let I be the L. C. M. of m and n, so that l= mp=nq.

Then 7a=^==^=={^__Y_Ay^I,

Therefore the quotient will be a simple surd if aP is

a multiple, of 6«.

Examples.

2.:^= /\J/aP^= /^^F^if theL.C.M. of m and

\/ a a«

» is l=:mp= nq.

4. £i=V^=Vl6.

&.

^4

a/6

V8
= VLva.

8

_,ri.^^-^ t1j,< 'in-^-tl ft£-»d »>.** vS ' y. ,•.'". "j^vt'ii^t .-:l.-.AV;'->-- '*'"->.i?'. ii:-. :*jix'J**'<*JBL->'?j^i,.
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^ ^18 »/l8 ,,

EXEBOISES, XLYIII.
Divide

1. ^8 by aJ^S. 2. 2V6by4^5.

8. -v/lSby v/8. 4. \^24 by ^6,

6. Vsby ^9. 6. V^4 by ^2.

7. Shew that V 2^2^1 . V2\/2^2= ^128.

V'6'C^2'^2>^6 ,

8. Shew that -^- = >^2-6.

183. The approximate numerical values of frac-

tions whose denominators are surds can generally be

most easily calculated by multiplying the numerator

and denominator by a surd, which will render the

denominator rational. The following are a few cases

in which the method of rationalizing the denomi-

nators of such fractions is applied.

184. The denominator of -irr' may be rationalized

by multiplying it by v^a"~S and the equivalent frac-

tion will be Z-^-— .

a

_., 2 2^8. 4 A 4/42 3,__

*iii'. •\.-:'j-:-:':.\»\:%. : -v:';.'' h)
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1 1

185. The denominators of —
]

—77 » 77^""; 77-

may bo rationalized by multiplying them by a — V ^*

Va— V b respectively.

Thus -'"/ _5(2-V8)
4-8 = 10-5^8;

J28 28(5+V2)_ .-.

5-\/2~ 25^-2' -^+^^'

7^772= ^^-^p--^=3V8-8V2.

186. The fraction -p-. ^. is equivalent to
a-fVb+Vo

-—;
:;^

—

-7-=.
, whose denominator may be ration-

alized by the factor a^+b—c—2aVb.

187. In like manner the denominator of
1

Va4-Vb+Vc ^^y^^ rationalized by the multipliers

\/a+ s/b— s/c and a+6— c— 2 Vaft.

1 1+V/2-A/3Thus,

(l+\/2- v'3)^^2

4

2^2 "

= i(V'2+2-v'6).

Exercises, XLIX.

Rationalize the denominators of the following frac-
tions :

1.
^7' >^6' >^6'

2.
Vy-^/s'

' '«i,lV.^'^i -v'Ji/^. »v- tt' i::-K;Jkj:.:.;.tj,^n AVife --iv.;^' fe'iu
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8.
l-}-2V^8

8- V2

U. -; .

4-1- V8
7.

9.

11.

8- v^2+V8*

5

v'2-j-A/5+v^7*

4. - / .

8-f- v6

V8-fVj2

>/&- v^2

10.

5.

8.

8- v^7

8+^7

1

24- v's-f-^C*

12.

1_ v/6- v'S*

2

v/2-v'5-v/7*

EQUATIONS CONTAINING ONE UNKNOWN
QUANTITY.

188. An equation is the statement of the equality

of two different quantities, and these quantities are

called the equation's members or sides.

Thus 2,c-f 3= 7 is an equation whoso sides are 2.j'-|-3

and 7, Mi^.i^-\-piV,-\-qz=zQ is an equation whoso sides are
a^-{-px-\-q and 0.

189. An identity is the statement of the equality

of two like or different forms of the same quantity.

Thus 2rt -f />= 2rt -f- 6, 2j;+ SiC= bx, x^+ ^ax+ a^ -{x-\-af
are identities.

190. In the case of an identity, therefore, the

equality holds for all values of the quantities involved,

whereas in an equation the equality does not exist ex-

cept for particular values of the quantities involved.

Thus the statement o^-{-^x-\-\ = {x-\-Xf holds, no
matter what x is; but 6a;— 3= 7 holds only when a;=2,
and ar'4-6=6a; only when x — % or .^=3.

191. The unknown quantity is generally denoted

by a;.

Thus in the equation aa;-f6=0, a and h aro known

m

''::!ii

I'll I

:-!

^ijui'k: .i'" *v ".*»!*, -li'-Jiii .i-v\vf^5.s./ A t :"
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quantities, x the unknown; and in a^-{-p.v-{-q=:0, p said

q are known, x unknown.

192. Quantities which, on being substituted for the

unknown, reduce the equation to an identity are said

to Misfy the equation, and are called its roots.

Thus 5 is a root of 2a?— 8— 7, because 5 when sub-

stituted for X reduces the equation to the identity

10-3=7. So 2 and 3 are the roots of x^+G= 5xt

because when either is substituted for x the equation is

satisfied.

198. The determination of the roots is called the

solution of the equation.

194. An equation is said to be reduced to its

simplest form when its members consist oi a series of

mononomials involving positive integral powers only

of the unknown.

Thus a;+l=a;i is reduced, by squaring its sides, to

its simplest form x^-^2x-\-l=x; and o^—x-^= 2 is

reduced by multiplying its sides by x to its simplest

form a?^- l=2it?.

195. Equations when reduced to their simplest

forms are classified according to their order of

degree.

196. The right-hand members of the standard

forms are generally made 0, and the term independent

of X is called the absolute term.

Thus —8 is the abjolute term of ir»+4a;— 8=0.

197. Simple Eq'uationSj or those of the first degi'ee,

are those in which the highest power of the unknown
quantity is the first. Their general form is

aa-\-b=0.

^.k.^iviL 'i--i^Ji<iJtitl!if.\'i'-iL'-hi7ii^ .iik'
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198. Quadratic Equations, or those of the second

degree, are those in which the highest power of the

unknown quantity is the second. Their general

form is

199. Equations of the third and fourth degrees are

called Cubic and Biquadratic Equations, respectively,

their general forms being

And, generally, if the highest power of the unknown
is the nth, the equation is said to be of the nth

degree.

200. The coefficient of the highest power of x can

always be made unity by dividing both sides of the

equation by the coefficient of that power ; so that the

general forms of simple, quadratic, cubic, &c., equa-

tions may be written

a^-\-px^+qx-\-r= 0, &C.

201. It is proved in works on the Theory of Equa-
tions that the number of the roots of an equation is

equal to its degree; so that a simple equation has one

root, a quadratic two roots, a cubic three, and so on.

202. In order to solve an equation it is generally

necessary to reduce it by one or more of the following

processes

:

Transposition of Terms,

Clearing of Fractions,

Clearing of Surds.

I

m

\0\

:p

m

'. «!.-.
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These operations will be illustrated by applying

them in order to the solution of simple equations.

TRANSPOSITION OF TERMS.

203. If an equation contains neither fractions nor

Burds, it may be solved by transposition of terms*

which consists in taking the unknown quantities to

one side of the equation and the known to the other

side, the sign of the quantity which is so transposed

being changed.

Thus if the equation is

ax-\-b=cx-\-d,

by adding —6 to each side we get

cuc-\-b— b=:cx-\-d— b,

that is £Uie=cx-\-d— b.

and 80 any quantity may be transposed from one side

to the other by changing its sign.

Therefor^

that is

cuff—cx=d— bj

(a— c) x=d— b ;

and the equation is solved by dividing each side by
a—c, the coefficient of x.

d^b
Therefore x=.

a— c

Thus is the root, and the equation is solved.
a— c

Examples.

1. Solve the equation 6a;+10=16.

, »-^ia*i>»L^ii':^o'rrXiV.^;sU!':i\.viii.ir-^ii.ii':'»\v-i^ ,

^
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Here +10 is to be taken to the right-hand side of
the equation, which is then reduced to the form

6a?=15-10=6;

divide by 6, the coefficient of x, and we get

a?=l.

2. Solve7a?+2=ll4-4a:.

Here +2 is to be taken to the right-hand side and
H-4a? to the left-hand side ; hence we get, at one step,

that is

therefore

7a?-4a?=11 -2;

a?=3

. 8. Solve 2(8a?-l)-5 (2a?+l)==20-7a;.

Here the left-hand side must be reduced to a series

of mononomialb by removing the brackets ; thus

6a;-2-10a?-6= 20-7a?
;

transpose —2, —5 to the right-hand side, and —7a? to

the left ; therefore 6a;- 10a;+ 7a;= 20+ 2+ 5 ;

that is 8a;=27;

therefore a;=9.

4. Solve X (a;-8)+2 (l-a;)=a;»-8a;-5.

Bemove the brackets ; thus

a;'-8a;+2-2a;=a;2-8a;-5

:

strike out aj* and — 8a;, which are common to both

sides; thus 2— 2a;=— 5;

transpose — 2a;= — 5 — 2 ;

that is — 2a;=~7;
divide by —2; therefore a;=8i.

B 2

In

i!

I m

.»«-.

rfV-* - *\1.a. ,ilit irf.iVfe(-ft&.5t. J'K^/'i^ l^^iSi^rt-^^ '^^*f^W
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6. Solve {x - 1) (a?+l) - 5j^+ 3a; = (8 + 2x) (5 - 2x)

-20.

Perform the multiplications indicated ; thus

aJ»_l_5a;»+8a;= 16+ 4a?-4ar»-20.

Transpose, a;^— 6a^+8a?— 4a;+4ar^=16 — 20+1;
that is, --a;=~4;

therefore , a? =4.

6. Solve a (x—a)-\-b (a?— 6)+a^=(a;--a)(a7— 6).

Perform the multiplications indicated ; thu

ax— a^-\-bx— b^-\-cc^= o[^— cUJC— bx-\-ab;

strike out a^, which is common to both sides, and trans-

pose ; thus ax-\-bx-{-ax-{-bx=a^-{-b^-^ab

;

collect coefficients of a?,

2{a+b)x=:a^-\-b^+ab;

divide by 2 (a-{-b) ; therefore x='^±^±^,
2 («+o)

Exercises, L.

1. 8a?-7=a;+3.

2. 8a;+9= 6a;+18.

8. 16a?- 10=41- a?.

4. 5-19a?=2+lla?.

5. 21a;+7=4 (a?-8)+3a?+61.

6. 8 (2-a;)+7 (1- 2a;)= 87 -28a?.

7. 8 (a?-5)-6 (a?-3)=21aj-46.
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8. 2 (8a;-l)-17= 6 {x-{.2)-7 (dx-\-l).

10. 2x (2a?+7)- 4 (a? + 3)-ll = (l - a?) (8 -4x) + 2x

+ 19.

11. (a; - 1) (a; - 2) + (a; - 2) (x - S)=:2 (a;-l)(a? - 8)
—a?.

12. (a?+2)«+7(3aj-l)=6(2a;+4)+(a?-2)»+3.

i!

ii|i

18. (l-2a;) (l-3a;)-23=(6ar+l) (a;-l)~8a;.
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k

Examples.

1. Solve ^-^=^+ 1.
2 3 6

Here 80 is the L. 0. M.

Multiply each side by 80 ; thus

15a; -1007= 6a;+80;

therefore — a;= 80

;

therefore a;=—80

2. Solve
x-l . 2a;+8_6a;+19

2 8 8

Multiply each side by 24, the L. CM. of 2, 8, 8;

thus 12 (a;-l)+8 (2:»-r8)=8 (6a;-|-19);

the solution of which is a;=4i.

8. Solve 5-|-+^=J^+8.X 2tX ox Qx

Multiply each side by 6a;, the L. C. M. of a;, 2a?, 8iP,

6a? ; thus
80~9+2^7+48a;;

whence

4. Solve

oc=\.

«.+ ^

x-l a;+4 2a;-2 8a;+12

Multiply by 6 (a;-l) (a;+4), the L. C. M. of the dfi>

nominators ; thus

18 (a;+4)+12 (af-l)= 21 (a;+4)+8 {x-l) ;

whence a?=16.

^,i A I
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6. Solve -+ =—^«

Multiply by a? (a?+a) (a;+6) ; thus

{x-\-a) (a?+6)+ 6a? (a;+6)=a? (1+6) {x+a)

)

whence, on reducing, we obtain

(b^-\-b— ab)x=: —ah •

— aft —a a
therefore x=

hi-^b^ab 6-fl-a a-6-1

Exercises, LL

6 7 3

o a? ,
a? Q 2a?

ft ^^ ft-74_'7^8. ^-8-74-_.

4. ^+^=a?-2.2^ 7

6.

6.

a?-1 a?--2 a?-8

8

8a?+l 4a?- 1 2 -a? 2a;-

5

18

7. ? (a?-8)+? (a?-9)-| (a?-ll) =7-|(a>-17).

8.

8
"

4

8a?- 7_ 8^-- 14

4a?+2 4^-18'

6

III,

ill'

!i

1

i!

I

'

:
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9 l?4.J_= 2d

X \2x 24*

10. 0^+1-^=2.

11 7a?+16 _ a?4-8 _28 ,
a?

* 21 4a?+10 70 8

ii^ hx d a ex

a c a

14.
2;r+8

,
1 1

2x+l 8sf^ X
=:^+l.

16.
3

x—1 07—2 a?—

8

16 a;— « ,
a?— ^_«''+^*

a a6

17.
8a?-l _ 4a;-2_l
2a;-l 8a7-2 6*

18.
6

2a?- 8 a;- 2 8a?+2

19 8+^_2+^_ l4-^_|
8— a? 2— a? 1 — a?

20.
a^—a^ a—x 2a7 a

hx b X

21.
a— ft

a?— a a?— 6 a^— oft
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' a-h a-f-6 a«-6«*

28. f5±iY=-^±f^.

x—h) X—
24.

-2a
26*

CLEARING OF SURDS.

205. If an equation contains one surd, the radical

sign may be removed by bringing the surd to one

side, and the remaining terms to the other, and then

raising both sides to the power indicated by the

radical index. The equation, if of the first degree,

can then be solved by the previous methods.

Examples.

1. Solve \/ar»-5a;+3-ar=2,

Transpose, Var*— 6a;+3=a;+2;

square both sides, a^— 5a;+3=a^4-4a?+4;

whence x==^\.

2. Solve >^^»+3^^-;r=l.

Transpose, '^i^-i-3a^-5= ar+l;

cube both sides,

aJ>+3a!>-5=a^+3a^+3a;+l;

whence a;=—2.

206. If the equation contains two quadratic or two

cubic surds it may be reduced to an equation contain-

if.n i1> .-V . .:-.!fcl .r>..v.. )i%i-' --.i^v '.'^'^•i*'t*i^'^V
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log but one surd (i.) by bringing one surd to one

side, and all the other terms to the other side of the

equation, and then raising both sides to the power

indicated by the radical index; or (ii.) by bringing

the two surds to one side, and all the other terms to

the other side of the equation, and then raising both

sides to the power indicated by the radical index.

Examples.

1. Solve V2^'+8- V2a;-8= 2.

Employing the first method, we transpose — V2iJc^B

to the right-hand side ; thus

V2Jc+3-^ a/2J^+2;
square both sides,

*

2a;+8= 2i«-8+4+4 V2x-3;

that is, 2=4^2^87
whence ^=1|«

2. Solve V2^^+V2:^i= 5.

Employing the second method, we square both sides

as they are ; thus

2j;- 1+ 2j;+ 4+ 2 v^4a^+6ic^ == 26

;

transpose and divide by 2,

V'4ar»+6a;-4= ll-2a;;

whence a?=2^.

8. Clear of surds, '^l-a;+ '^8+^=8.

Cube both sides by the formula of Art. 110 ; thus

substitute for ^/ 1 -¥+ {/8+x its value 8 ; thus

9v'8-7a?-«»=18;

Jk. *- ** >
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divide by 9,

cube,

a quadratic equation.

207* If an equation contains three quadratic or

three cubic surds, it may be reduced to an equation

containing but one surd by bringing two surds to one

side, and the remaining surd to the other, and then

raising both sides to the power indicated by the radi-

cal index.

Examples.

1. Clear of surds Vx-\-i-\- V2a?+9= Vqx+^Q.

Square both sides,

a;+44-2a;+9+2V2iB"+17a?+86=8a:+26;

transpose and divide by 2,

V^2a!"+17a;+86=6;

square, 2a;«+17a;+86= 86

;

that is, 2i»«+17a?=0,

a quadratic equation.

2. Clear of surds "i^a+ ^b-^^ c=0.

Transpose, y a-{-\b~ — ^c;

cube both sides,

substitute for 4^a+4^b its value - ^c,

a+6-8'^a6c'=-c;

transpose, a-\-b+c=s4^abc;

cube both sides, (a+ 6+ c)"= 27afcc.

•iii'^'i*..:*'.'£:

:
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Exercises, LII.

Solve or simplify

1. v'4i«+ac^l6= 2u;+2.

8. ^^Sx-\-4t-\-10=x.

4. '/(^'^2)^^+8= 2 (^-8)-(.y-2).

6. -Z^^- V^z:4=:i.

7. '/a?^+ V^+5= ^4^6.

8. Va?+8+^^+8=2\/a7.

9. ^a;+6+ Va;_8= 2\/a?.

10. V^^+aHriS-f(;=a?.

11. V oo?— V 6ii7=a— 6,

12. V'^+ V'^4:i= -;ri==:.
Vaj+l

13. -V/^^. '/;r+8 -7
.

Va;+8

14. V.y- V a_ /^qr^^ a/^,

15
^12H^+V'l2^
A/l2a;+l-'V/l2^~-^®'

16. -.!£-::l^i + ^g^-i

fe..lJi-t»:tjAi;-A i
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18. a^i-aVJ^~b^= j;{a-\-^x'^^ni*].

PROBLEMS.

208. When a question is assigned for solution the

unknown quantity or number is generally involved in

the various conditions which are proposed for its

determination. The expression of these conditions in

Algebraical language leads to an equation, the solu-

tion of which will be the solution of the question.

209. In some cases, although there are more

unknowns than one, they are related to each other in

such a manner that when one is determined the

others become immediately known. In such cases

the unknowns can be expressed in terms of one

unknown.

Thus, if the suir. of two unknowns is equal to 8 we
may denote one of them by sc, and the other by S— x;

if the greater of two unknowns exceeds the less by 8,

the former may be denoted by x, and the latter by
a?— 8; if the product of two unknowns is equal to 12, one

12
of them may be denoted by x, and the other by — ; if

cc

there be two numbers, of which one exceeds 4 times

the other by 7, the former may be denoted by 4a;+7,

and the latter by x.

In like manner, if there are three unknowns, of

which the first exceeds the second by 8, and the second

exceeds the third by 5, the first may be denoted by x,

the second by a?— 8, and the third by a?— 8; if there are

three unknowns, which are to each other as the numbers

1, 8, 6, they may be denoted by a?, Sx, 5a?.
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210. The following examples will illustrate the

method of solving prohlems by means of simple

equations of one unknown.

1. What is the height of a houne wall in which a
window 6 feet high has under it ^, and above it ^ of

the whole height ?

Let the height sought =cc feef.

Then under the window there are ^x feet, and above
it ^x feet

;

.*. lx-\-6-\-^x=x;

x=S6.

2. How may a debt of ^65 be paid with 29 coins,

some of them crowns, and the rest florins ?

Let there be x crowns; then there are 29 —a; florins.

The value of the x crowns is Bx shillings, and the

value of the 29— a; florins is 2(29— a?) shillings;

.-. 5a7+2(29-a:)= 100;

a?=14.

29-a?=16.

Thus a debt of £5 can be paid in the required way
only with 14 crowns and 15 florins.

8. If A can perform a given work in 120 days, and
B in 80 days, in how many days will A and B, working
together, be able to perform it ?

Let the whole work done be denoted by w, and the re-

quired number of days by x; then

w
amount of work done by A in one day = Yon »

„ work done by B in one day = ^rr

;

w
99 work done by A and B in one day = -

;

-,,'. -3.' -C.^ J „....•',
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,, « W WW
therefore - = - + -;

divide by «.,^=jL + l;

;r=48.

ThuB A and B, working together, can do the work in

48 days.

4. A number consists of two digits, the first of which
is greater than the second by unity, and the sum of the

digits is one-sixth of the number itself.

Let X denote the second digit, then x-\-l will flencte

the first.

The number is, therefore, 10(a;-f l)-[-a;=:llar4-10;

and the sum of the digits is 2a?+l

;

lU'+lO ^
therefore — =2a;-f 1;

o
a;=4,

Thus the number is 64.

5. One hundredweight (112 lbs.) of bronze contains

by weight 70 per cent, of copper, and 80 per cent, of

tin; with how much copper must it be m sited in order

to contain 84 per cent, of copper ?

Let the amount in lbs. of copper be denoted by x;

then in the cwt. there will be :rr-^ . 112, or 78*4 lbs. of

80
copper, and ;—=

• ll2, or 88*6 lbs. of tin.

Therefore the whole amount of copper in mixture

will be 78'4+a;, and this is to be 84 per cent, of the

mixture, which weighs 112+ a; lbs.;

84
therefore 78-4+ a?=— (112+ar);

a? =98.

Thus 98 lbs. of copper must be added to the cwt.

';fil:.:ii^k- i'i'ne.V- •"» -rt---'i.:-.'LV'--..i'ji'Tu. - '!. "'r'-

"
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6. To find at what time between h and ^+1 o'clock

the minute-hand is m minute divisions before the hour-
hand.

Let X denote the number of minute divisions between
the mark h and the position of the hour-hand; then
the number of minute divisions between the mark h

and the minute-hand will be m-{-x, and between the
mark 12 and the minute-hand 5h-\-in-\-x.

Therefore the number of minute divisions passed
over by the minute-hand since h o'clock is 5h-\-m-\-Xj

and the number of minute divisions passed over in the

same time by the hour-hand is x; but, in the same
time, the minute-hand passes over 12 minute divisions

for the hour-hand's one

;

therefore 5h-\-m-\"X=12x;

5h-\-m
x=

11

therefore the required time is 5h-\- —^ }-m, or
11

12

11
(5A+w) minutes past h.

Thus the time between 2 and 3 o'clock when m is 16,

that is, when tho hour and minute-hands are at right-

12
angles to each other, is -— (10+15), or 27fV minutes

past 2.

EXEBCISES, LIII.

1. The sum of two numbers is 10, and their differ-

ence 4 ; find the greater number.

2. Divide 80 into two parts, such that one may t.<'j

two-thirds of the other.
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3. The difiference of two numbers is 3, and their
product exceeds the square of the less by 12 ; find
thorn.

4. Find the number to which, if its third part be
added, the sum will exceed its half by 5.

5. The denominator of a certain fraction is one less

than the numerator, and twice the fraction added to
three times its reciprocal makes 6; find the fraction.

6. Divide £34 4s. into two parts, such that the
number of crowns in the one may equal the number of
shillings in the other.

7. A and B sat down to play. A had seven shillings

more than B, but, after losing ten shillings, finds that

he has only half as much as B. How much money had
A and B originally ?

8. A person invests two-thirds of his property at

4 per cent., one-fourth at 3 per cent., and the remainder
at 2 per cent.; his income is £430; what is his pro-

perty ?

9. If B gave half of his money to A he would have
only a quarter as much as A; but if A gave B £50 he

would have only half as much as B. How mucli have
A and B, respectively ?

10. A and B set out at the same time to meet each

other. A, travelling 6^ miles an hour, meets B travel-

Hng only 3i miles an hour, 3 miles beyond a midway
station ; what is the distance of the points from which
they started ?

11. How much wine at 15s. a gallon must be mixed
with 20 gallons of wine at £1 a gallon to make a mix-
ture worth 17s. a gallon ?

12. A mixture is made of a gallons at p shillings,

b gallons at q shillings, and c gallons at r shillings;

what will be the value per gallon of the mixture ?

13. A cistern is supplied from two taps, by one of

which it is filled in 46 minutes, and by the other in
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7') minutes; in what time will it be filled by both

together ?

14. P. starts on a journey 20 minutes before B
;

A walks at the late of 4 miles an, hour, and B at the

rate of 4^ miles an hour; at what ' distance along the

road will B overtake A ?

16. A, who walks at the rate of 8| miles per hour,

starts 18 minuter before B; at what rate per hour must
B walk to overtake A at the ninth mile-stone ?

16. A and B start to run to a flag-staff 450 yards off,

and back. A returning, meets B 30 yards from the

flag-staff, and arrives at the starting-point half-a-

n ' i?te before B; how long did A' take to run the

Will (Stance?

17. Divide 24 into two parts, su^ that their sum
shall be to their difference as 3 to 2. ^•

18. Divide 30 into two parts, such that their sum
shall be to the difference of theij;* sqiflares as 1 to 6.

19. A number consists of two digits, th^ first of

which is less than the second by 2, aii'd if the -difference

of the squares of the digits be subtracted from the

number itself the remainder is 19 ; find the number.

20. A bill of £100 was ppid with 202 coins, consist-

ing of crown pieces and half-guineas; how many of

each were used ?

21. What is the first time after' 7 o'clock when the
hour and minute hands of a watch,, are exactly op-

posite ?

'

'- "

•

22. A watch gains as much'' as a^lt)ck loses, and
1798 hours by the clock are emiivalent to 1802 hours
by the watch; find the error in eaaEr"'iifei''>hx)xir.

23. At what times will the hour and minute hands
of a clock be together during 12 hours? i

24. A hare pursued by a greyhound is 60 leaps in

f

^
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advance, and makes 9 leaps while the hound -makes 6,

but 3 of the hound's are equal to 7 of the hare's. How
many leaps must the hound take to catch the hare ?

25. A steamboat which can travel at the rate of a

miles an hour, in still water, goes from one station to

another with the current in t hours, and goes back in

t' hours ; find the velocity of the current in miles per

hour.

26. In the previous question, if the distance between
the stations be 19^ miles, the time of going down the

river 1 hour 18 minutes, and up the river 2 hours
10 minutes, calculate the velocity of the current, and
the rate of the steamer in still water.

27. A certain number of sovereigns, shillings, and
sixpences together amounts to £8 6s. 6d., and the

amount of the shiUings is a guinea less than that of

the sovereigns, and a guinea and a half mo^-e than that

of the sixpences ; find the number of each coin.

28. Two minutes after a railway train has left a

station. A, where it had stopped 7 minutes, it meets the

express, which set out from a station, B, when the

former was 28 miles on the other side of A ; the express

travels at double the rate of the other, and performs

the journey from B to A in an hour and a half: find

the rates at which the trains travel.

29. The circumference of the fore wheel of a carriage

is 10 feet, and that of the hind wheel 12 feet ; the

fonner has made 100 more revolutions than the latter

:

how many times has the hind wheel revolved ?

80. The epitaph of Diophantus, the celebrated mathe-

matician, states that he passed the sixth part of his life

in cnildhood, and the twelfth part in the state of youth

;

that, after an interval of 6 years more than one-seventh

of his life, he had a son who died when he had attained

to half the age of his father, and that the father sur-

vived the son four years. Find, from these data, the

age of Diophantus.

x2
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w-<-

w

31. A number consists of two digits, of which the

first exceeds the second by 4 ; and when the digits are

reversed in order, a number is obtained which is four-

sevenths of the former. Find the number.

32. A steamer makes a journey of 2,568 miles in

9 days ; for ^ days she is retarded by winds and cur-

rents at the rate of 3 miles an hour ; for 4 days she is

helped at the rate of 2 miles an hour ; and for the

remainder of the time her speed is due solely to her

steaming power. What is her rate in still wind and
water ?

33. The hour is between 2 and 3 o'clock, and the

minute hand is in advance of the hour hand by 14^
minute spaces of the dial. What o'clock is it ?

34. A man at his death leaves ^5,860 to be divided

among his family, which consist;^ of 3 sons, 4 daughters,

and his widow. Twice the widow's share is to be equal

to the share of a son and a daughter, and the share of

two sons is to be equal to that of three daughters.

Find each person's share.

35. A quantity ofleaden shot is shaken on a sieve

;

twice as many grains go through as are left behind
;

what remains is shaken on another sieve, when three

times as many go through as are left ; what remains is

shaken on a third sieve, when four times as many pass
through as are left. The number of grains which is

finally left is 100. Find the number of grains of each
size.

36. In one specimen of gunpowder ttere is n per
cent, of nitre, s of sulphur, and c of charcoal ; in

another n', s', and c' of these ingredients, respectively.

If w lbs. of the first be mixed with «
' lbs. of the second

specimen, what will be the per-centages of each material
in the mixture ?

37. Gun-metal is composed of 90 per cent, of copper
and 10 per cent, of tin. Speculum metal contains
67 per cent, of copper and 83 of tin. How many cwt.

(112 lbs.) of the latter should be melted with 8 cwt. of

^

•>
.

f

i ;,.»! :
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the former in order to make an alloy in which there is

three times as much copper as tin ?

88. A 'ftrrison of 500 men is provisioned for 60
days. On the 14th day they lose 80 men in a sortie

;

on the 04th day they lose, by the explosion of a mine,
20 men and 2,000 rations ; alter a week they receive a

reinforcement which enables them, by reducing the

rations one-third, to prolong the defence until the 71st

day, when they are relieved. What was the number of

men in the reinforcement ?

89. One half of a population can read ; of the re-

mainder, 42 per cent, can read and write ; of the re-

mainder again, 16 per cent, can read, write, and cipher,

while 248,600 can neither read, write, nor cipher.

"What is the population ?

40. A person possessed of £5,222, invested a part of

his property in 6 per cent, stock, which he bought at

105, and the rest in 8 per cent, consols, at 96. How
much did he invest in each kind of stock, if his annual
income amounts to £191 16s. 8d. ?

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS CONTAINING
ONE UNKNOWN.

211. The general form of a quadratic equation is

in which p and q are supposed to be known, and x an

unknown quantity, whose value is to be expressed in

terms of ^ and q.

212. Quadratic equations are called adfected or

pure according as the term involving the first power

of the unknown quantity does or does not appear.

Thus ar»-2a;+ 3= 0, 5.17^-607=0, are adfected quad-

ratics ; 2ar'— 6=0, 00^^+6=0, are pure quadratics.
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213. The solution of a quadratic equation, whose

right-hand member is zero, can always be immediately

effected if the left-hand member is in the form of the

product of two factors, each involving the first power

of the unknown. For if the product of two factors

be zero, one or other factor must vanish.

Thus, it (x-l)(x-2)= 0, it follows that either

j;~l = 0, and therefore x=l; ora;— 2=0, and there-

fore x=2.

Thus the roots are 1 and 2.

Examples.

1. Solve a^-2;»=0.

Here a? (a;— 8) =0;
therefore, either x=0 ; or a;— 2=0, that is a?=2.

Thus the roots are and 2.

2. Solve {2a?-8) (8a;+l)=0.

Here we have 2a?— 3= ; and therefore a;=f

;

or 8a?-t- 1 = ; and therefore x=—^.

Thus the roots are | and — i.

8. Solve (ax-\-b) {cx-\-d)=:0. '

Here aa;-f 6= ; and therefore a?= — _

;

a

or cx-\'d=0; and therefore a?=— -,

Thus the roots are — - and — -.
a c

214. The substitution of each root gives rise in

general to two different identities.
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^

Thus, in the last example, if — - be substituted in
a

the equation for rr, the identity will be

{^a,^- + b\ (-c.^'rd\=:0;

but if — - be substituted for x, the identity will be

(-<,i+.)(-.i+.)=o.

215. A pure quadratic, as x^—a^=0, may also be

immediately solved by transposing and extracting the

square root.

Thus, a^= a\

Here, on extracting the square root, we get

+x=-\-a;

-\-x= —a ;

—x= -\-a
;

or, —x= —a
;

amongst which equations, it will be observed, the first

and last are equivalent, as are also the second and

third. Hence the four equations may be combined

into the two
x=-\-a;

or, x= —a
;

and the solution may be written in the form

x= ±a.

216. If the given quadratic be aa:H 6=0, we have

a

If now in -_, a and 6 have opposite signs, the right-

a

hand side -- will be positive, and x will be either

a

.Jf04i.'4t1u»*t*''_-S!iijt&>3t»'- * ^ iil,«J.StJ«.-i
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positive or negative. If, however, f and b have the
Bamo sign, .r can neither be positive nor negative, Kince

the square of any positive or negative quantity is posi-

tive. In such a case :*• is said to be imaginary and the
two imaginary roots are written in the form

^ a

Conversely, it will follow that the square of + s/ —

or -J -^~
^^ a

Thus the square of + v/—T, or — y'ZTis —1.

will bo -
":.

a

217. The solution of an adfocted quadratic, as

is effected as follows :

transpose, x^ -\-2)x= —g;

add ^~
, the square of one-half the coefficient of x, to

both sides,

a^+p.+ I' = tip.
4 4

The left-hand side is now a complete square, and
the equation may be written

Extract the square root,

and

"'^ ~ I ^ 2 ^^'^•

Thus the roots are - | + J V'^TIir"

1

transpose

2 ~ 2^P^-'^9'
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The preceding method is called the Italian method,

having been used by the Italians, who fiibt intro-

duced a knowledge of Algebra into Europe.

218. If the given equation be of the form

aa:^-{-bx-\-c= 0,

it may be reduced to the standard form by dividing

both sides by a, thus

a a

which equation may be solved by the Italian method.

219. The equation aa!*+ hx-^c= may also be
solved by the following, called the Hindoo method

:

transpose, ax^-{-bx=—c;

multiply each side by ia,

4fl''ar'+4«6a/'= — 4ac;

add b* to each side,

4a^d^+ 4:ahx -\-i^= h^-iae.

The left-hand side is now the square of 2ax-i-b, and
the equation may be written

{2ax-^by= b^-iac.

Extract the square root

2ax-{-b= ± Vb^-iac;

transpose and divide by 2«,
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2. Solve .r"-}-4.r-|-8= 0.

Transpose a^ 4- 4i»'= — 8

;

add to each side 4, which is the square of one-half
the cooCiciont of j?,

ar" 4-4.^-1-4 = 1;

extract the square root,

therefore, a?=— 2il=--l, or —8.

Thus the roots are — 1 and — 8.

8. Solve cc=l+ -.

Clear of fractions and transpose,

a^—x—l]
add to each side ^, the square of one-half the co-

efficient of a?,

extract the square root,

^""2 ~^ 2 *

therefore
1 . a/5^=2^-2--

Thus the roots are -—^— and —-

—

4. Solve 6a;"H-6a;-21=0 by the Hindoo method.

Transpose, 6a;*-f-6a;=21

;

multiply each side by 4 x 6= 24,

144a^-f-120a;=604;

add 6'=26 to each side,

144ar»-|-120a?-f25= 629;

extract the square root,

12a?-}-5=±23;

-5±28 8
therefore x=

12 ""2'^'^ "8
( 1

t
.,'
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'iis-'^

8 7
Thus the roots are and — -

.

5. So.'ve 2:^ "*
8x--4

20
11*

Clear of fractions, 12.i'"+100a;= -168;

divide by 4, Sx^-\-26x= -42;

multiply each side by 4 x 8 = 12,

8Gx'>+ 800a;=-504;

add 25''= G25 to each side,

86ar»-f 800^4- 625 = 121;

extract the square root,

6a;H-25=±ll;

therefore x= ^-^- = -2^, or -6.

6. Solve 8aj=
41

10-8^*

Ckar of fractions and transpose,

9a:»-80a;=-41;

multiply each side by 4 x 9 = 86, and add 900,

824a;»-1080a;+900= -1476+ 900= -576;

extract the square root,

18a;-80= ± V -676= ±24 V

^

;

6±4 V :nr
therefore x=

8

Exercises, LIV.
Solve

1. (a;-l)(a;-2)=0.

8. (a?+8)(aj-5)=0.

6. (6a;-l)(2a;+8)= 0.

7. 2a^-8= 0.

9. aj»-8a?+16=0.

2. 2x'-7x=0.

4. (2a;- 6) (07+ 8) -0.

6. 5a; (7a;- 8) = 0.

8. 8a;»+12=0.

10. a^+9a;+14=0.

.
I

'.'4;\.iiX->=<.^'\Vivrf -i.i-^"; iv^^l.-f.-^ss'' !^\>|i.A;^'/I'^.J.HiK'f.:^-!i^-a.^. -/-.i',=^-V? .s4.^\^i'<C.-^l^.^»iVSr/l-i{''*/^\i'>"y::? r_;:.^..'Vv^:.ti^^
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11. a!«-ar-12= 0.

13. 6ar»-6^+l = 0.

16. 15.i^+7a;-4=0.

17. .4-^. -5=0.

19 J^^ + JL + Jl.

12. a^+a;-20= 0.

14. 80a.-"-a;- 1 = 0.

16. 86a;»H-81a?+6= 0.

' a;+4"'"a;-2 ~ 10*

7
'8'

20.

21.

22.

23.

6,i-2 80^+10

3.f+l

1

1 rt.r— 4

4a;— 5
'

111

aa;+4

1

+

rt.i'-(-l
r +

16

1

rt.f— 1

x-1

= 1.

Vw^-l*

24. -^-^ -r =2a.
a;— 1 07+1

25. v'4a;+17+ ^^^^^=4.

26. ^^5^+ \/2a;+2= 'V/rc"+2.

27. rtcj/"^- 6ca?+«^'*'— ^^=0.

__ 2t;-l 2,i;-3 8a?-^
5aO. A —

t: +
3a;+2 ^ 9x+l 6a^-a;-2

29. —„--^— 3- - =5.-"- 3a;+2.

30. 2V'3a;+7 = 9-'V/2;^^^

31. ^6^+1+ ^^a;+4-}-\/6^+l=2.

ft

2^0. Equations of a higher order than the second

can be solved either partially or wholly by the aid of

quadratics when they can be thrown -nto one of the

following forms :

—

i:irisim>: ,wAi!.5'.-,.^>-jj.'«L£'.:. ife/S/a*!i •,fi*c-"tft>:-:i;v. .M^V iifej -̂-tr-^Al\Ut^^.iA,--^i£MAfi.U&k^^X.^
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I. (cx+d) {aa^+bx-\-c)= 0.

II. (ax^+bx+c) (a'a^+b'x+c')=:0.

III. x*-^aa^+bx'-\-ax-\-l = 0.

IV. {aa^+bx-^cY^'+p (aj^+bx-{-c)''-\-q= 0.

221. I. The equation {cx+d){ax'^+hx-\-c)=0 is

satisfied by equating either factor of the left-hand side

to zero. We thus get a simple and a quadratic

equation, whose roots will be the three roots of the

given cubic.

Examples.

1. g-lve a^-5a^-{-Qx^0.

This equation may be thrown into the form

x(x'-5x-\-6)= 0;

therefore, either x=0, orar*— 5d;+6=0.

The roots of the latter equation are 2, 3.

Hence the three roots of the cubic are 0, 2, 3.

2. Solve a^-l = 0.

This equation may be written

(x-l){x'-{-x-{-l)==0;

and, therefore, a;— 1 = 0,

x=l;

OT X^-\-X+l=0,

-l±v/-3
X= 7^ .

Hence the three roots are

1+^
1,

3 -1-V^S
' 2

222. II. The biquadratic {ax'^+bx + c) (a's^+h's;

4.c')=0 can be fully solved by equating each

>«- 'j«L-*«i- * - '&. ^-^ A .,.£Jha^if^^^ «* i f V 4^ K J. jii*~j-fe*j2iSnM4, J ^ ifjA.^**- ^£^i^,&^^
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dratic factor of the left-hand side to zero. We thus

get two quadratic equations, each of which has two

roots.

Examples.

1. Solve (ar»-l)(ar»+a;-6)= 0.

Here we have ar*— 1=0, and therefore x=±l;

or ar*+a;--6= 0, and therefore a; =2, or —8.

Hence the four roots are 1, —1, 2, —8.

223. III. The biquadratic a?*+a^+6ii:;2+aa?+1=0
may be solved as follows

:

Divide both sides by ar»,

a^+ax-\-b-\ h-aX or
:0.

Add 2 to each side,

V

Let x+- =y;
X

hence y'^+ay-\-h= ^)

from which two values can be found for y, that is, for

x-\- -
. If these values be called p and q we have thusX

two quadratics,

X

•;i;4l

x+--^i:

the roots of which will be the roots of the given
biquadratic.
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Example.

Solve 12a;*- 104^-»-f ^09a,-2 - 104a;4-12= 0.

By dividing both sides by 12 the equation will be

reduced to the required form ; thus,

. ^ 26 „ 209 _ 2G
, , .

^- 8^ + 12
^-y+^ = ^'

^- -^ 1. ^ ^ 26 ^209 26 11 ^.
divide by x^,a^^-a,+ ^^ Y'x^^ =^'

add 2 to each side,

/ IV 26 / 1\
.
209 „

(^+-J-¥^+(^)+-i2=2;

write y for a?+ -

,

a
26 , 186 _

fromwhichwe obtain 2/=-^- > o^^ 5 •

XT 1 87 _l1 5
Hence a;+ - = ,, , or x+ - = 5 .

The roots of tl former are 6, }, and of the latter

%h
Hence the four solution of the given equation arc

' i, h 2, 3.

224. IV. The equation (ax^-i-br+ c)"- rp {ax' -^^x

j^cf+q= is reduced by writing j for (a:i?Hi/a;+c)"

to the form

the solution of which gives two values of 2/, d and e,

suppose

;

thus

or. {a^+bx+ cY=e\
i

-:ji^.>;.:.x".i-i--;...,Ufl^i i_^_^>[^*.i-'.;' . -» r^- J\''t.-JA^^.',' r.-i.
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'•

extract the nth root of both sides,

or, aa^+6iB+c= y e\

two quadratics which may be solved by the usual
method.

It is to be observed, however, that if n be an integer,
there will be really 2n quadratics instead of 2. For it

is proved in the Theory of Equations that the quantity

\ d has n values, and therefore there will be » quad-
ratics corresponding. In the following examples,

however, we shall generally assume ^rf to have but
one value.

Examples.

1. Solve ^'-fl9a.-3-216= 0.

Here, writing y for a^, we get

2/Hl%-216=0;
from which we obtain y= — 27, or 8.

Thus a^= -27, or 0,-8= 8;

whence a;= — 3, or ^7=2.

2. Solve a?^M= l2.V~i^~{A.

This equation can be written in the form

(a,'3+4)-12A/;^+4=-20;
add 36 to each side,

(.r^+4)-12 VA-2-f 4+ 36= 16;

extract the square root,

A/a^+4"-6=±4;

whence, Vx^+1l= 10, or 2;

square, ^^2+4= 100, or 4;

a =96, or 0.

Hence the four roots are 0, 0, 4^6^ —4^6.

j^-t'fi
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a]

it

by

i-

s,

it

8.Solve4^)V7(:-±{)= 12.

x-\-l
This equation may be solved by finding—:r first

;

x-1

add Q^\

Va:-l/"^12\ar-l/"^V24/ 576'

extract the square root,

whence

x-\-l 7__ 25.

ar-1 "'24"^ 24'

a?=— 7, or |.

Exercises, LV.
Solve

1. aj*+2a^-24=0.

2. a^+ar^-72=0.

8. aj»+l=0.

4. One root of aj*-llica+88a?-.40=0 is 2: find the

remaining roots.

6. (x-l)'+|(^--)=l-
o; D a?

7. a;8_2a?+6v/^^r2^5= ll.

8. 2a?+17= 9v'2a;-l7

9. 12^-91a^+194a^-91a?+12=0.

10. 18ar*-171a;»+406a^-171ar+18=0.

11. One root of ic»-21a^+148aj-815=0 is 6: find

the remaining roots.

;,>\"-f.i.w.^^x^>.

-'*f
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I

12. One root of a^-12a;«+ 47a?-60=0 is 4 : find the
remaining roots.

18. V8j?+2^+4= 6ic»+4a?-622.

14. V6a3*4-6a?-2=15ir8+18a;-80.

15. '*^5+22-^i+8= l.

16.

17.

aj-A/2-a;* 8

x^Vq^x 7

a?- V9^^~8

18. V8a;"+8a?+14+ V8?-8a?+14=8a?.

19. Vs^Q~x+Yi+ VdJ^Sx-\-U= ViOa^+U.

PBOBLEMS LEADING TO QUADRATIC
EQUATIONS.

225. The conditions of a problem are sometimes

such that their expression in Algebraical language

leads to a quadratic equation. The roots of this

quadratic may both satisfy the conditions of the given

problem, as in the following example

:

Find two numbers such that their sum shall be 15,

and the sum of their squares 118.

Let a; denote one number; then 15— a; will denote
the other. Hence, by the conditions of the question,

ai»+(l6~4a=118;

whence a?=7, or 8;

and therefore 15— a;=8, or 7.

Thus the two numbers are 7 and 8.

.^i
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226. In many cases, however, both roots will not

satisfy the conditions of the problem. Whenever,

for example, the unknown quantity is denoted by + Xy

and one of the roots is negative, this root will be

incompatible with the conditions of the given problem.

In the following example the unknown time is denoted

by + Xf and therefore the number of gallons that flow

through the two cocks in the same direction must

have the same sign.

A cistern can be filled in 56 minutes by two cocks

flowing together. If they flow separately, it will take

one of these cocks an hour and six minutes longer to

fill the cistern than the other. In what time will the

cistern be fiUed by each ?

Let the cistern be filled by one cock in x minutes ;

then it will be filled by the other in a;+66 minutes.

Also, let g be the number of gallons in the cistern
;

then the amounts in gallons that flow through the first

and second cocks in one minute will be ^ and ^

respectively ; and —^, —

|

X a?+66
flow through in 56 minutes.

X x+66 ^

56 56 _^.
X a;+66

whence .t=88, or —42.

X x-\-e6

- will be the amounts that

I'

I

The negative root must be rejected as being incon-

sistent with the conditions of the question; for if

a; =-42, it would follow that the number of gallons

E 2
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I

flowing through the two cocks in one minute would be

— .^ and +^-, respectively.
42 24 ^

"^

227. The exiseence of a positive and a negative

root may often be explained by the fact that the latter

is the solution of an allied problem which has the

same quadratic statement as the given one. In order,

however, that the expression of the conditions of

these two problems may lead to the same quadratic

statement, the unknowns must be so related to each

other that they may properly be denoted by + a; and

—X, In the two following examples the unknowns,

the number of oxen bought, and the number sold,

may properly be denoted by symbols with opposite

signs.

Ex. 1. A person bought a number of oxen for £120,
and found that if he had bought 3 more with the same
money, he would have paid £2 lees for each. How
many oxen did he buy ?

120
Let -{-X denote the number bought ; then — is the

X
price paid for each, and is positive ; if he had purchased

120
8 more, the price of each would have been

Therefore, by the conditions of the problem,

120 120

X x-\-S
= 2,

which reduces to

a!*+8a;=180 (1)

Ex. 2. A person sold a number of oxen for £120,
and if he had sold 8 fewer for the same money, he

J -Cj^-^t J ''' ^i /
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"^"ould have received £2 more for each. How many
oxen did he sell ?

Let —.1? denote the number sold; then the price

, a negative quantity.received for each
120 120

X

If 8 fewer had been sold, the number disposed of would

= — a;+8, and the price of each would then =

120

120

Therefore, by the conditions of the problem, remember-
ing that money received is in this case negative, we
have

_120_2^_ 120

X x — '6

which reduces to

that is,

ar»-3d. = 180,

(-.a,f+3{ -0-^= 180 • • « • (2).

If now we write yfor the imknowns of both problems,

that is, if we write y for -f;r in (1) and for —x in (2),

those equations reduce to the same form

y^^Sy= 1S0 .... (3)

and therefore the two problems have the same quad-

ratic statement (3), the roots of which are 12 and —16,
'the former of which is the solution of Ex. 1, and the

latter of Ex. 2.

Exercises, LVI.

1. Find two numbers such that their sum may
be 14, and the sum of their squares 100.

2. Find two numbers such that their sum may be

10, and the sum of their cubes 280.

I

*j

ji.^A 'nii-A
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8. A sum of money, amounting to £10 IBs., was
divided equally amongst a certain number of persons

;

if there had been three more, each would have received

one shilUng lees. Find the number of persons.

4. The difference of two numbers is 4^, and their

product 28. Find the numbers.

6. The product of two numbers is 86, and the differ-

ence of their squares 65 ; hnd the numbers.

6. A gentleman bought a horse for a certain sum,
and having resold it for £119, found that he had gained
as much per cent, as the horse cost him. What was
the prime cost of the horse ?

7. A, working alone, can perform a piece of work
in IC days less than B takes to perform it alone ; both
together can perform the work in 12 days : how long
does it take A to do it alone ?

8. A and B, working together, can perform a piece

of work in 10 days ; after working together for 4 days,

A is taken ill, and B finishes the work in 8 days more
than A would have taken to do the whole : in what
time would each of them do it separately ?

9. Find two numbers whose sum is 100, and the

difference of their square roots 2.

10. The height of a certain triangle is 4 inches less

than the base ; if the base be increased 6 inches and
the height lessened as much, the area is diminished by
one-eighth part : find the base of the triangle ?

11. A rectangular field is an acre in extent, and its

perimeter is 308 yiixds : what are the lengths of its

sides ?

12. A b'^at's crew can row in still water at the rate

of 6 miles an-hour. They enter a current, and row
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with it for a dibtance of 6 milcB ; on coming back they
find that it takes them two hours longer to make the
same distance against the current tlian the time it

took them when rowing with it. At what rate did the
current run ?

18. Two vessels, one of which sails faster than the
other by 2 milts an-hour, start at the same time upon
voyages of 1152 and 720 miles, respectively; the
slower vessel reaches its destination one day before the
other : how many miles did the faster vessel sail ?

14. A number is composed of two digits, the first of

which exceeds the second by unity, and the number
itself falls short of the sum of the squares of its digits

by 26. What is the number ?

16. A number is composed of two digits, the first of

which exceeds the second by 2. The sum of the

squares of the number, and of that which is obtained

by reversing the digits, is 4084. What is the

number ?

16. A merchant sells two casks of wine for £76 5s.

;

one holds 5 gallons more than the other, and the price

of each wine is in shillings the number of gallons in

the cask which contains it. How many gallons are

there in each cask ?

17. A person drew a quantity of wine from a full

vessel wluch held 81 gallons, and then filled up the

vessel with water. He then drew from the mixture as

much as he before drew of pure wine ; and it was found

that 64 gallons of pure wine remained. Find how
much he drew each time.

18. In order to resist cavalry, a battalion is usually

formed into a hollow square, the men being four deep,

but a single company is usually formed into a solid

square. If the hollow of the square of a battalion,

consisting of seven equal companies, is nine times as
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large rs one of its oompanies* squares, find how many
men there are in a company, assuming every man to

occupy the same amount of space.

PKOPERTIES OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

228. The solution of the equation a^-^px-\-q^O

gives the two roots in terms of p and q. Let tiinm

be denoted by a and b, so that

229. From these values of a and b we can deduo6

other relations between a, b, p, q.

Thus, for example, if we separately add and multiply

together the values of a and b, we obtain

a-\-b= —p, a b= q.

Hence the sum of the roots of a^-\-px-^q=0 is equal

to the coefficient of x with its sign changed, and the

product of the roots is equal to the absolute term q.

Thus in the equation ir*+5a?— 8=0, the sum of the

roots is —6, and their product —8.

230. If the given equation be ax^+bx+c=0, or

a;«+ -a; + -=0, the sum of the roots will be — -, and
a a

their product -.

' Thus in the equation 5a;«-9a?-10=0, the sum of

the roots is | and their product —2.

. , rii t^.v... .;. :\.y tk.>*>.
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281. If the equation be given in the form (x — a)

{x—b)=0, the roots of which area and fc, the fore-

going relation is evident, for the equation becomes,

on multiplying the factors of the left-hand side,

in which the coefficient of x with its sign changed

IB a-\-ht the sum of the roots, and the absolute term

ab is their product.

232. Hence the equation a:'-|-2)aj+g=0 can always

be written in the form

a^— {a-\-b) x-\-ab= Ot

or, (jc—a) (x—b)— 0.

283. Hence also every expression a^-\-px-{-q can

be resolved into two factors of the first degree in x.

Thus, for example, a^- Ux -\- IS = {.v - 2) (.t?-9),

where 2 and 9 are the roots of ii*" — ! Li*+18= 0.

234. An expression of the form ax^-j-bx+c can be

resolved in like manner, by putting it into the

form

the second factor of which is resolved as before.

Thus, for example, 6x^ + 5a;-4 = 6 (^+|^'-f) =
6 (.p-i) (a?+|), where ^and— J are the roots of ^•^-f-ga?

235. Conversely, if the roots be given, the equa-

tion may be formed.

I,
til

^

iii.ix.-i.j;-'';
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t

si

Thus, the equation whose roots are 6 and —6, is

a^- (5-6)ar-30= 0,

or ar»-j-^-80rr0;

and the equation whose roots are — | and |, is

'»'•'- (|-!)^-|-|=0,

or, 18ar'+9^-20=0.

Exercises, LVII.

Eesolve into simple factors

1. .i-2-lla:+18. 2. a^-9x-52.

3. Gar'-f 5.f-4. 4. 7 -9a;- 10a;*.

6. 33-14.c-40a;2, g. 209a;»-802a;+65.

7. Shew that in every quadratic of the form aa^-\-bx

-j-a=0, the roots are the reciprocals of each other.

8. Shew that the roots of c.i^-\-bx-\-a=0, are the
reciprocals of those of aii^-^bx-{-c= 0.

236. The relations proved in Art. 229 may be

employed to establish other relations connecting the

coefficients and the roots.

Thus, since a -\-b = —p, ah^q, if we divide the
members of the former equation by those of the 'latter,

we obtain

0+6
ah

11 p
or, --Hr=--'

Hence the sum of the reciproca's of the roots of

a^+l?a;+^=0 is —^,

*4j
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The sum of the squares of the roots may be obtained
as follows

:

a^-\.b^= {a-\-bf-2ab= {-pY-2q=p''-2g.

237. The nature of the roots -P±-Vp^-^ oi

x^ + 'px + q=Q> is shewn, as follows, to depend on the

nature of the quantity '^p^—^q.

238. I. If p2_ 4^=0, or p2= 4^, it follows that a = 6

= —^, and therefore the roots are equal, as is other-

wise evident, since the left-hand member of the equa-

tion is then reduced to the form x'^-^px-^-^— (^ +^).
4 A

239. II. If i>2_4^ be positive, that is, if p'^>^q,

the roots will be real and different, a being the sum,

and h the difference, of the same two real quantities

—f ' E^ P^—^^' This will always be the case if the

absolute term be negative.

For example, let the absolute term be — r, then the

quantity under the radical sign is j9''+4r, which is

positive, and therefore both roots are real.

Thus, for example, the roots of a,-2-f-6^+2=0 are

real and different, because S'" > 4 x 2 ; the roots of

.f^— 7a;+8=0 are real and different, because (
— 7)^

>4x8; andtherootsof ar^+7^--l=0,a,-2-10a-3= 0,

are seen by inspection to be real and different, be-

cause their absolute terms are negative.

I

%

!id

240. III. lip^-^q be negative, that is, if p'^-^^qy

the roots will be imaginary, because the square
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root of a negative quantity will then enter into the

value of each root.

Thus the roots of a^-5^+7=0, are imaginary, be-

cause ( - 5)2 < 4 X 7, or 25 < 28.

241. It follows, therefore, that the roots of

x^-\-px+ q= are real and unequal, real and equal,

or imaginary, according as p^ is greater than, equal

to, or less than 4^', that is, according as P'—4iq is

greater than, equal to, or less than zero.

242. If the quadratic be of the form ax^-^bx-^c

=0, its roots will depend in like manner onV b^ —AaCf

which enters into the value of each. Hence its

roots will be real and unequal, real and equal, or

imaginary, according as

>

<

243. The preceding tests for determining the

nature of the roots of a quadratic may sometimes

be employed to find the maximum and minimum
values of a function of x.

,,•

244. A function of x is said to attain its maxi-

mum or minimum value when by assigning gradu-

ally increasing or diminishing values to x, the

function ceases to increase, and begins to diminish,

or vice versa.

Thus, the quantity a-^ - 2^ *{- 5 = o^ - 2a' + 1 + 4
= (a;— 1)2+4, has a minimum value 4 corresponding to

i

.'b*

iy
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x= 1 : for all other real values of x render {x—l)* posi-

tive, and, therefore, (a;— 1)'*+4 greater than 4.

245. In like manner it follows that the quantity

x^'{-px + q= {x+^Y + -L J^
, has a minimum value

2 4

-^^—f corresponding to the value x= —^.

Exercises, LVHI.

Find the minimum value of

1. x^-Sx-^5. 2. x^+^x+S. 8. a^-^x+},

4. 50x-24-40a?+9. 5. 72a'2-63a,'+64.

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST

DEGREE CONTAINING TWO UNKNOWN
QUANTITIES.

246. An equation containing two unknowns is said

to he of the degree indicated hy the highest total

dimensions of the unknowns involved in any term.

Thus 2x— 3y=5 is an equation of the first degree in

X and y ; oe^—y^=2, xy=S, x+2xy=3 are equations of

the second degree ; and so on.

247. If there be only one such equation between

X and y the number of solutions will be infinite, for

the equation will be satisfied by giving any value ta

E'f^iii'Jiwi'l.,..--'
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one unknown, when the other unknown will have one

or more corresponding values.

Thus in the equation 2x— Sy= 5, if we give y the

value 1, a?=4 ; if y=S, x=l ; if ic=3, y=\ ; and so

on ; so that the equation is satisfied by the sets of

values 4, 1 ; 7, 8 ; 3, ^ ; &c.

Again, the equation a.-^— 1/^=2 is satisfied by giving

any value to one unknown, when the other unknown
has two corresponding values.

Thus, if 2/= 2, x= ±2 ; if ?/=l, .r=± v'3.

248. If there be two such independent equations

in X and y at the same time, they are called simulta-

neous equations, the same values of the unknowns

being taken in both equations. In such a case the

number of solutions is finite.

Thus, if we have the simultaneous equations 2.r— 8^
= 5, 3a-+?/= 13, it will be found that the only set of

values which will satisfy these equations is a? = 4,

y= l.

Again, the equations 2.r— 1/=4, 0i^— 2xy-\-^y^=^, the

former of which is of the first, and the latter of the

second degree, will be found to have the two solutions

a;=3, 2/= 2 ; x=— , y= —— ; either of which sets of
y y

values, and no others, will satisfy the equations.

249. And, generally, it may be stated (as is proved

in works on the Theory of Equations) that if the two

equations in x and y be of the mih and wth degrees,

respectively, the number of solutions may be equal to,

but not greater than, mn.

Thus the number of solutions of the equations

^¥f=^, a^-8a;y+2i/2=3, which are of the second
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and third degrees, respectively, cannot be greater than
2x8, or 6.

260. It must be carefully observed that the number
of solutions will not be finite unless the two simulta-

neous equations be independent. If, for instance,

one equation follows necessarily from the other, the

two are really equivalent to one, and therefore the

number of solutions will be infinite.

For exampl e , the equations 2.f— 8 j/= 1 , 8^— 12 »/= 4

,

have an infinite number of solutions, for the second

equation is deduced by multiplying the sides of the

first by 4, and therefore there is only one independent
equation.

Again, the equations

2ar»+ 3un/- 2//2+ a;+ 7t/- 8= 0,

have an infinite number of solutions, for the second is

deduced from the first by multiplying its sides by
2a;-2/+3.

251. The solution of such simultaneous equations

is efiected by deducing from them two other equations

involving each one unknown quantity. This process

is called elimination^ and may be conducted according

to one of the following methods

:

I. Substitution.

II. Comparison.

III. Cross MultipHcation.

IV. Arbitrary Multiplier.

These methods will be illustrated, in the first

instance, in solving simple equations of two un-

knowns.

\

I

.1 » U I

I

li

111

I I

n
Vi

£ M
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I

m-

METHOD OF • SUBSTITUTION.

252. This method consists in finding from one

equation the value of one unknown in terms of the
' other, and substituting the value so found in the second

equation, which is thence reduced to a simple equa-

tion in one unknown.

For convenience of reference the given equations

and others which arise in the process of solution are

numbered (1), (2), (3), &c.

Example.

Solve x+y=zS (1),

2a?+2/=4 (2).

From (1) we find y=S-x (3).

Substituting this value of y in (2) we obtaiix

2a;+8-a?=4,

a?=l.

This value of x substituted in (8) gives y=2.
Hence the solution is a?=1, y= 2.

Exercises, LIX.

1. Qx-4y=2, 7x-9y=l. .

2. 6a?+2i/=29, 6x-2y=26.

8. Bx-\-2y=:0, Sx-4y=:18,

4. 5x+4:= 2y, 4x+y=2S.

6. 2x-Sy=0, 4:x-l =11.

6. 6x-5y=l, 7x-4y=Sh

7. 2x+5y=:2h 5x-\-2y=2^jj.

/ ':
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8. ?^+5y=18, 2.^4-^5^-88.

Q ^+^ ,2/~^_q ^
I

^+y -5
^- ~8""^"T"~^' 2+ 9 "^•

10. 4a;+6i/= 40(a?-2/), 2a;+6y=li.

11. bx-ay=0, - + 7 =2.
a

METHOD OF COMPAKISON.

253. This method consists in finding from each of

the proposed equations the value of one and the same

unknown quantity in terms of the other, and equating

the values so found.

Example.

Solve 7^— 32/=19 (1)»

4a;+7v/= 37 (2).

From (1) we obtain

7^'— 19 " /q\.
y= —3— y^^h

and from (2) 2/= -^— W-

Equating these values of y we get a simple equation

in ^,
~

7a;-19_ 87-4a;
-"3"" " ~7~'

-

whence a?=4.

Substitute this value of x in (3) or (4), and we get

2/=3.

Thus the solution is a?=4, 1/= 8,
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Exercises, LX.

1. 6a?+lli/= 146, \lx-\-^y=UO.

2. 8a?-2i/= 19, 2j;+8</= 43.

8. 7.t-2i/= 14+^, 72/-2j;=82+|.

3u.'+5// 5a;-8y _ a;+l _ 2

20 "^ 8 ~^'2/T2~8'
^ bx-\-aij ax— III
6. =c=: —;

—

.

a b

6. ____+,-16=-^ g-,

8(3.p+4)= 10j/-15.

7. ax-\-by-—c, px-\-qy= r.

x-{-l x—\ x-{-a x-\-b

y+tt ~ y+b' i/+l ~ y-1
'

9. ax-\-by= c, a\v-\-bhj= c''.

METHOD OF CROSS MULTIPLICATION.

254. This method consists in multiplying the given

equations (reduced to their simplest forms) by such

quantities as will render the coefficients of the same

unknown numerically equal. By adding or subtract-

ing the equations so found we obtain a simple equation

in one unknown.

Examples.

1. Solve 7:r-9*/=29 (1),

13^'+42/= 116 (2).

Multiply (1) by 4 and (2) by 9; thus

2at;-36?/= 116 (3),

117;j;+86i/= 1044 (4),
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by adding (8) and (4) we eliminate y;

U5a,= 1160,

a;=8.

To eliminate x, multiply (1) by 18 and (2) by 7,

91a;-1172/=877 (5),

9U-+28I/ -812 (6);

subtract (5) from (6),

145?/= 485,

2/=8.

Thus the roots are 8, 8.

2. Solve 15a;+4i/=54 (1),

ldx-6y=ei (2).

Here, in order to eliminate y, we may multiply (1)

by 8, and (2) by 2, 8 and 2 bearing the same proportion

to each other as 6 and 4 ; thus

45a;+122/= 162 (8),

26x-12y= 122 (4).

Add (8) and (4),

71a = 284,

X=4:.

To eliminate x, multiply (1) by 13, and (2) by 15, and

subtract the equations so found,

142y/=-218,

8

117
8. Solve -. -„- =^ (1),

4:X By 6

i-^- 6" ^^>'

by first finding - , - .

X y
l2

11
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Here, in order to elimiuato y, it is only necessary to

divide (2) by 8,

1 _ 1 _ 28

Wx 8//
~ 18 '

and subtract from this (1),

Bx ix ~ 18 *

8
07= - .

4

To eliminate x divide (2) by 4, and ict from (1);

2
whence we obtain y= — -.

255. Instead of using either of the proposed equa-

tions we may use any equation derived from them
which has smaller numerical coefficients, as in the

following

Example.

Solve 16x 15»/=-88 (1),

12x-ldy=-'i6 (2).

Subtracting (2) from (1), we qbtain

4x-2y= S

or, 2x- y=-4 (8).

Equation (8) may be used instead of either of the
proposed equations, as (1); thus we have to determine
-; and y from the equations

12x-lSy=-iQ, '

2x— y = 4.

Eliminating as before we obtain «=?, 2/= 10.

Exercises, LXI.

1. 5x+2y= 12, Qx-{-5y= ll.

2. Sx-7y=ll, 5a?-32/=ll. I
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8. Q,c-ly^l, 4^+8^=60.

4 2~^' 12^ 6~^'

6. 82a;+81y= 48, 28.r-89y= l.

6. 96a,-+75.//= 102, 92j;+80//= 101.

7. ;i'H-i/= a+ i, bx-\-ay= 2ah.

8. i^+2/= c, ax— hy= c(a— h).

9. rt(;y+i/)4-i(a;-2/) = l, a(iC-2/)+ 6(.i?+2/)= l.

10. rt(.iT- a) -f %-/;) = 0, rt(a;-i/-a)+ i(j;+i/-/>) = 0.

^

METHOD OF ARBITRARY MULTIPLIER.

256. This method consists in multiplying either

of the proposed equations by an arbitrary multipHer

m, then adding the other equation to the equation so

found, equating to zero the coefficient of y and solving

for X, or the coefficient of x and solving for y ; the

value of m corresponding to each case being found

from the coefficient which is equated to zero.

Example.

Solve 4x-\-5y =7 (1),

Sx-10y=ld (2).

Multiply (2) by w, and add to (1) ; thus

(4+ 8w)a^+(5-10rn)2/= 74-19m (8).

Equation (8) is true for all values of m, and therefore

for that value vv^hich makes 5 — 10m=0, or m= ^; in

-which case (8) becomes

(4+ 2)^7+ -2-,
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Equation (8) is also true for that value of m wliioh

4
makes 4 -f 8m= 0, orw= — -, in which ease (8) becomes8'

('* 4").-
70

y=-l.

Exercises, LXII.

1. 16^-f28f/= 68, 11.r-7.y=16.

2. lx-\-Qy= lS, 21x-Gy= lU.

8. 8a?+8^= 6, 10x-\-dy= 8.

4. 2.B+2/ = i, 18^+22y=-28.

6. ajD-\-by= c, mx-\-ny=p.

x-\-y m
7. ra;-\-Tn— ty-^nt

m n
8.

x — y n

P q
n-\-y m— x q — x p-\-y

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST
DEGREE CONTAINING THREE UNKNOWNS.

267. When three independent equations containing

three unknowns are given, the number of sets of

solutions depends on the degree of each equation,

and (as is proved in the Theory of Equations) may be

equal to but not greater than the product of the

numbers expressing the degrees of the three equa-

tions.

Thus, if each equation be of the first degree, there

will be only one solution ; if the first equation be of the
first degree, the second equation of the second degree
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Rnd tlio third oquation of tho tliird doproo, the nnmher
of HohitioiiH may ho (mjujiI to, hut not greater than,

1x2x8, or 0; and, ^'ent^rally, if the lirnt equation ho

of tlio w/th, tlio Rocond o(| nation of tho »/th, and tlie

thi d equation of tho />th dcgroo, the numher of hoIu-

tions may equal, hut not exceed, nnip.

If tho three equationB ho not independent, that is,

if one of thorn he dedncMldo from tho other two, or if

two of them ho deducihlo from tho remnininp; one, it

will follow, as in tho case of two unknowns. Art. 250,

that the numher of solutions will he infinite.

258. If the throo pivon equations arc of tho first

degree, the values of the unknowns may ho found hy

eliminating one of them hotwccn the first and second

equations, and also hotween the first and third, or

second and third; whence wo shall ohtain two equa-

tions involving only two unknowns, which may ho

found hy previous methods. The value of the third

may he found by substitution.

Example.

Solve 2^+3//-|-4;j= 20 (1),

4x-Sy-2z=-& (2),

Sa'-\-iy-\-5z= 26 (8).

Here z is eliminated from (1) and (2) by adding (1)

to twice (2); thus,

10a;-8?/=4 '

(4).

Also z is eliminnted from (2) and (8) by adding five

times (2) to twice (8) ; thus

26x-7y=12 (5).

From (4) and (6) we obtain x=l, y=2.
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Substitute these values in auy one of the proposed
equatj'^ns, and we obtain ^=8.

Thus the solution is x=l, y=2, z=S.

259. By the following method of Cross Multipli-

cation we can eliminate two of the unknowns at the

same time by multiplying the given equations by cer-

tain quantities, and adding the derived equations.

Let the given equations be

ajX-\-biy-]-CiZ-^d^= (1),

a^^+hy \-c^z-\rck= ^ (2),

«3^+%+ <^3^+ ^3= (8)-

To eliminate tj and z multiply (1) by Vs— Va* (2) by
fegti-ijCj, and (3) by h^c^ — h^Cy^, and add the equations

so found. The coefficients of y and z in the resulting

equation vanish, and we obtain

{ rtl (^<^3- V2)+ «2 (Vl - ^1 '^^3)+ «3 (^1^2- Vl) }
^

4- ^1 {Kc^- 63C2)+ c?2
(Vi - b\c^ -\- t/a (h^c^- l\c^)= 0,

whence x is found.

To eliminate z and x the system of multipliers for (1),

(2), (3) will be fi^c^— a^c^, a^c^ — a^c^, a^c^— aj^^; and to

eliminate x ari y they will be a^b^— a^b^, a^b^ — a^b^,

a^b^ — a^^,

260. When the proposed equat ions have numerical

coefficients, it will be found convenient to obtain the

numerical values of the multipliers and determine

their proper signs by trial.

EXALIPLE.

Solve 2d7-3i/+s=l (1),

8^r_5?y+ 42= 8 (2),

4a;+22/-8«=13 (8).

v>^
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To eliminate y and z, the multipliers for the three

equations are formed from the second and third

columns, and are —5 (
— 8) — 2x4, —8 ( — 3) — 2x1,

—3x4— (
— 5) X 1, whose values are, without regard

to sign 7, 7, 7. These may be replaced by the three

numbers in the same ratio, 1, 1, 1. To determine the

proper signs, we apply these multipliers to the coeffi-

cients of y or z, and add, when the sum should be

zero. Here, taking the coefficients of y, we evidently

have - 1 ( - 3) 4- 1 ( - 5)+ 1 x 2= 0, and therefore the

proper multipliers are —1, 1, 1.

Multiply (1), (2), and (3), therefore, by -1, 1, 1,

respectively, and add. The coefficients of y and z in

the resulting enuation vanish, and we obtain

6a;=15,

x= 3.

To ehminate x and z, the multipliers are formed

from the first and third columns, and are. without

regard to sign, 25, 10, 5, which may be replaced by

5, 2, 1, in the sjime ratio. Apply these to the coeffi-

cients in the first column, and evidently the first mul-

tiplier should be —5, in order that the sum of the

products should be zero. Multiply (1), (2), (3), there-

fore, by —5, 2, 1, and we obtain

72/=14,

y= 2.

Finally to eliminate x and y, the proper multipliers

are found from the first and second columns to be 26,

16, 1. Applying these to the three equations, we

obtain

86^=85,

z= 1.

Hence the solution is x=d, y=2, z = l.

mi
i
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Exercises, LXIII.

1. a;+8//+22=:ll, 2.v+y-\-Sz= U, Sx-\-2y+ z= ll^

2. 5.v-6i/+4z= 15,lx+iy-3z = 19,

2.c+yi-Gz= 4:Q.

3. 4:x-5i/+z= 6, 7x-lly-\-2z= d, x+y+Sz= V2.

4. 7x-Sy=S0, 9y-5z= 3i, x-\-y+z=SS.

5. Sx-y+z= 17, 5x+Sy-2z=10, Ix+iy-Bz^ H.

6. x+y+z= 5, Sx-5y+7z= 75, 9^-ll;^+10=^-)

2 4 6 4 ^ 12 6 "^10

8. ^-^Z:i= 2,
''±^+^ = 3, ^l±l+^= 4.

6 2 7 4 9

9. y-\-z= a, z-\-x= b, x-\-y= c.

10. x-\-y'\-z— a-\-h-\-Cj x-\-a—.y-{-h= z-^c.

11. 1/+ C — ^= a, ^-j-rr — 1/= 6, ip-f-i/ — ;j;= c.

12. ^+^+5= 1, ^+^+ f=l, ^+^+^=1.
a h c a c b b a c

PROBLEMS LEA.DING TO SIMPLE EQUA-
TIONS, WITH TWO OR MORE UNKNCWN
QUANTITIES.

261. When there are two or more unknowns in a

problem to be determined, and they are not imme-

i
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diately expressible in terms of one unknown, as in

the cases referred to in Art. 209, they must be re-

presented by distinct symbols. The conditions of

the problem being then translated into Algebraical

language will lead to a corresponding number of in-

dependent simultaneous equations, the solution of

which will give the values sought.

Examples.

1. What fraction is that which becomes, when its

numerator is increased by 7, oqi al to |, and when its

denominator is increased by 10, equal to | ?

Let X denote the numerator, and y the denominator
of the fraction. If the numerator a^ be increased by

7, the denominator remaining unchanged, the fraction

becomes ' ; and if the denominator y be increased

y t

by 10, the numerator remaming unchanged, the frac-

Hence, by the conditions of thetion becomes

problem,

X

y+iO

ir+7_
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and if 27 be addec. .-r it, iiiB

tlie same iigits in lu. inv-*

'wdH be expresaed i^

Let ^ be the digit m iHm jlaee d iIhb. ani y tiihe

digit in the place of unit-s.

By the first conditisn oi Hbn- pccMem -welaAre

and by the seeond conditicai,

From these two equations we find ar=8, t/=^

Therefore the number sought is Bo.

3. A and B can do a piece of work in 6 days ; A
and C can do it in 9 days, and A, B, C can do 8 times
the same work in 45 days. In what times can they
do it separately ?

Let X, y, and z denote the numbers of days in which
A, B, and C, respectively, can do the work iv.

Then, since — , — , _ are the amounts of work done
X y z

by them separately in one day, we have by the condi-
tions of the problem

w .w _w
X y 6

w .w _w
X z 9

w . w . w Sw

X y z 45
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These equations become, on dividing by w,

M=^ (1)
X y b

W-=l (2)
X z y

-+i+^=A (3)
X y z 4lo

By subtracting (1) and (2) from (8), we find _= _ ,

z 90

and -=— , the reciprocals of which give z= 90, and
y 15

y/=15. The value of x is then found, by substitution,

to be 10.

Exercises, LXIV.

1. Find two numbers, such that the sura of the

first and half the second shall be 19, and the sum of

the second and half the first shall be 20.

2. A number composecl of two digits is cqun) to

s^n-en times its unit's figure ; and, if the digits be t^

\xTsed, its value is increased by 18. Kequired the

number.

8. If the numerator of a certain fraction bo increased

by 2, its value becomes one-half ; but if the numerator

be diminishi\l by 2, the value of the fraction is one-

fourth. What is the fraction ?

4. Three numbers an- requirr-d whose sum shall be

S£ : the sum of the first and third to exceed twice the

s^wnd by unity ; and four times 'Jie first, three times

^e second, and twice the third added together, to

make 69.

i
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5. Find two numbers such that twice the first and
three times the second shall together make 18 ; and, if

double the second be taken from five times the first, 7

shall remain.

6. A cistern supplied by two taps is filled by both

together in 60 minutes ; after both had been open to-

gether for 85 minutes, one is closed, and the cistern is

found to be full 27 minutes afterwards. In what
time would each tap fill the cistern ?

7. A man being asked what money he possessed

replied that he had three sorts of coin, namely, half-

crowns, shillings, and sixpences ; the shillings and six-

pences together amounted to 409 pieces, the shiUings

and half-crowns to 1,254 pieces; but if 42 was sub-

tracted from the sum of the half-crowns and sixpences,

there would remain 1,103 pieces. What sum did the

man possess in all ?

8. A courier travelled a distance of 240 miles in four

days, diminishing his rate of travelling each day alike
;

during the first two days he travelled 136 miles. What
number of miles did he travel on each day respectively ?

9. A and B can do a piece of work in 2 days ; A
and C can do four times as much in 9 days ; A, B,
and C can do eleven times as much in 18 days. In
how many days can each do it separately ?

10. The ten's digit of a number is less by 2 than
the unit's digit ; and, if the di^^its are inverted, the
new number is to the former as 7 to 4. Find the
digits.

11. The sum of three numbers is(p+l) (q-\-l)n; the
sum of the two larger is equal to p times the smallest,
and the sum of the two smaller to q timet* the largest*
Find the numbers.
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12. At an examination there were 17 candidates, cf

whom some were passed, some sent back in one subject,

and the rest rejected. If one less had been rejected,

and one less sent back, the number of those passed
would have been twice those rejected, and five times
those sent back. How many of each class were there ?

13. There are two numbers in the proportion 8:5;
if 10 be added to the first, and subtracted from the
second, the proportion is reversed. Find the numbers.

14. Find three numbers, such, that one-half the first,

one-third the second, and one-fourth the third, to^'ether

shall be equal to 62 ; one-third of the first, one-fourth

of the second, and one-fifth of the third equal to 47
;

and, finally, one-fourth of the first, one-fifth of the

second, and one-sixth of the third equal to 38.

15. A man has two casks, each containing a quantity

of wine. From the first he pours into the second us

much as is already there ; from the second he pours

back into the first as much as is already there ; and,

finally, from the first he pours into the second as

much as is already there : he then finds there are

80 quarts in each. How many were in each origin-

ally ?

16. A number consists of two digits whose sum is

12, and such that, if the digits be reversed in order,

the number produced will be less by 36. Find the

number.

17. A, B, and C sat down to play, and found when
they stopped that they each had the same amount of

money. When they commenced, A had £11 8s. le^s

than B and C together ; he now finds he has lost

£21 4s., that B and C have won £18 14s. and

£2 10s., respectively. With what money did each

begin, and with how much did they conclude the

game /
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18. A cistern can be filled from three different

cocks. If the first and second run together, it will

be filled in 83
J^
minutes ; if the first and third run

together, in 8G minutes ; if the second and third run

together, in 40" minutes. How long will it take for

each separately, and for all running together ?

19. A silversmith has two alloys of silver ; he melts
10 ounces of the first with 5 ounces of the second,

and produces an alloy, the fineneHs of which is G87^
per mille ; again, he melts 7^ ounces of the first with

1^ ounces of the second, and produces an alloy

which is 625 per mille fine. Y^Tiat is the fineness of

each kind ?

20. Three towns, A, B, and C, are at the angles of

a triangle. From A to C, through B, the distance is

82 miles ; from B to A through C, is 97 miles ; and
from C to B, through A, is 89 miles. Find the direct

distances through the towns.

21. The diameter of a five-franc piece is 37 niUU-

metres, and of a two-franc i)iece is 27 millimetres. Thirty

pieces laid in contact in a straight line measure one
mUre exactly. How many of each kind are there ?

22. A man invested £2,000 in cottages ; a certain

number were then burnt down ; but, in consequence of

their having been insured, the loss in each cottage was
only 10 per cent, on its cost price, and was also found
to be at the rate of £10 on each cottage bought ; some
time after the remainder were sold 20 per cent, dearer

than they had been bought, and the total gain was
£100. How many cottasjes were originally bought,
and how many were burnt ?
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SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, WHEREOF
ONE IS OF THE FIRST DEGREE AND
THE OTHER OF THE SECOND DEGREE
IN TWO UNKNOWNS.

262. Let the general equation of the second de-

gree be

aa^-\-bxy-]-cy^+dx-^ey-\-/=zO (1),

and of the first degree

a'x-\-b'y= c' (2).

In order to solve these equations we substitute in

(1) for one unknown, as i/, its value in terms of x
derived from (2); (1) thus becomes a quadratic in ar,

and has two roots. By substituting these values of a
in (2) we get two corresponding values for y.

Example.

Solve dx'^6xy+4.f-2x-2y+2= (1),

6a;-2//= 10 (2).

From (2) we find 2/=8a?-6 (3);

•ubstituting this value for y in (1), we obtain

21a^--98^'+112=0,

t le roots of which are ^ and 2.
o

Substituting these values for x in (3), we find the

corresponding values of y to be 8 and 1.

Q

The required solutions are, therefore, x= -, y=8;

and x=2, y= l.

263. For certain forms of the general equation of

the second degree in a and y the preceding method

:.*•,...:. .r..^M^.!:.

-y "*— If r mnrtii III 1^ I' iir-'i«rilifti-'^i-ri'
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may be advantageously replaced by others. The
various artifices are exhibited in the following

Examples.

1. Solve aj-ft/=14 (1),

spy=lQ (2).

In this case, squaring (1) and subtracting 4 times

(2), we get

extract the square root

x-y=±12 (8).

Combining (1) and (3) by addition and subtraction

we obtain, if -j-12 be taken in (8), x=lS, y= l; and, if

— 12 be taken, x=l, 2/= 18.

The same method will answer when the first member
of the first equation is a?— y, or mu;-\-ny. In the latter

case (2) is multiplied by 4ww, and then subtracted from
the square of (1).

2. Solve Sa^'-22xy+15y^=5 (1),

2x-Sy=l (2).

Here (1) is equivalent to

(2x^Sy)(^x-5y)=:6 (8);

substituting in (8) for 2x— By its value from (2), (8)

becomes
4iX—5y= 5 (4).

From (2) and (4) we find x—5,y=S.

There is, therefore, only one solution in this case.

That this must be so may also be seen by substituting

in (1) for one unknown its value from (2), when (1) is

reduced to a simple equation in one unknown.
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8. Solve ij^+i2xy-\-9t/=^Qi (1),

8a?-y=3l (2).

Here the loft hand side of (1) is a perfect square;

therefore 2u7-f8//=±8 (8).

Combining (2) and (8), wo find ^=1, y = 2; or
5 26

4. Solve .r»-2j-y+»/«= 9 (1),

2x-y= 4 (2).

From these two equations we may derive an equa-
tion whose first member shall be a perfect square, as
follows

:

Multiply (1) by m, and add to square of (2); thus

(m+4)d?»-2(mH-9,)j?j/-|-(8w+l)i/'=9m+16...(3).

In order that the left-hand member of (3) may be a
perfect square we must have, by Art. 242,

(m+2)''-(mH-4)(8w+l), '

9
or, m= - 2

.

9
If, therefore, (1) be multiphed by — ^, and added

to the square of (2), we will get

the left-hand member of which is a perfect square
;

therefore a?— 61/= ±7 (4).

Combining (2) and (4) we find x
9 9

ora?=3, y=2.
m2
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6. Solve in/+l=4i/. •(1).

.(2).

Divide (1) by y, and write u for -
; (1) and (2) may

then be written

a?M=4.

These may now be solved by the method of Ex. 1.

Exercises, LXV.

1. a;+t/=12, an/= ll.

2. x-y=l, n;2/= 600.

8. ar»+ 2/2=20008, 0^2/= 9996.

4. 80^4- 21/= 14, .r//= 4.

5. Sx—By—l'i, xy= SO.

6. a^+8^2/+2/'=ll, a;+3t/=7.

7. 2.r2+3?/2-a:i/=31, .r-2/= 8.

8. 4ar»-rr2/=90, 2a;+82/=16.

9. ar»_|_ 2^2^2740, a;+2/=74.

10. ar»H-i/»=1066, a?-2/= 4.

11. x-{-y= 7xy, 12xy= l,

12. 43^^+92/2=100, 2j;-82/=2.

18. a^-2/2=102, a;-2/= 8.

14. 4ar»+12l2/2= 187, 2a;+lli/= 15.

15. 16ar»=14a:2/+152/H166a;+108^+21,2aj=8y+21.

16. 4iX—9y=l, xy=21.

.„ X y 15 8

» « 4 2

>».« r A* <-
;

" ^i*, 4,^-„ ^iT-*^
if «J rJJu.1.
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18. a?-j-y=a, xy— b.

19. x— y= a^ xy=b.

20. ar»+2/3=a«, ir+i/= 6.

21. a^-\-y^= a^f x— y— h.

22. ax-\-by=p, xy=q.

23. ax— by—p, xy=q,

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, SOME OF
WHICH ARE OF THE SECOND DEGREE
IN THREE UNKNOWNS.

264. The following examples will illustrate the

methods of proceeding to solve equations of this

class.

1. Solve x-\-2y-^Sz=zU (1),

2xy+Bxz=13 (2),

yz=Q (3).

Here (2) may be written

(2y+3z)x=zlS.

If now we write u for 2y-\-Sz, (1) and (2) may be
written

a?+u= 14,

a^t= 13;

from which we find x=l, u=lS; or a:'=13, w=l.

Choosing the former solution we have from (2)

and (3),

2i/+3^-13 (4),

2/^=6 (5).

Square (4), subtract 24 times (5), and extract the

square root,

2y ±6 .(6).

k«Aun
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9
Combining (4) and (6) we find y= 2, z— 3; or 1/= -

,

4 9 4
«= -. Thus we have the solutions 1, 2, 8; 1, ^, ^;

and by taking ar=13, m= 1, we would get two other

solutions.

2. Solve a^-\-y^+z'^=61 (1),

a;y-\-xz==S6 (2),

2/^= 18 (8).

Add the sum of (1) and twice (2) to twice (3); thus,

(x+y-\-zf= lQ9

x+y+z=±lS (4).

If now u be written for y+z, (4) and (2) may be

written

x+u=±lS,

ccu=S6
;

and the solution is effected, as in Ex. 1.

3. Solve a^-\-y^+z''=110 (1),

x-\-y+z^ 18 (2),

yz= 30 (8).

Add (1) to twice (3);

a^+iy+zf^nO (4).

If now we write u for y-\-z, (4) and (2) may be written

x'+u'= 110 (6),

.T+M =18 (6).

From the square of (6) subtract (5),

2.m = 154;

and the solution follows as before.
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4. Solve yz= a^ (1),

zx=^b^ (2),

^J= c^ (8).

Multiply together (1), (2), and (3) ; thus,

xy z =±abc (4).

Dividing (4) b> (1), (2), (3), we obtain the two solutions

be ca ab
^ be ca ab

be a b c

Exercises, LXVI.

1. aj"+2/^+«^=14, x-\-y-Yz= Q, yz= 6.

2. a^-\-y^+z'^= SQh x+y-{-z= 10, xy+xz= lQ.

8. xy=12, yz=20, zx=15.

4. a^-\-y^-^z^= 21, yz-{-zx-\-ccy= —6, x-\-y—z= —5,

5. a^+y^-\-z^= 50, x+y+z=12, xy+xz=27.

6. oe^-\-f+z^=90, x-{-y-^z= 6, xz=:2S.

7. a^+yH«''=88, - + -
-I (-— =0, «;+«=«- 10.

X y z xyz

8. 2yz= a{y-\-z), 2zx=b{z-\-x), 2xy=c{x-\-y).

9. x(y-^z)= 2a, y{z-\-x)— 2b, z{x-\-y)=:2e.

10. x=ayz, y= bzx, z= cocy.

265. Equations which do not come under the head

of those already discusse'^ can sometimes be solved

by previous methods, if special artifices are adopted

to transform the equations into simpler forms. Some

of these artifices are exhibited in the following ex-
•
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amples. The successful application, howeyer, of such

artifices can only be acquired by long experience ; and

the student is recommended not to spend too much
time at such exercises.

1. Solve 5i»»H-3a:y=26 (1),

8i/»H-2an/= 7 (2).

Whenever, as in this case, all the terms involving

the unknowns are of the second degree, assume y—vx;
(1) and (2) then become

a^{^ +3v)= 26 (8),

a^ (3t;H2i')= 7 (4);

dividing (3) by (4), and clearing of fractions, we obtain

78i;'»+31v-35= 0,

1 85
the roots of which are - and ——

.

2 89

Substituting these values successively in (8), or (4),

we get ir= ±2, and therefore y= + 1

;

or x= ±1?V 16, and therefore i/= ±1V 16.
15 9

2. Solve 132/V -!-|-8=6a^+20i/ (1),

y

16a.-»+2/»=10an/ (2).

Here (2) is homogeneous and of the second order.

In such a case the ratio oi xio y can always be deter-

mined. Thus let y=rx, and substitute in (2).

•

V i
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>»-10r+16= 0,

r=8, or 2,

Therefore y= Sxy ov y— 2x.

Substitute either of these values in (1) and a quft-

dratic in ic results.

8. Solve .r»+i/'= 188 (1).

^+2/= 7 (2).

Assume x=^u+t, y=u— v; (1) and (2) then become

2M»+6at;a=183 (3),

2u= 7 (4).

Substitute for u in (3) its value i, and we obtain

-4
Whence the values of .y and y may be found.

4, Solve j^-{-y^=18xy (1),

x+y=12 (2).

Assume x-\-y=u, xy=v; (1) and (2) may then be

written m'— 3mv= 18v (3),

u=12 (4).

Substituting for u in (8), we find

t;= 82.

-K'\xv: sv'r'p"y'Tir':r^*~r^f^
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a

\'

Hence

a?y=82.

.(5).

.(6),

the solutions of which can be effected by previous

methods.

Exercises, LXVII.

1. a^-\-xy= \% anf-%f= l.

2. 6^-|-6i/2-12.<?i/= 2, 4ar»+5»/«-10x'i/=l.

8. a:»+y»= 225«/, a^~?/'»=75.

4. a!8+2/«= 189, a;+i/= 9.

6. a:«-2/'»=886, a?-2/= 2.

6. if=^oi?-\-xy, a!a+2/a=:25.

7. ^+^= 29^.2/=10.
y X lyj

8. _+_= , a;2/= 6.
a; 2/ 6

9. - — -= 6, xy= l.

X y

10.-^^=^, 8^2/+2a:+i/=485.
y X

11. xy-^x-\-%y= ^\, .t'>-7^+12^2^0.

12. ar»- 2;w/ -?/'»= 31, a^+4a7i/- 2i/2= 202.
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PROBLEMS.

266. In the following examples and exercises the
statement of the conditions of the problem will lead

to simultaneous equations, one or both of which may
be of a higher order than the first.

1. A number consists of two digits whose sum is

10, and such that, if it be multipHed by the differ-
ence of its digits, the product will be 128. Find
the number.

Let X denote the digit in the ten's place, and y the
digit in the unit's place. Then the number is lO'x+y.

Hence by the conditions of the problem,

c^+y=10 (1),

(10x^y)(.v-y)= 128 (2);

whence we obtain .t = 6, y=i.

Hence the required number is C4

2. Two porters A and B drink from a cask of beer
for 2 hours, after which A falls asleep and B drinks
the remainder in 2 hours and 48 minutes ; but if B
had fallen asleep and A had continued to drink, it

would have taken him 4 hours and 40 minutes to finish

the cask. In what time would they be able to drink it

separately ?

Let X and y denote the numbers of hours it would
take A and B respectively to finish the cask, contain-

ing g gallons ; then ^'-^ represent the quantities which
X y
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they respectively drink in one hour. Hence the quan-

tity remaining after two hours' joint drinking is

7(1 — -—-); and if this be divided by ? it will give

the number of hours in which B would drink it alone.

Therefore by the conditions of the problem

(l-.?-2)y=2f (1),
X y

(l-?-?)^=4| (2). .

X y

These equations are equivalent to

^xy-lOy=Mx (8),

3^- 6a;=20y (4),

from which we find .r=10, t/=6.

8. Bought different kinds of cloth for £6 10s. at lOs.

and 12s. per yard ; but if the cost per yard of each
kind of cloth had been exactly equal to the number of

yards purchased, the cost would have amounted to

£3 14s. only. How many yards of each kind were
purchased ?

Let x and y represent the numbers of yards purchased
at 12s. and 10s. respectively ; then by the conditions
of the problem

12a?+10y= 180 (1),

a^+ t/'= 74 (2).

Solving these equations we find x=h, y—1 \ or,

^ 475 223X= , 1/=: .

61 ' ^ 61
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Exercises, LXVIII.

1. There is a number consisting of two digits, whose
product is equal to twice their sum ; but if the digits

bo inverted, the number will exceed the sum of its

digits by 64. What is the number ?

2. Find two numbers such that their sum shall be
60, and the sum of their squares 1808.

8. Find two numbers whose product shall be 272,
and the sum of squares 545.

4. Find two numbers whose product shall be 26^,
and the difference of whose squares shall be 44.

5. The difference of the sides of a rectangular field,

whose area is one acre, is found to be 83 yards. Cal-

culate the sides.

6. Divide the number 29 into two parts, such that

the sum of their cubes shall be 7869. %i

7. Find two consecutive numbers such that the

cube of the greater shall exceed the cube of the less

by 271.

8. Two cubical vessels together hold 407 cubic

inches ; when one vessel is placed on the other, the

total height is 11 inches. Find the contents of each.

9. Find two numbers such that their sum, product,

and difference of squares shall be equal to each other.

10. Find two numbers such that their sum, product,

and the sum of their squares shall be equal to each,

other.

*.^*ft*-\^ .bbf.ls iA ^\£*
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11. Thoro aro two numbers whoee product is equal

to the difference of their squares, and the sum of whose
squares is equal to the difference of their cubes. Find
the numbers.

12. There are two numbers the sum of whose squares

is 170, and such that their product exceeds their sum
by 69. Find the numbers.

13. A number consists of two digits, the difference

of whose squares is 40 ; and, if it bo multiplied by the

number consisting of the same digits taken in reversed

order, the product will be 2701. Find the number.

14. A number consists of two digits whose product
is 6, and such that the difference between the square

of the number and the square of the number consisting

of the same digits in reversed order is equal to 496.

Find the number.

I

16. Find a fraction, the sum of whose numerator
and denominator is 11, and such that if it be taken
from another fraction whose numerator and deno-
mmator are each greater by 2, the difference will

1
be

24

f t

16. The sum of the squares of the numerator and
denominator of a fraction is 389, and the difference of

189
the fraction and its reciprocal is -. Find the fraction.^

170

17. There is a number such that if 63 be subtracted
from it, its digits will be inverted ; and if it be multi-
plied by the sum of its digits, the product will be 1012.
Find the number.

18. A number consists of two digits ; if these be
reversed in order, and the two numbers multiplied
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together, the product is 8722 ; and if the firHt number
be divided by the second, the quotient is 1, and the
remainder consists of one figure. What is the
number ? •

19. Find two numbers such that their sum multi-
plied by the sum of their Hquares sliall be 272, while
their difference multiphed by the difference of their
squares shall be 82.

20. A person has £18,000, which he divides into
two parts, and placing each at interest receives an
equal income. If he placed the first sum at the rate of
interest of the second, he would receive i'800 income

;

and if he placed the second sum at the rate of the first,

he would receive £490 income. What are the two
sums, and what the rates of interest ?

21'. There is a fraction such that if the numerator
be increased and the denominator diminished by 2,

the reciprocal of the fraction will be the result ; while

if the nui orator be diminished, and the denominator
increased by 2, a result will be obtained less than the

reciprocal by — . What is the fraction ?

22. If £800 be laid out at simple interest for a
certain number of years, it will amount to £860. If

the same be allowed to remain two years longer, and
at a rate of interest one per ^ at. higher, it will amount
to £405. Find the rate of nterest, and number of

years for the first sum.

23. A cistern is haK full ; by one cock it can be

filled in a certain time, and by another emptied in a

certain time. If both cocks are opened, it will be

emptied in 12 hours ; but if both cocks are partially

closed, so that each would take half-an-hour more to

fill or empty the half-full cistern, then, if both are

allowed to run, it will take 16| hours to empty the

.,-ji-.-i.-..^;vrii£fe
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I

ill

id

cistern. In what time would the first cock alone fill^

and in what time would the second alone empty the

full cistern ?

INEQUALITIES.

267. From the definition laid down in Art. 45 we
infer that one quantity a is greater or less than

another b, according as the difference a— 6 is positive

or negative.

Thus, a*-\-b^>2ab, because the difference a'+fc"— 2a6

is equal to (a— hYj a positive quantity; and l+4a?<
a^+6, because the difference 4a?—- a?^— 5 is equal to

— (a?— 2)''— 1, a negative quantity.

268. From given inequalities we can deduce others

by traTisformations conducted according to the laws

stated in the following Articles. These laws are

immediately deducible from the preceding definition.

269. If a ^6, then ma^mh, if m be positive.

Thus, from the inequality, a>6 we infer 5a> 5fc, and

270. If a ^ b, then ma ^ mb, if m be negative.

Thus if a<6, then—4a> —46, and — §&> — 16.
4 i

271. li a^bf then a+c^b+c, wheru c is positive,

or negative.

Thus if a>6, then a— 6>0, and cdversely.

Hence quantities may be transposed from one side
to the other by changing signs, as in equations.

272. If a > 6, then - ^ - according as a and b have
a>o
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like or unlike signs. For the difference -— - = i -ah ah '

which since b—aie negative, is negative or positive

according as ab is positive or negative, that is, accord-

ing as a and b have like or unlike signs.

273. In like manner it may be shown that if a<b ,

then - ^ r according as a and b have like or unlike
a^b

signs.

274. If ai>bi, a2>b<ii &c., then ^1+^2+ &c.

> fej + 62 + <^c.

For the difference ff^+Og— ••• — (^i+^2+---)= (^i~^i)

+ (flj— 62) f ..., which is positive.

So also, if «i<^'i, «2<&2> <^c., then a-^'\-a^ + &c. <ii

'Thus, since 6Hc'>26c, c2+a2>2ca, and «Hi'>2rt6,
we have 2 (a^-j-6^-i-c^)>2 (6c+m-f ai) ; and therefore

a^ \-h'^ -\- (? > hc-\- ca-\- ah.

275. lia^ b, then (1'^"+' ^ 6'^'^+\ where ti is a pc^i-

tive whole number; for the members of the latter

inequality have the same signs as those of the

former.

Thus from a > 6 we infer that a^>b^, dJ>V, &c.

We cannot, however, infer that a^>b^. For example,

although 4>— 5, it is not true that 4^>( — 6^; and

although -2> -4, it is not true that (-2)''>(~4)^

N

•» -£«. ^1 in <^ ^
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276. If a^ > 5", then a cannot lie between — b and

h; and if c?<h^y a must lie between —h and +h.

Thus, if a^>^, a cannot lie between —8 and -j-8;^if

«^<16, a must lie between —4 and +4, that is a> — 4

and < +4.

277. By the aid of this proposition, and the con-

dition for the existence of real roots in a quadratic,

we can find the limits to the real values of a fraction

, as in the following Examples:of the form
'pci?-\-qx-{-r

1. Find the greatest and least values of

(l_y)aJ»_2(2-2/)a;-f-3~4t/=0.

Now if X be real, we must have

(2-2/r>(l-2/)(8-4i/),

or, {^y-lf<l,

a^-4a?H-8

a^~2a;+4'

= 8

Hence ^y-'^^-^ o ^^^ iWl
or, y

> SO-v'D-^iJMD-
2. Find a positive number such that the sum of it

and its reciprocal shall be a minimum.

Let X be the number; then x-\--=y is to be a
X

minimum.

Therefore, in the equation x^— yx+l = 0, we must

have ?/^^4; and, therefore, the minimum value of y Is

2, and the value of x corresponding is 1.
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8. If a, 6, c be poBitive, prove — + :^ 4.
^''^

>a+b+c. ^

^
Since fc«+c'»>2k, we have in this case, dividing

b c

c + 6>2 ax

similarly, - + - >2 (2).a c ^ ^'

b+a>^"' W-

Now multiply (1) by a, (2) by ft, and (3) by c, and we
obtam, by addition,

therefore ^+- + J>„+i^.,

Exercises, LXIX.

1

.

Prove that 4 < ar^— 8^+ 20.

2. Prove that | + - >2, if a and b have like signs.

8. Find the values between which x must not he in
order that 4:a^-\-4:x-l may be positive.

4. Divide a line a into two parts, such that the
rectangle under the parts shall be a maximum.

6. Divide a line a into two parts, snch that the sum
of the squares on the parts shall be a minimum.

6. Prove that ,
, , ^

hes between 8 and -
.

x^— 7x-4-6
7. Prove that— cannot lie between 1 and 25.

n2
#

^^•A a. ». lUih. J^Ji^-a^f'i II t-i^^W ^-^^^iTh? 'IfhjL^i fliifSrf I-V fAfc. V'^ti.H^iai^^.'lfii'ai. . ,. 1-. .'Lji .0'-*S4 Ji V, ,(i_ ML..i >
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8. Prove that -itk- —ft- cannot lie between 1 ani 2.
12^'-8

a^ b^ (a— bY
9. Prove that —f- -—-cannot lie between-

X a— x
and

a

(a+ bf

a

11

2x— 7
10. Prove that ^-^-^— - can have no value between

and 1.

11. Prove that the greatest value which a . V^

—

-

,7r-\-ar

V^2-f 1
admits of is —^—

.

12. If a, b, c be positive, prove

{b^-{-c^)a^-\-{c^+ a^)b^-\-{a^-\-b^)c^>2abc{a^+b^-^<^).

RATIO AND PROPORTION.

278. The relation which one quantity a bears to

another h, as measured by the fraction t > is called

the ratio of these quantities, and is expressed either

as a fraction t, or by the notation a : b (read a to h).

3
Thus the ratio of 3 to 4 is expressed by - , or 8 : 4.

279. The quantities which constitute a ratio are

called its terms, the first term being called the ante-

cedent, and the second the consequent.

a
Thus in the rati6 a : 6, or 7 , the first term a is the

antecedent, and the second term b is the consequent.
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280. The ratio a : b is said to be greater than,

a > c
€qual to, or less than c : d, according as

< d'

281. Ratios are, therefore, compared by reducing
the fractions which express them to a common de-

nominator, and comparing the numerators.

282. A ratio is called a ratio of greater inequality,

of less inequality, or of equality, accordmg as the

antecedent is greater than, less than, or equal to, the

consequent.

4
Thus the ratio 7; is a ratio of greater inequality;

2 . 3
- is a ratio of less inequality ; and 5 is a ratio of
o 3
equality.

283. A ratio of greater inequality is diminished or

increased, and of less inequality increased or dimin-

ished, according as each term of the ratio is increased

or diminished by the same quantity.

Let 7 be the given ratio. If x be added to each term

we get the ratio 7—— , which is -^ t according as

<
ah-{-hx ^ ab-\-ax,

that is, as

>

bx . ax.

Now (1) if a>b, then bx<ax, if x is positive; and
bx>ax, if X is negative. In the former case the ratio

is diminished, and in the latter increased. (2) li a<b,
bx < ax, if X is negative, and bx > ax, if x is positive. In

the former case the ratio is diminished, and in the

latter increased.

iir^ t!h.A .J**^^-) ti^A^^XiiAni , .^ j-U^uissK leiJ^eLJ ^'--.ij
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h

4 Q
ThuR if 2 be added to each term of - , we get - , and

the ratio is diminished; and if 1 be taken from each
8

term we get ~
, and the ratio is increased.

(ZC
284. The ratio v-^ is said to be compounded of the

Cl C Q,C6
ratios T,-i', the ratio j-j-j. is said to be compounded of

the ratios T,-jy ^ ; and so, generally, any ratio is said

to bo compounded of the ratios expressed by the

fractions whose product expresses the given ratio.

Thus the ratio compounded of - and ^ is --
.

o 5 15

285. The ratios ,—
, 7-,; ,-7, 7-1, &c., are called the

duplicaie, sub-duplicate ; triplicate , sub-triplicate , &c.y

ratios, respectively, of r .

2 4
Thus the dupHcate ratio of - is - ; and the sub-trip-

o y

licate ratio of ^^ is - .

286. When two ratios are equal they constitute a

proportion; and the four terms are said to be pro-

portionals.

CL C
Thus ii a : h '.'. c '. d^ or t = -; > tlie four quantitiesha

a, ft, c, d are said to be proportionals, the equality

between the ratios being expressed by ::, or =.

287. In this case a and d are called the extremes^

b and c the means.
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(I c
288. From the proportion 7 = ;^

, we can deduce

certain other proportions, as follows :

(i.) Since ad=bc, we obtain on dividing by cd^

'-\ (^)-

(ii.) Since he— ad, we obtain on dividing by ah,

C d ,r.^-=r 2.ah ^ ^

(iii.) By adding 1 to each ratio of the given propor-
tion we get

or/-t^ =^ (3).

(iv.) By subtracting 1 from each ratio of the pro-

portion we get

b ^ d
^'

a— h c— d ...

"'••— =^- w-

(v.) By dividing (8) by (4) we obtain

a-\-h c-{-d .wv

a— b c— d

In Geometrical language (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) are

said to be proportions which follow from the given

proportion by taking its constituents a>, b, c, d alter-

nando, invertendo, componendo, dividendo, conijponerido

et dividendo, ]:espectively.

^•lic^i. *-i«-i. .'V,,5 .^\
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a
289. If f = J , and /(a, h), <^ (a, 6) denote any two

homogeneous functions of n dimensions in a, b, then

Aa> b) ^ f(c, d)

<p(a,b) <p{c,d)'

d c
For lot - = -=:x) then a= bx, c= dx.

a

Substituting these values for a and c in /(«, 6), &c.,

we obtain /(a, b)=f{bx, b)= b'*f{x, 1), since every term
oif{hx, b) is of n dimensions in b. In like manner we get

<f>{a,b) = b^-}>{x, 1); f(c,d)= d\f(x, 1); 0(c, d)= dy{c, 1).

Hence

and

Therefore,

(j>{a,b) b''(p(x,l) <l)(x,iy

f{c,d) ^ d-f{x,l) ^ ((>{x,l)

/(g, &) ^/(c, d)
^

<f)(a, b) (p{c,d)'

Examples.

a^+ab-b"^ c^+cd-dj^
1. If ^ = -^, then

2^^_3^, 2>cd-Qd^
'

Here the terms of the last proportion are homoge-
neous functions of two dimensions.

Let T = ^ =a;, and substitute bx for a, and dx for c.

b d

Then

and
c^^cd-d^ c?^+cPa;_d2 a;2+a;-l

2cd-8d2 2(^207-8^2 2a;-3

a^-\-ab-b^ c^-\-cd-d^
Therefore ^^^3^, = -^^^^ .

^^ " t\t ft .J j» -Kt -Vj -^ *.> i- 4i ^^ * *• fl '^
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a
2. If •; = 1, prove "^^'"^±1 = ^'^^^

As in Ex. 1 prove

a^+ dab-\-b^ _ ^±Sccl-\-d^

2abi-3b'' ~ ^cd-fB^ '

and, therefore, by (i.) Art. 288.

a^-\-Sab-\- b^ _ 2ab+ 8b^

c«4-8c^M-^~2^rfi-8d2'

EXEKCISES, LXX.

2a-3b 2c-3d'''1=1 prove

2. If? =

8. If

6a+46 5c+4<r

_ ^
5«8- 8rt/^2 ^ 5^8_ 3^^^2

b~ d'
^^°^®

2a26-(-76'8
-

2c2(/-f7^*

2x^-lxy 3xy-[-%if

^a'+W _ la'-5b*^

X

y

z

u

X a
4. If = rr , prove

V
m

290. If -^-1=~2 =-??=... =^, then each of these
6i 62 03 6„

ratios is equal to

where %, Wj, »?23, &c., are any positive or negative

quantities.

Forlet-^=^= &c., X.

Then a^= b^x^ a^= b^x, &c.

Therefore d^= b'^x'', rt«= 6^a;", &c. ;

and Wia'*=wii6i^", Wj«J=wt2^Jx", &c.
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Adding the last set of equalities, wo obtain

therefore
'Wl«l+W'3<+--._,^».

and, therefore, extracting the nth root, we get

\ 1

&C.

Examples.

1. If ^= -, each of these ratios is equal to ( ,„-^, I

Here mi=m^=l, and n=2.

2. If - = ^= -, each of these ratios is equal to
b d f

aft— a/4-^'

Here m^=a, m^= —c, m^=e, and n=l.

3. n a?

to

y-\-z z+x x+y

a?4- 2/+ «_1

^=_-5_, each of these ratios is equal

2x+^y+2z 2

Here mi=m^=m3=lj and n=l.

4. K rt

6-f-c c+rt rt+ft
prove a=6=c.
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We have, as in Ex. 8, each ratio= ^ ; bo that

2a= 64-c (1),

2b= c+ a (2),

2c= «-f6 (8).

Subtracting (2) from (1) we get 2a-26= ^>-a, and
therefore a= 6. Similarly a=c.

Hence a=b= c.

b^^i^^a" cHa"--^' a'+h^-c^
5. it —!_ =—' _=__L_^

, prove each
be ca ab

ratio equal to 1.

By taking the first and second ratios together, we
h.ave each ratio equal to

bc-\-ca be •\- ca~ a-^ b'

Similarly by taking the second and third, and third
and first ratios together, we get each ratio equal to

2a 26
, or

b-\-c c-\-a

Hence each of the given ratios is equal t'^

2a _ 2b _ 2c

6 + c c -\-a a-{- b

each of which is equal to

2a+26+2c -— L—-X.-—, or 1.
2a+2 62c

^i^^Bjai'jii^.^-M^ ^it,. ^. J»N^ -».* fc A»-j »J-C." fc#«_ A.^'tyi^ ^ .J,' t*>£ i *-. -..!.- . . „
't. J. gAA»iMaj'A-M» -t^ u

'il3;»a^ V '' ai W -i ^-t ^ \.^ 'viufi'j.MiL'
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Etceroiseb, LXXI.

1. If^*=' prove (^i-"^K'-^'t£') = (':^'^H'^"±'^)
b d ^ (a-c) (a^-c') (b-^d) {b''-d^\'

2. If i'= - = -, prove (6+c) {b+d)=:(c-\-a) (c+d).bed

8. If - = -=-= &o., prove that each of these ratiosbed
is equal to

a (a_t)-}./; (^b-c)+ c (e-d)-\-&2.

a {b-e)-{-b {c-d)+ c {d-e)-\-&G.'

4. If the ratio of a-\-x:a — x equals the duplicate

ratio of a-\-b :a— b, then

x__ 2ab

6. If ?=f=f , shew that'!£±-'l±-'^=^,
b d / bd-\-df+fb 6«'

_ yma~^\nb \mc-\-Vnd Vme-\-\nf

Vma—\7ib Vmc^ynd yme—Vnf

6. If -= -, shew that -I
V̂a-b Va-'^b

b d Vc-d Vc-Vd'

7. If ^
«3 ^4

-•L, shew that
a.n+l

«8+ «3+«f4+---+«n+l / ^n+l'
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8. If -= --, prove that
b a

9. If2^-i= 2.-.^2^v i^^^^j^^^
'Zh-^-c 2c-\-a 2a-^b

21 (a-f />4-c) (a?H-2»/+ 8;s) = (41a4-88i4-47c) (x-^-yi-z).

10. If -^+?^^ •V'^^ - «±^_
8a •- 6 8/> - c 8c -a , prove that

?l

11. If
a+c c a

6 a c — b
, determine the ratios a : 6 : c.

12. If * =«+'iri= «±*+|_, determine tl.t.
a-\-b 6 4-6'— a 2a-}- 6+ 2c

ratios a:b : c.

18. If _-^! = ^__ =—!
, prove that

b + c— a c-{-a—b a-\-b—c

(a-l-i^-c) {tjz+zx-i-xy) = {x-\-y-\-z) {ax-\-by+cz).

Ill

m

14. If -= _= -, shew that
b d f

{ac-\-ce+ eaY (b^-\.cP~^f^)= (bc+ de+faY {a^^c^-{-e^).

15. If _= |=i=..., shew that
a b c

dtVU .<,a^ii.l>^ ^l^&JSL-^iilib&ia^fi£l%;^tiAis^&i>^i)!^li>Su~ .t^.?^tif^^j»'.i£^, >'wii)<. ^^ ^ ^1 ia, ^,i -^^ifi^*)».*^«<lis^ t^^>x'WwS^ 'liS^l
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——
-J --r-r— -;

— -f-..._
x-^a y-\-o z+c

(x+y+z+...Y-{-{a+b+c+ ...y

^+2/+«4-«" + a-\-b4-c-\-...

1ft Tf ny-{-mz_lz+nx_mx+ly,
10. 11

^ prove that
a c ^

I

c

m n

X (by+cz— ax) y {cz'\-ax— by) z (ax-\-by— czy

291. If Y=^> ^ finite quantity, and a=0, then

1)=0; and conversely.

For bx=az=Of and therefore 6=0, since x does not
vanish.

Hence, if^=^=^=...=^=a?, a finite quantity,
6j *2 *3 K

and miay4-»Waa'3*+...+w?„a'*=0, then

m^b^+ m^b^+ . . . -hw?„&;j— 0<

For each of the given ratios is equal to

\mjb'^-\-m^b'^-\-...)

the numerator of which vanishes by the given condi-
tion ; therefore the denominator also vanishes, and
hence

it ,,.
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Examples.

1. If
a — b

b-c+ T^Ta-'^T^^''' « + 6+c=0, because

the sum of b— c, c — a, a— b vanishes.

2. If
X _ y

b-\-c — a c-\-a—b a-j-6 — c

(c-a)y-\-{a-b)z= 0.

Here each ratio is equal to

j
b-c) x+

(

c-a) y^(a-.b)z

, prove (b— c) a*-f

(b-c){b-\-c-a)-\-(c-a)(c+a-b)i-{a-b){a+b-cy

the denominator of which vanishes identically ; there-
fore the numerator also vanishes.

3. If
a" b^ c"

a?'— yz y^— zx z^— xy
prove that

a^x-\-b^y-^ch= {a^+b'^+(^) (x-^y+z).

In this case each of the given ratios is equal to

a\x-\-b'^y+c^

X {o^-yz)+ y {y^-zx)+ z (z'-xy

and also to
a2_|_J2^g2

or

a^-\-y^-\'>z^—yz—zx— xy

(^a^^b^^c') (x+yi-z)

(^-i^^y^J^z^-yz-zx-xy) (x+yi-z)

•(1)>

.(2).

lAk'^A^
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I

i, I

!

Therefore, combining (1) and (2), each of the given
ratios is equal to

a^-\-f+x^-Sxyz-{a^-\-y^+i^-yz-zx-xy) (x+y+z)*

the denominator of whioh vanishes identically ; there-
fore the numerator also vanishes.

i

In;

I
m

1. If -

Exercises, LXXII.

bz — cy_cx — az_ay— bx

a
, prove that ax-\-by

+ cz=0.

^ jr a-{-h _ b-\-c __ c-\-a

S(a- b)~T(b'^^V{c~a)
4-856+ 27c=0.

,
prove that 82a

8. If 'i±i=^l^=^4+%, prove that Sa+9k

-f5c= 0.

a-b 2(b-c) S(c~a)

4. If -

+ - = 0.
c

X = 2L_^^ 5 prove that^+
ayy-z) b{z-x) c (x~y) a y

5. If
a? __ 2/ _ «

a{y-\-z) b(z-\-x) c(x+y)
,
prove that

X
f— l'\-X~'L (z— :

a b c

6. If
X y

I (tho+wc— la) m (nc-\-la—mb)
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,
prove that

n (la'\-mb— nc)

? (mb- nc)+ y. {nc- la)+ ~ (/a- w6)= 0.

7. If
a

that

Ix {ny— mz) my {Iz—na) nz {mx— hj)^

Ix my nz

prove

VARIATION.

292. One quantity is said to vary directly as another

when it bears a constant ratio to that other.

ft

Thus x varies directly q,b y \i x '. y is constant, that

is, if x=ky, where A; is a constant quantity.

This is also expressed by the sign of variation, oc ,

written between the quantities, 2i,& x<xy.

Ex. The area A of a triangle is one-half the product

of the base h into the height h, or A=ibh; therefore, if

b be kept constant, and h varied, Ax h. So that, if h

be doubled, A will be doubled also.

293. One quantity is said to vary inversely as another

when it bears a constant ratio to the reciprocal of that

other.

i

I

k

i
Mi'

m

Thus X varies inversely as y if x : - is constant, or

k

y

*!- « aJjiiitss^'Si: .
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Tljis is also expressed thus : x x - (read x varies in-

y
versly as y).

Ex. If the area A of a triangle be kept constant, hh

will be constant, and therefore h will vary inversely as

h; so that, if h be doubled, for instance, h will be

reduced one-half.

294. One quantity is said to vary jointly as two

others when it varies directly as their product.

Thus, if X varies jointly as y and z, x <x. yz, or x=kyz^
k being constant.

295. If a quantity x varies directly as one y, and

inversely as another z, the variation is expressed thus

;

y ky
X (X, ~

J or x= ~ ,

z z

where k is constant.

296. When one quantity varies as two others in

such a nxanner that when either is kept constant it

varies as the other; then when both vary it will vary

as the two jointly.

Let X vary as y when z is constant, an^ as a when y
is constant.

(1). z being constant, 1st a, h be the corresponding
V.ilues of X and y ; therefore

a b
.(1).

(2). y being constant and equal to b, let c, d be cor-

responding values of x and z ; therefore

" ^ (2).
a z
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Hence, dividing (1) by (2) we get

X yz c

and therefore x oc yz.

As an example, we may take the area of a triangle

ABC, of which BC is the batje, and A the vertex.

Let BC= 6, and let the dintance of A from BC be h.

First, let BC be changed to B'C'= 6', h being kept
constant; therefore

AB'C _ V

ABC "^ .(1).

Secondly, let A be then changed to A', B'C being
kept constant; therefore

A/B'C _ h'

AB'C ~ h
' •(2),

h' being the distance of A' from B'C
Multiply (1) by (2), and we obtain

A'B'C _ h^K

ABC ~
'bfi

'

or, A'B'C=^.i'A';
oh

and therefore the area varies jointly as the base and
height.

Examples.

1. If xccy and yccz, then xac z.

For let x=:nt,y, and y=nz, m and n being constant;

therefore x='mnz',

or X oc Zy

since mn is constant.

2. If a? a 2/ ^^^ * * ^> *^^^ "^ ^ ^V^'
o2
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For let x=my, x=nz; therefore

a^= mnyz,

or x= y mn . y yz.

Therefore a? oc '^ yz^ since '^mn is constant.

3. A varies as B and C jointly; and A=l when
B= 1 and C= 1 ; find tht, value of A when B= 2 and
= 2.

Here A=wBC, where m is some constant.

To determine m write for A, B, C their corresponding

values 1, 1, 1; therefore w = l, and A=BC.
Hence if B=x2, and = 2, A=4.

4. If £70 pay 10 men for 86 days' work, for how
many days will £120 pay 30 men ?

Let a;, y, z denote the wages, number of men, and days,

respectively. Then since the amount of wages varies

jointly as the number of men and days, we have

x=kyZf

where k is some constant.

Substitute for x, y, z their corresponding values 70,

10, 35; therefore

70=A;xlOx35,

or, Ar=j^.

Hence a;=
Jy«,

and therefore if a;=120, and 2/= 80,

120=1.30;?,

or;2;=20.

5. The value of diamonds varies as the square oi

their weight, and the square of the value of rubies varies

as the cubes of their weights. A diamond weighing a
carats is worth m times a ruby weighing 6 carats, and
both together are worth £p. Find the value of a
diamond and of a ruby each in terms of its weight w
carats.
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Let the value in £ of a diamond of u carats be ht\

and the value of a ruby of b carats be kbi, h and k being

certain constants to be determined.

By the conditions of the question,

a*h= mkbi,

ha^-\-kbi=p',

two equations in h and k, from which we find

h=
mp

,
k= rr.

P

Therefore the value in £ of a diamond of w carats

= hu^=
mpur

(m+l)a^'

and of a ruby of w carats

= kwi=
pivi

(m+ l)bi'

Exercises, LXXIII.

1. If a?oc y, and *= 2 when y= l, find the value of

X when ^=2.

2. Sx-\-5y varies as 5x+Qy, and x=5 when 2/= 2'

find the ratio x : y.

3. X varies as y and z jointly; and x=8 when i/=2

and »= 2; find the value of yz when a;=10.

4. Ji y^cx. a^-a^, and x=0 when 2/= 6, express y in

terms of a;.

5. Given that z a: x+y, and i/xa;^; and that when

^5=1, t/=2, and z=B; find « in terms of x.

6. The wages of 5 men for 7 weeks being
f\^]^J^:^

how many men can be hired to work 4 weeks for £30?

7. lia + bcca-b, prove that a^+ b^ cc ab.

il

irb.

ii

c

\
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8. If the time of describing any space vary as tiie

square root of the space, and if the time of describing

144 feet be 8 seconds, what will be the time of describing

400 feet ?

9. Given that y is equal to the sum of two quantities,

one of which varies as x, and the other as , and that

when .<7= rt, //=jo, and when x=h, y=q; express y in

terms of x.

10. If axb, show that (a^ - b^) (a" -f A") x{a-b)

1 , , .... a 1
11. If a QC -, show that a^b-\-a^-\- ycc

\fi'

12. U x-\-y-{-zcc x-\-y — z,&n(Ji .r^+jf^+^^oc ar'+y"— «*,

show that X x z and y cc z.

AKITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

297. Quantities are said to be in Arithmetical

Progression when they increase or decrease by a

common difference.

The common difference is the difference between

any term after the first and the term immediately

preceding.

Thus the series

2, 6, 8, 11,

20, 18, 16, 14,

a, a-\-d, a-\-2d, a-\-Sd,

are in Arithmetical Progression, the common differences

being 3, —2, and d, respectively.

298. The terms between the first and last are called

Arithmetical means.

^ 'ift Ir j'' <rU
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299. If the firwt term be denoted jy a, the common
difference by d, the lust term by I, and the number of

terms by n, then the series of terms will be

a, a-\-d.> a-\-2ii, a-\-Sd,

where it will be observed that the coefficient of d in

any term is one less than the number of that term;

therefore, lor l, the nth term, we have

l= a-\-{n-l)d.

Thus the 11th term of 1,3, 6, ip 1 + (11 -1)2 = 21;

the 13th term of 30, 28,26, is 30-|-(13-l)(-2) = 0.

800. To find the sum of a given number of quan-

tities in Arithmetical Progression in terms of (l)«,/,w;

(2) a, d, n.

Let s denote the sum ; then

«= a-f(a+ (/)-f(«+2(/)+ +{l-.2(l)-\-(l-d)-\-L

Jilso s=:l-\-{l-d)-\-(l-M)+ -^(^a-^2d)-\-(a-\-d)-\-a,

by writing the series in reverse order.

Therefore, by addition, we have

25= (a-|-/)-|- («-!-/)+ ton terms.

= {a-\-l)7i;

«=(«+02 W-

Secondly, since l—a-\-{n-l)d ...(2),

we get, on substituting this value in (1),

8={2a+(n-l)d}l (3).

The equations (1) and (2) are independent and involve

the five quantities a, I, n, d, s; therefore if any three of

these quantities be given the remaining two can be

found from equations (1) and (2).

I

m
!l,...

II'

if I
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therefore d=

Examples.

1. Find the sum of n terms of the series of odd
numbers, 1, 8, 5,

Here a=l, d=2; therefore, by formula (8),

«={2+2(n-l)}^=n».

2. Insert n Aiithmetical means between the given

numbers a and b.

Let d denote the common difference.

As there are n4-2 numbers in the series, the last one
b being the w+2th, we have, by formula (2),

b= a+{7i-\-2-l)d;

h-_a

^+1'

and hence the means can be found.

If a=9, fc=24, and n=6, d will be 2^. Therefore

the means in this case are

Hi, 14, 16i, 19, 2U.

3. Find the number of terms in a series of which the

first term is 10, the common difference 6, and the sum
176.

Substituting the given values in formulas (1) and

(2), we obtain

,(10+Z)n=860,

«=10+6(w-l).

EUminating I from these equations, we get

n«-|-8n-70=0,

the roots of which are 7 and — 10.

From the nature of the case the positive root 7 must
be taken.

:»Jl2^2s-.vii>^iJ&^i^/£^'A'£v;i';'^;l^fiu.riUv^^ .-s.'.-'.-,- , C-#(i;-i.!;.*ti':

;
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Exercises, LXXIV.

1. Sum the series 2 J -I- 2(^-1-8,', + t( 18 terms.

2. Sum the series ^+ i^4--i+ to 8 terms.

8. Sum the scries 10+ 7+ 4-f to 10 terms.

4. Sum the series 2i + lf-f-l-|- to 6 terms.

Q on o
5. Sum the series -\- 'i-\- ^ to 6 terms.

6. Sum the series
'"~

-f-~^+-~-+...to w terms.
n n n

7. Insert 4 Arithmetic means between 5^ and G^.

8. The sum of a series in A. P. whose first term is 2
and last term 42 is 198 ; find the common difference

and the number of terms.

9. How many terms of the series 17 -f-
15 -|- 18+...

amount to b^ ?

10. Find what number of terms of the series 6+9
+ 12+... will amount to 105.

11. Between the numbers 8 and 27 as extremes,

find a series of Arithmetic means whose sum shall

be 75.

12. Forboring an Artesian well 500 feet deep the cost

is 2s. 8d. for the first foot, and a halfpenny in addition

for each foot following ; what is the cost for boring the

last foot, and.how much for the whole well?

ii'i

':',

i;

^Vi;^^!.;-4^: 'fc~>^ ::tLiJXf
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18. According to the Iuvvh of gravity, a heavy body
falling from rent dcscendH 10 feet in the lirHt second of

time, three times au much in the second, five times as

much in the third, tseven times as nmch in tlie fourth,

and so on ; through how many feet will it fall in the

18 th second, and through how many in the whole 18
seconds ?

14. The sum of the squares of the tenth and six-

teenth terms of a series in A. P. of which the firnt term
is unity, is equal to 102^ ; find the terms.

15. The difference of the squares of the sixth and
eighteenth terms is 1104, and the first term is unity

;

find the terms.

16. The sum of the first nine terms of a series iu

A. P., whose first term is unity, is one-third of the sum
of the following nine terms ; find the series.

GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

801. Quantities are said to be in Geometrical Pro-

gression when they increase or diminish by a common
ratio.

802. The common ratio is the ratio of any term

after the first to the term immediately preceding it.

Thud the series

1, 3, 9, 27,

1, h h h

a, ar, ar^, ar^
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aro in Goomctrical ProgreHsion, the common ratios

being 8, ^, and r, roBpectivoly.

803. The terms hetwoon the first and the last are

called Geometrical means.

804. If the first term be denoted by a, the common
ratio by r, the last term by I, and the number of

terms by n, the series of terms will bo

fl, ar, af, ar*

the index of r in any term being one less than the

number of the term ; therefore, for the last, or wth,

term we have

/=«/•"-^ .(1).

Ik

IS

'.I

k
III

805. To find the sum of a given number of quan-

tities in Geometrical Progression in terms of (1) a,

r, n ; (2) a, /, r.

Let 8 denote the required sum ; then

\= a-\-ar-\-ar^-\- -f-^"'"" •

Also rs= ar^ar^-\- + rt/''-H«'"»

by multiplying the first equation by r.

Therefore, by subtraction, we obtain

(r— 1) s= a}^— a,

s= a..7ZT .(2).
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Since from (1) we have Ir—ar^, we get, on substi-

tuting this value in (2),

s= Ir— a
.(8).

The equations (1) and (8) aie independent, and involve

the five quantities a, I, n, r, s ; therefore if any three

of these quantities be given, the remaining two can be

determined from equations (1) and (8).

306. If r be less than unity, i^ decreases as n in-

creases, and becomes indefinitely small as n becomes

indefinitely large. This is generally expressed by

saying that r"=0 if n=oc (infinity); by which it

is meant that r^ approaches zero as 7i approaches x .

In this case the value of s in (2) continually approxi.

mates without limit to the value ^which is called
1 — r

the sum of the infinite series, the value of r" being

neglected.

Hence, r being less than unity, the sum of the

nfinite series is given by the formula

s=.
a

.(4).

Examples.

1. Find the sum of 6 terms of the series 1, 8, 9,

27,...

Here a=l, y=8, n=6; therefore from formula (2)

8«-l
V7e have s=

3-1
= 364.
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2. Insert 8 Geometrical means between 2 and 82.

Here the series is to consist of 5 terms, the first of

which is 2 and the last 82 ; therefore if r denote the

pommon ratio, the value of the 5th term is

2r*=82,

.•.r=2.

Therefore the means are 4, 8, and 16.

8. Find the sum of the series

1 + i+i+^H---- to infinity.

I
'Hi

Here a=l,r=^; therefore, by formula (4),

s— . = 2;
1-i

that is, the greater the number of terms in the series^

the more nearly does its sum approach 'A ; and if n be
indefinitely large, the difference between the required

sum and 2 is less than any assignable quantity.

4. Eeduce the circulating decimal -8242424...to a

finite vulgar fraction.

Here -82424... =A+2i-+?i-+...
10 108 lO"^

The terms after the first belong to an infinite series^

1 24
of which the common ratio = ^r^ , and sum = gQ^*

I
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8 24 821
Therefore the value required =— ^- =^

10 990 990

Such examples are better solved as follows

:

Let s= -32424...

therefore 106= 3-2424...
*

1000s= 324-2424 ..

subtracting the last two equalities we get

990s =321.

Therefore s= 821

990'

Exercises, LXXV.

1. Sum the series 4— 2+ l~... to 5 terms and to

infinity.

2. Sum the series f — i+f— ... to 6 terms and to

infinity.

,8. Sum the series 9+34-1-}-... to 5 terms and to

infinity.

4. Sum the series | — (f)^-|-l- ... to 6 terms.

6. Sum the series (^)~*+l-(-(^)*+... to infinity.

6. Insert three Geometric means between 2 and lC-'2s-

7. There are five terms in G. P. ; the sum of tho

.i^.^^i^'A -&Sl3!^i^i^ihJ^^ii^^^b(^^ui-~^ fe. r %: iiu^.
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even terms is 4 J, and of the odd terms 8^%. Find the

series.

8. There are seven term ; in G. P. such that the sum
of the first six terms is 157^, and of the last six 315.

Find the numbers.

9. What is the infinite Geometric series of which
the sum is 2 ^ and second term — ^ ?

12

10. If a and b are respectively the Arithmetic and
Geometric means between two numbers, find the

numbers in terms of a and b.

11. Eeduce -81756756... to an equivalent vulgar

fraction.

12. Reduce '3526464... to an equivalent vulgar

fraction.

HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.

307. Three quantities a, b, c, are said to be in

Harmonical Progression when a : c','.a—h :b—c.

308. Any number of quantities are said to be in

Harmonical Progression when every three consecu-

tive ones are in H. P

V
(J

41

309. The quantities between the first and last

terms of a series in H. P. are called Harmonical

. means.

310. The reciprocals of quantities in H. P. are in

A. P.

..J.&L^
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Let a, 6, c be in H. P. ; therefore

a_a--b
,

c b— c

or, ab — ac= ac— bc;

divide by abc,

c b b a*

and therefore -,-,- are in A. P.
abc

EXAMPI.Tilfl,

1. iind the Harmonic mean between a and b.

Here we must first insert an Arithmetical meau

between - and -. If this be called a?, we have
a b

o 1.1
2a; ==_+ -,

a b

or X-
a+6
2a6

TT XI. • ;i
1 2ai

Hence the required mean =-=——-.
^ X a-\-b

„ ^ a+c — 26 a—

c

2. If a, 6, c are m H. P., prove --TTi:
' ' * a—c 0,-tO

Since a, 6, c are in H. P., we have

a a—b

and therefore

c b— c

a— b_b — c

a c
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Now, each of these latter ratios is equal to ~
ti-{-C

and ^^
, which are formed hy adding and sub*

a— c

tracting the antecedents and consequents ; therefore

a—c a-f-c— 26

a+ c a— c

Exercises, LXXVI.

1. Find two Harmonic means between 8 and 4.

2. Insert four Harmonic means between 2 and 12.

8. The Harmonic mean between two quantities is | of

the Geometric, and the Arithmetic mean is 5 ; find the

quantities.

4. If a, b, c be in G. P., shew that a+6, 2b, 6-fc

will be in H. P.

5. li a,h, c be in H. P., then the Harmonic mean
between a and b,b, and the Harmonic mean between
b and c, will also be in H. P.

6. If a, fe, c be in A. P., and a, b, d in H. P., prove
that

t=i-3-(a-by.
d ab^ ^

DETERMINANTS.

311. We have already given in Arts. 251, &c., four

methods of solving simultaneous equations of the

first degree.
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In the following Articles it is proposed to present

the method of Cross Multiplication in a new form, in

which the eliminating multipliers are denoted by one

uniform system of notation, called the notation of

determinants. This method of determinants is recom-

mended above all others, not only for the uniformity

of its processes, but for the facility with which it

enables us to express the results of those processes.

312. For the sake of symmetry we shall write one

of the unknowns x, y, z in each term of every

proposed equation, so that there will be no constant

or absolute term.

Thus we shall use the general equation of two un-

knowns in the form

ax-{-hy^O (1);

of three unknowns in the form

aaj+%+c«= (2);

of four unknowns in tho form

ax-\-by-^cz+du==0 (8);

and 80 on.

Equation (1) is reducible to the ordinary form for

one unknown by making y=l; equation (2) to the ordi-

nary form for two unknowns by making z=l; equation

(3) to the ordinary form for three unknowns by making
u=l; and so on.

When all the equations are written in the forms (1),

(2), (3), &c., it will be found that, when the number of

given equations is one less than the number of un-
knowns, we can determine the ratios of the unknowns
to one another ; when the number of equations is equal
to the number of unknowns, we can ehminate all the

unknowns,, and obtain a relation among the coefficients;

^^j'^%1 • iv-' .''•sIj&JM -71f*^ t>'-*- 'JiS--^^:^[
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and, when the number of equations is greater than the

number of unknowns, we can eUminate all the unknowns
in more wiys than one, and so obtain several inde-

pendent ro. .icions among the coefficients.

We shall apply the method of determinants to the
consideration of

I. One and two equations in two unknowns.

II. Two and three equations in three unknowns.

III. Three and four equations in four unknowns.

313. I. Let there be one equation in x, y,

y .then 7 = —
,

and therefore - = *

.

y ffi

•(!)•

By putting t/=l we deduce from (1) the solution of

the simple equation in one unknown rtjic-f
/>i
= 0,

x= — - .

^^

314. Again, let there be two equations in two un-

knowns,

«i^+%=0 (1)'

a^x^h^=6 (2).

Multiply (1) by h^ and (2) by - fc^, and add:

••• («A— «A)^=^»

or, (a^h-a^h^)= (8).

The relation (3) is called the eliminant of (1) and (2),

and in the notation of determinants is written

f 2
«!,, ^2

=0,
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are constituents^ and ai6,, a,6j elements.

being called a determinant^ of which a,, 6^, o^, 6,

815. From the preceding definition of a deter-

minant it appears that

1] d
I

=H-««').

and any sign or symbol written before any determinant

will be supposed to operate on every element in the

same manner as signs and symbols affect every term

within the brackets before which they are written.

Thus

=2x5-8x4=-2;

=4x5-2(-l)=22;

= -(18-10)= -8;

= 2(6-0)= 12.

Examples.

1 . The eUminant oiaa;—by=0, a^a?-f%= is

=0,

2,
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Expanding the determinants we obtain

= «i«A— %«8*9— ^''a^^a+ ^««8*i+ «8«i*«— «»««fti»

which vanishes identically.

Exercises, LXXVII.

Find the values of

2, -1

8, -5

2

1.

2. 5

6,6

7,9

2,8

8, 2

-4. 2

8, -2

ah

-5,2
-6,0

6, a6

-4, 8

8 5,-9

8. Find the ehminant of 5rta;+2i/=0, 86a?—y=0.

4. Find the eliminant of ax^hy=0, 607+ at/ =0.

6. Prove a
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Henoe

X y

or, in the notation of determinants,

X _ 2/ _ «
.(4).

6i, Ci
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To eliminate y and z multiply (1), (2), and (8) by

^8» ^8

6„ c,

"8» ^8

, and

rcBpectively, and add; therefore

a,

^3» ^8

a.
^8» ^8

+ «a

6p Ci

"0» Co
'a» ^a

a=0.

Hence

a,
"2> Cij

"3» ^8

•ttn

^3» ^8
+ «8

^2» ''a

=0...(4).

This relation (4) is called the eliminant of (1), (2), and

(8), and is written

^2> ^2> ^2

rt3> "3'

= .(6)»

the quantity on the left-hand side of the last equation

being called a determinant, of which «!, t„ Ci, &c. are

constituents, and aiVs* «iV2» &c., elements.

Thus, according to the preceding definition,

6, 2, 8

2, 4, 6

8, 2, 4

2, 1,

8, 0, 4 =
7, 6, 1

= 6
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Examples.

1. Find the ratios x : y : z from

2aJ-82/+4«=0,

a!-\-2y— 6z=:0.

By (4) Art. 816, we have

X
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Therefore
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Here z=l, and —a,b,c may be considored the co-

efficients of unity; therefore the eHminant required is

2, 1, -a
1, -1, b

2, -8, c

=0.

Expanding this we obtain

-1, b

-8, c

1, — a

-8, c
+2 1, — a

-1, b

that is, 2 (-c+36)-(c-8a)+2 (6-a)=0,

or rt+86-8c=0.

=0,

6. EUminate a, 6, and c from

ax-{-by-\-c=Of

ax'+ by'+c= 0,

acv"-\-by"-\-c:=0.

Here a, b, c take the place of x, y, z in the usual for-

mulas ; and, therefore, the conptituents of the determi

nant will be the coefficients oi a, 6, c in the proposed

equations ; hence the eliminant is

=0,
X,
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r

Evaluate

Exercises, LXXVIII.

1.

1,2,1
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8. Solve the equations 8iB+22/=32, 20a?-8y=l.

9. Solve the equations 7a?+62/=60, 18a?-ll2/=10.

10. Eliminate a?, y, « from aaf+%=c«, a'aj+6't/=c'«

11. Find the condition for the co existence of the

equations

ax+by=a'x+b'y=a"x+b"y.

12. Eliminate a?, y, z from %+c«=0, «u»+c'«=0,

319. m. Let there be four unknowns x, y, Zy u,

and three equations

a^x+b^y+CiZ+djU=0...(l),

a^+b^+c^+d^u=0...(2)f

a^x+b^+c^+d^u=0...{S).

In order to eliminate z andw, multiply (1), (2), (3) by

Ca, d^

Cz, d^
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+
I
A

©8) tt8
-is +6, 2/=0,

which may be written in the equivalent form

X y
ij, Ci, rfj

"2» ^2» ^2

ij, C8, </8
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"
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in the form

a?=

^,



Wxf'^m 'i^ws '^f^JfW^!!!!^^

<h

—aA

h,



Ife***"''
, -',• r-
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In like manner, we have

=5

+ 11
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Expanding the determinants we get

^6
~

295 177

n

59'

Hence the required ratios are

295 : 236 : 177 : 69,

or 5: 4: 3: 1.

2. Solve the equations

10a7-22/-f4:;-10=0.

a7+82/-2«-21=0.

Here i«=l, and therefore, as in Ex. 1,



24a

^^ TF''W?|7''*?'^^f?S»Wl'«lW3?»^^
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y=
768

192

-576
T92

=4,

«—

•

= -8.

8. If
X y

mb-\-nc—la nc-i-la—mb la-\-mb— no

e in terms of x, y, «, /, wi, n.

, finda:6:

Let each of the given ratios be equal to \ ; then the
given equalities may be written

OS— ?a4-w6+wo- - =0,

la-'mb+nC'--=0,
\

z

Here we may consider a, 6, c, - to take the place of

ar, ?/, «, M in the standard equations ; therefore by (4)

Art. 319 we have

a

w, w,
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, v»-2mn (y-\-z)'~ -2nl («+a')"" -2/w"(a+y)

and therefore the required ratios are

mn (y+«) : nl (z-^x) : Im (x-\-y),

4. Eliminate x, y, «, u from the equations

ax-\-by-\-z-\-u=0,

x-\-ay-\-bz-\-u= 0,

X'\-y-^az-\-bu= Of

bx-\-y-\-z-\-au=0.

By formula (6) Art. 821 the eliminant of these
equations is

=0,

which on being expanded becomes

a^-2a« (1+ 26) +4a (l+6»)-4&+26«-6*=0.

6. Eliminate o, b, c, d from

' ax+by-{-cz— d=Of

aaf+hy'+ cz'—d=0,

aa/'+hy"+cs/"-d=0,

ax"'+by"'+cz"'-d=0,

q2

a,
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Here a, b, c, d take the place of x^ y, z, u in the

Btandard equations, and therefore the ODnstituents of the

determinant will be the constituents of a, b, c, d in the

proposed equations.

Hence the ehminant is

=0,

a?,



":'{"*' \'
"if"

r-^-n-t--^
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Hence the eliminant is

a, 6, c, — 1

a', b', c', -1
a", r, c", -1
a'". 6'", c'", -1

=0,

vhicli on being expanded gives the required condition.

EXEROIBES, LXXIX.
1. Evaluate

1,1,1. 4

2,4,1, 8

4,1,2,18

2,4,2,11

2. Prove

5,-10, 11,

-10,-11, 12, 4

11, 12,-11, 2|'

0, 4, 2,-6:

7.-2, 0,5

-2, 6,-2,2
0, -2, 5, 8

5, 2, 8, 4

«», a"

= 2ak(a-}-6-|-c)».

8. Prcfve

0, c, 6, d

c, 0, a, e

b, a, 0, /
d, «, /,

^a^d^+b'^^+c'f-^abde-^bcef-^adcf.

4. Prove

0, 1, 1, 1

1, 0, z\ f
1, ^^ 0, ar»

1, y\ x\

0, a;, 1/, «

a-, 0, «, y

y, z, 0, a;

z, y, X,

6. Find the ratios x : y : z : u from the equations

Ax-Sy-\-z-\-llu=0, 9a:-f7y-5«+84«=0,

lU-2y+7«-8M=0.
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6. Solve the equations

(T— y-|-«= 8, 8i?-fy— «= 18, ar—y—«=— 1.

7. Solve the equations

8. If bz-\-cy=cx-\-az=:ay-\-bx=\, prove x : y :

equal to

n(rt — 6— c) : 6(6 — c— a) : c(r — a — 6) : — 2a6(;.

« : X

9. If x=by-{-cz-{-ditf

y=aX'\-cz-{-dUf

z=ax-\-by-^du,

u:^ax-\-by-\-cz,

prove
a

4- + -,-7-5=1.
l-\-a ' 1-1-6 ^ 1+c^ 1-l-d



-'W^^'W '"^^f-w"-^^ f'^f^:c' . .fT r"v^-T^^^' !'^^^ '.r?'E^>

ANSWERS.

1. a. 2. «+fc. 8. a-\-b-\-c.

1. « — c. 2. •«.

n.

III.

4. xy.

4 a+c+«.

1. a4-fc+c=a+(&+c)=a-(-6-c).

a+6-c=a+(6-c) = a-(-.i-f-c).

a-6+c=a+(-fc+c)=a-(6-c).

a-fc-c=a+(-fc-c) = a-(i+c).

a-64.c-.d=aH-(-.64.c)-d=a-(fc-c)-d

-ar~y+«-l=-(ar+2/)-(_«+l).

-aJ+3/+«+ l=-(a;-y)-(-«-l).

«+J/-«-l= -(-a;-y)-(«+ l).

IV.

1. 2a-a;(y+4 2. a«-fc(6-c). 8. a-2c(i-l)-(l

4. x-i{y+z). 5. 2a-tjt>(^-jo).

1. 18a». 2. -llrt.

6. a;*- 6a?. 7. a.

V.

8. 6a;. 4. x-^iy. 6. 0.

8. a+ffc-^c. 9. a»ar-f 8<^,

> ^-t',*.*-* Vd;i'i4^iti^'A'jii*'^'Ca*'''iiCV'' ^ *£^ ."
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10. Qab-\-Sax^-Qa^x. 11. loi^-i^xy-\-iny*.

12. ?Sa?-^.'/. 18. aH^". 14. T'^«+^i+Ac.

VI.

1. a-lb. 2. a;-4y+2;S. 3. 2a;+2^. 4. -4a-46+4c.

5. ^x'-c^-Ux-^m 6. 2a2+6//*-66'2-16a6+126c

+ 2c«. 7. 2/;. 8. ^a+|6. 9. a^-a?+l. 10. iy«

vn.

1. a-{h-(c-d)}. 2. a-(_6+(c-d)}.

3. fl-{6+(c+rf)}. 4. a-|(6-c)-c«}.

5. a-{-(6-c)+ </}. 6, a-{(h-c)-\-d].

7. a_[6+|_c+(d-^)}].

vm.

1. y, 2. a-4ft+ l. 3. 2.r. 4. 8i/+4^.

5. — rt — 2iC. 6. 2a— 6. 7. c. 8. —4a.

9. 94-30?. 10. c-^. 11. -a-106-2c.

IX.

1. ax-\-hx-\-ay-hy. 2. a-56. 3. 3a~66+6c+6<i.

4. a. 5. — lla+6. 6. 2a-j-4fct/.

7. 13a-20fc+24c. 8. -^a+^6+(?.

kift.:



,,_,,., . ,.-, :..: .-.: ,•-'.•..•
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23. x^-^x^y-onj^-y^.

24. ^j^-\xy-lx-\f-^'iy-Q,

26. ^6^+^^co-\-\-%x-^-x-\

26. a^'>-y'P.

27. a«+"-4a"'+"-V+6a»-+*-V-9a'»+*-V.

28. a;^+ 2ic^y'*+%*P.

xm.

1. aj8+ar»-a?-l. 2. 2a;»-ar*-6^+5.

8. 86a;«-ir»+2a?-l. 4. 24a^+4a;*-8a;8+2x«+l.

5. 2la^+Ux'-i9x''-Qa^-10x*+ila^-x'-Ux-\-2.

XIV.

1. l+ 2a?+8ar»+2ir8+a;*. 2. l-2^+8.c*-2x»4-aj*.

8. l-2x-x'+2j^i-x'. 4. l-6ic+13ur^-12x8+4jr*.

6. ar*-a:»+V'.r^-2.c+4.

6. ar* _ 4a^+6 - 4a;-2 +a?-*. 7. a^ -2x'-\-2x^-\-x

-2a:*+l.

8. ^x-lx^-\-lx^-x^+ ^x^-^l.

9. a«+i'»_,.^_^^_2aj_|_2ac-2a(i-26c+26d-2cd.

w^

10. 24a?+48a,'8.

11. 4rt64-4a<«+46c+4cd.
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XV.

1. a«-96«. 2. a*-b*. 8. J^b^.

4. a-b. 5. 16a^-256*. 6. ^\a*-.^\l^.

a* (^

9. 25a'»"~962+6ic-c». 10. 4a*-96*-246»c"-16c*.

11. «"-2a'y+i/»-;2'»+2«-l.

12. 4.j(^+9y^+z^-12xy+^xz-6yz-l.

13. 4a*-962-c'»-16d2+6ic-24Z>d+8c//.

XVI.

1. 8a^-\-21f. 2. a^-8i/«.

4. a^+6^. 6. 8x^-27yK

8. a«-fc«.

6. 0.-8? +2/8?.

7. a»u:-«4-«~V.

XVII.

1. -2a;. 2. -8a;?/2. 8. -ar. 4. -a^x.

6.
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XIX.

1. l-2a?+.^. 2. 5;r»_4^_j„2. 8. x^-x+1.

4. ,,^+.j;+3. 5. 3j^_2d;+4, 6. a^-Sx-i-7.

7. .«*+'P'+^H-J'+l. 8. a^-2x-\-2. 9. .*2-6j;+6.

10. 1 -Sx-\-%^-j^. 11. .1-2-1. 12. j;*+2jy»+3;i;*

-|-2.r+l.

13. s^-5.i-24-i.r-f9. 14. .r2_l+a^-2. 15. ^_2

16. 2/Hi/'+l + //-'+ //-^ 17. ;r+ 2^-.^;-^

18. .i;-4jri+8. 19. a;-8.r*-l. 20. u.'2+2j;y+ 3y-.

21. (i'-\-2a'h+ ^ab^-^b\ 22. ./^-S^Hl. 23. x'-mx'

+ n.

24. a4-6+ c. 25. .r'-mii-+/«,«-«. 26. u^-2ab+ Slr,

27. .r^+ a?(i/+l)-f-i/2-y+l.

28. x-c. 29. ^+2/'+^2-art/-a;2-i/;j.

30. X -\-ary -\-x y -{-y .

,ii i^JJ 1 .i32. .r+o^V+y. 83. x^+x^y^+ y

34. a+2a 6 +86"^ 85. x"^ -xy '4-./1/
i. i

-1

t i-a- . ,-i i f
36. rt -a A +b . 87. i»+2a .r +Sax +2a''x

h

+ «='

^_9/r^,v~^J.*i~i'38. X^-2x^y-^+y
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XX.

1. 2a^-8a;+VS -h 2. a;-fl, 2a".

8. a^-ax+a^ -2a\ 4. a^-x+i, -8a?-4.

5. 2ar»+8, -Bx'-Sx-S.

6. a^+ar»i/+a;/+i/», 2y».

7. a? -2a, 9a"a;+2a''.

XXI.

1. 5aj2+lla7+30. 2. ar»+ 2a?+l. 8. a^-8a^+3a;-l

4. 20^-*-3r»+2. 5. 17a"»H-19^+88ar»+76a;+152.

6. ic^+^-^-iT-l. 7. ix -Qx''+2x-{-2.

8. llar'-2a;+77. 9. 5ar-12x+12, 12a;-72.

10. 4.r8+2.r2-2;r+8, 15.

11. 7x*-2a^+x^-Sx-\-9, -27.

12. 7a;'»+14a;+4, -84a;- 11.

13. 10:c8+5ar'+l, 10a;+10.

14. 5x^+10x+5, -5.f2-10a?+27.

15. 8a;-56, 16.^'2+56. 16. 10aj», 10a?*-100.

17. 3a;8+lla;2+19a;+45, 90a;-8.

18. 9a^-18a;, 4a;»-f-18a;+l.
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XXIL

1. 2. 2. 7. 8. i. 4. 1. 6. 6*-a*. 6. -2«.

XXIII.

1. 1. 2. 47. 8. 86. 4. -206. 5. 0. 6. 0.

7. 2a». 8. 1.

XXIV.

1. 20. 2. 300. 8. -586. 4. 1. 6. 10. 6. -1.

7. -800. 8. 7f. 9. -g.

XXV.

1. ar»-2a'7/+t/«. 2. 4a;2-12a^-j-9i/«.

8. l-2j7-|-2i/-2an/+ar»+2/».

4. 4a'»-12fl6+9i»-4ac+66c+c*.

6. 2/V+2jrj/^»+;5V+2iiyc+2ar»2/;?+a^i/«.

6. 4x2-4a;+5-2a;-i+a;-«.

7. a;H2rt.'cHa'-2aar-2a2a;-i+a«a;-».

8. a;2-2^y+?/'+2a;^-2i/;2+s2-2j;+22/-2;?+I.

9. a*-2a^b + ft»+2aV-26c3+ c*-2a=fi + 2bd-2cH

10. 4a;*-12a!»+18ar»-10a;+7-2a;-i^^aj-«.

i^:4bi<:^~'.^i4
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XXVI.

1. yi-\-Syh-\-Qijz^-^^. 2. 8a'»-86a26+64a6»-276».

8. 8a«+86a*+54a«+27. 4. af^-6x*-\-12ar'-S.

6. l-Qa+6a'-la^-\-6a^-Sa'^+a\

7. a!»-8;»2+6j;-7+ 6a;-i-8a?-"+a;-».

8. a;«+6a;*+9u;»-4-9a?-H6a?-*-aj-«.

9. 1 - x'»+ 2/8-3* -8a? + 82/-83 + 8ar' + Sa.-^y-S^''^

+82/''-8a^» - Sy^z + 8«» - 8a?s» + 82/3»-6a;2/-|-6d;-?-6j/-5

+6aT/«.

10. 6V -f- cV + a%'^ + 8fl6V + 3a^3c3^8^3^^.3_^3^a^^

xxvn.

1. a;8+3ar»2/+3a;?/''+2/^. 2. a^-Sx^y-^3xij*-y^,

8. a»-8a'»6''+8rt6*-6«.

4. a;*- 8iB2j/

+

Sxy^ -y^- Sa^z+ 6xyz- Syh+ 3a;«'»- Syz^

6. a;«+ 8a;*t/ + Sx'y^+i/-Sx*z^-6x'yz^-Syh* + 8x-2«*

H-8j/;3*-3^

6. l+ dx-5a^+da^-a/^.

xxvm.

1. l-4a+ 6a«-4aH«*
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2. .c*-ix^y-\-Qx'f-ixy'^+y*.

XXIX.

1. l+a;-}-a^-}-a^-{- &c.

2. l-ar»+a;*-a?«+ &c.

8. l-ii?+ar»-a;*+ &c.

4. I4.a;+ar»+2a;3+ &c.

6. l+a?+2ar»-2a;'»4- &c.

6. l-x-\-2a^-da^+ &c.

XXX.

1. 2^-2+rt. 2. 2a -86. 8. a;-f

4. a^+a-hl. 6. frtHti^. 6. 2.ar-2+3.^;-^

7. 2a;* -1. 8. a;+2-.x-\ 9. 8a-26+ 4c.

10. 6.^•2-8a;4-t. 11. ar'+4+ 4ir-^ 12 a;"-j»

18. .i?*-a;~*+a;"'- 14. af'+px^+q, 16. 5a*+2a^
86*.

I
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XXXV.

1. a?+0. 2. 8a?-2. 8. 8a-26. 4 a?-2.

6. ar-j-y. 6. x— Q.

XXXVI.

1. SOa'iV. 2 105axyz. 8. 48a?y(a;«-y«).

4. 2(4a?+lj (2u,-»-5jr'+5^-8).

6. (a;-l)(a;+l)(ur»+l). 6. (2ai-l) (8a?-l) (4a:+l),

7. (x-1) (2j;-1) (2a;+l) (8a;-2).

XXXVII.

1. 2UY^\ 2. (;r+6) (a;4-6) (a;-5) (a?-7).

8. (^+1) (a?-l) {7x+2) {7x-2).

4. 6 (8rt-26) (4a-f 56) (5rt+ 4i) (a+ 6).

5. (ar»-4) (4.r'-l) (^_2a^H-4).

6. (7a?-2?/)=' (7a;+2i/) {Sx-%/) (3r+2//).

XXXVIII.

1.
mf— hx

2.

hx— ay

a%x-\-ahhj
8

8.r*- 12.7^4-43;

6a.»-12a;'^18'
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4.

0-^-1

x^-\-x^-\-x

w* __

—

L.—

.

a^— ah — ax

XXXIX.

2a 8v 8^«
2 -. 2 --• 8 —-•

4.
ay — hz

yz
6.

-

a—b 6.

'• 2a;+2/ °' a?-2
9.

10. 11.
a-26

a-\-b—c

a^— y^
lO ?_.

4ar4-8?/

XL.

a c
1. -T—

»

a6c aic

X y z
2. . — -,

ccyz xyz^ xyz

oZic

a;+l 2^a;-l)

a;*— ar'— a? + 1

a;+ l

B 2
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8.
o-h a— e

(h-c) (c-a) (a^b) (b-c) {c-a) (a-b)

b— a

(6— c) {c^a) {a — b)

XLI.

1.
Qjcy

Sad -2b*
2. -fT126c^

8. -
x*-6jc+Q

-^x'-lOx-e 16+ 6?/ _2i/^
^* 16a;"+22a;+«' ^* 4-9/ * a;*-/

2-f2rt'' 2a.'8

7. T-T-^-. 71- 8.
l+ a^H-a* l+ ar»H-a?*

9. Zi

2xy

x'+a^f+y

a;8+ 10ar»-f23a:+12
10. -—.x/.^.w -.-5\- 11.

8a?+5

(a;+l)(a?+2)(a;+3) ^^* (2d;+l)(3u;+2)(4a?+8)

I

_^_ a;-8^-'+a^ 85<i~20^>
12.

-:^i'
IB. -^_:-^)8 • i4. 34

15.
2a

a+7''
16.

^4^+'^^
07(1-0^)

17.
„44.2a86-2a'»i2+2rti»+ 6*

a'-b*
18. 0.

19.
a^

20.
1+x+x^

(x+1) (x-\-2) {x+S) ^"- (l+x) (1+0^) (l-o;)

21. 2. 22. 7

a?

(i>/'— a) {x--b) (x— c)
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XLII.

l^
.

xy
2.

^ 1 — a^y

8.
•'.

x-y

*• a?+l 2a?+8 ^' x-y

7. 1-
8

2a?2/
8.

2y«
1. 9. a?-8+

J,

8ar-7

o^-^-B

10. 8
2a«-a-f-

12. aj»-.

8a;«-l

XLIII.

1.
xy

l-a^
2 -f^^.

c(a— a;)

8.
a»+i'

a

m*
- 5

3 (m — w)n ' 2h{a-\-x)
-T' 6.

(w-n)"

7. 1. 8. 1. 9. 2(a+&+c). 10. 1. 11. 2.

12. -
^-\-y

x-y IB.
—l-\-x
X

14.
(«-_6_)s

\ i-i-lw A ^ijL»A.i. L-.,fc ^ ^ ifil i
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XLIV.

2 . »j . g •

• x-\-y ' h(a-b) ' a^+y^

4.

6.

{x-1^ {.v-2)

1^

9.
a*-^a^b''-ab^

I'+ h'a'-ba?'

s

XLV.

1. \/l8, -^"Se, ^405. 2. 2^6, 3 -^4.

I-

8. ^125, ^27. 4. ^8, ^27, ^126.

5. ^8, ^5.

XLVI.

1. 7V2. 2. sVa. 3. 9^4. 4. 86V^3.

5. 5^2. 6. '/8.

XLVII.

1. 6^15. 2. 6^28. 3. ^^4500. 4. 10^482.

miam
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6. K/n- 6. V15-3V2. 7. J. 8. 2V2-2V3
+2.

9. 2+ ^72- \^i2- ^/2187.

10. v^2^~P, ^2^"«r3'S A^8, -^32.

XLVIII.

1 ^9. 2. i>^6. 8. Ve. 4. ^4.

6- v^3 6. ^2^

XLIX.

1 L"^"^, ?^?^, '^^^
7''

6 '
~6~

Vi-j-Vn
2. -L_L-^

2

3.Hi + ^ V'3) 03+^2)- 4.
s-Vs

6 (^Z'^-ZZ 6 (
4+a/2)(4-\/3)

'2
'

~l3 t

7. (\/84-\/l2) (-v/p+ V2).

8.
(2+VS-V'5) (2v/8 -1)

92
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9 _ (3- V2-\/3)(4+8a/2
)

4

IQ __2(l-\/54- V8)(3+2\/5)
.

11 (^2+\/5- V?) VlO
4

12 _ (V2-\/54- V?) VlO
10

L.

1. 6. 2. 8. 8. 8. 4. ^. 5. 8. 6. 2f

7. 2. 8. 1. 9. 2i 10. 8. 11. -2

12.2. 18.7. 14.-^. 15."-^. 16.^.a—

b

a —m a-\-

b

17. f!.±_f+Z. 18. ""^'^^
a-f-6 a-\-b-\-p-{-q

19.
2(«H«^+&')

8 (a+6)
20. i (a+6).

LI.

1. 105. 2. 8i. 8. 72. 4. 6. 6. 11.

6. 4. 7. 17. 8. 7. 9. 10. 10. 6. 11. 6.
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^ ad a—b
12. Y' 13. !-;•

be a-\- b
14. 1. 15.

265

16. —2rt2+ 2//

a-i-b
17. 2. 18. p. 19. f.

2rt6 a'
20. 6 -a. 21. —^- 22. t-—- 23.

2«-8

24.
2ab

a+b'

LH.

1. -4. 2. V. 8. 4^j. 4. 4j. 6. 21.

6. 5. 7. 5|. 8. |4. 9. 4. 10. 7^

6«

11. iVa+Vly. 12. i. 18. f 14.

2c +o'

9<i

16

, 289
15. Qg^- 16. 25ar'-50.r+9=0. 17. a^=162. 18.

^-2ad;+«2_o^

LIII.

1. 7. 2. 12, 18. 8. 4, 7. 4. 6. 5. i.

6. £28 10s., £5 14s. 7. 23s., 16s. 8. £12.000.
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9. £imOB.,£!!!S. Wt miBBoles. UL 80 ^ons.

ap -^-tm^ or
12. - ^- • 23. mk 14. 12 miites.

15. 4f xaulefc. 16.. % IT. JG, 4. la. Ife, j2.

19. 35. 20. 22 180 h^-guiui^au

21. 5^T min. pae^^ 7. 22. 4 seeonds. 2a M
??™ hours, where m Bes awsareen 1 and 11, iiieiasive.

24. 72 leaps, while the hare takes 1^.

t'-t
25. ct'irrTf' 26. 3 miles, 12 miles.

27. 55 sixpences, 59 shillings, 4 soTereigas.

28. 21 miles per hour, 42 miles per hour.

29. 500. 30. 84. 31. 84. 82. 12 miles per

hour.

83. 26/-^ n)in. past 2.

34. Son's share £900, daughter's £600, widow's £750.

85. 4000, 1500, 400.

86.
nw+ n'lv' stv+ s'w' cw -\- (fw'

w-{-w' w-\-w' w-\-w'
'

mmmmm mtmm
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ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA. 267

87. 15 cwt. 88. 90 men. 89. One million.

40. £1750 and £8472.

LIV.

1. 1,2. 2. 0, 8i. 8. -8,6. 4. 2i, -8.

6. h -|. 6. 0, I 7. 2, -2. a 2V-1
-2V-1T

ill

i!

9. 3, 5. 10. -2, -7. 11. 4, -8. 12. 4, -5.

13. i, i. 14. i, -J. 15. i, -|. 16. -f, -|.

17. 2, i. 18. 6, -18. 19. 8, -f. 20. 6,0.

21. -a, -b. 22. ^ (1±\ -i). 23.
V//~-l± w

a

24. ^-^-^Lt^ 25. 8, -^- 26. 0, -10.
a 9

27.'-'-^ 28. '^yj-?^. 29.1:^-:^^
a c 10 14 '

80. 14,2-48. 31. I r7±V55).

ai.wLi^^^a^iilui:.̂.i^^at^iM:'

.
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LV.

1. ±2, ±V_6. 2.4,3^8. 8.-1,
l±V-'3

4. 4, 5. 6. -2, h \^^^' 6. 2, -8,
8

}^^1A. 7. 1, 1, l±2\/l5- 8. ISi, 5.

i

9. 8, 4, i, i. 10. 6, 3, i, i. 11. 7, 9. 12. 8, 6.

18. 10, -V. -h±hV3QSi

14. 1, -V. -liA'v/^gr 15. 5, -80.

16. ±1. 17. 5, -lU. 18. ±1.

19. ±1, iV^if.

LVI.

I

1. 8, 6. 2. 6, 4. 8. 24. 4. 8, 8^. 5. 4, 9.

6 £70. 7. 20 days. 8. 15 and 80 days.

9. 64, 86. 10. 24 m. 11. 44 yards, 110 yards.

12. 4 miles an hour. 13. 12, or 8. 14. 87.

15. 58. 16. 25, 80. 17. 9. 18. 64.
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LVII.

1. (x-2) {x-9). 2. (a;+4) (a;-18).

8. (2a?-l) {Sx+4). 4. {7-\-5x) (l-2a?).

6. (11+ 10^) (3-44 6. (5-19^) (13 -liar).

LVIII.

1 ^^ 2. 4. 3. ^
Tff* 4. 1 5. 50sV

LIX.

1. 10,7. 2. 5,2. 8. 2, -8, 4. 4, 12.

5. 8, 2. 6. 3^, 4. 7. h f • 8. 19, 2.

9. 6, 12. 10. i, i. 11. a, 6. 12. -_^, j:^'

LX.

1. 5, 11. 2. 11, 7. 8. 4, 6. 4. 5, 7. 1.

2ahc a*—^
a 7 q 7 9^—}l ar—pc
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a-\-

h

a-\-b

8- oT-f-^' a~-b-2,'
9 Li^~3^, ti^.-^.

' a [a— b) b [b — a)

LXI.

1. 2, 1. 2. 4, 3. 8. 83V, 9fJ. 4. 8, 2.

ac be
6. h i. 6. f, -|. 7. a, 6. a ^:^. -^

9. -,-T, 0. 10. a, 6.

LXII.

1. 2, 1. 2. 4, -5. 8. i, i. 4. li, -21.

6/) — c?i cwi— ap
5. 11, —9. 6. 7 ' 1

htn— an bm— an

rn^— n^ (vi—nY
m (t-r)-n (t+r)' n^f-'^Z^i^^r^'

8.
{q^ —p^) n— [m^— n^) p (m^— n^) q — {q^— }f)m

nq—mp nq— mp

LXIII.

1. 2, 1, 8. 2. 3i 4, 6. 8. 2, 1, 8. 4. 9, 11, 18.

m ;i.,.'r.^L^.-iii'y-î4.':4&i^bf£lii^''a^ii^&n^Kl^^
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6.4,0,5. 6.5, -5, 5. 7.2,4,6. 8.5,7,9.

9. i (6+c-a), &c. 10. t (a4-6+c) -a, &c.

ahc
11. i (6+c), &o. 12. a;=2/=«=^~^-^.

LXIV.

1. 12, 14. 2. 86. 8. V«. 4. 9, 7, 6.

5. 8, 4. 6. 112i min., 90 min. 7. ;£141 Is. 6d.

8. 72, 64, 56, 48. 9. A in 3 days, B in 6 days,

C in 9 days.

10. 24. 11. {p^l)n,(pq-\)n,(q-\-l)n.

12. Passed 8, rejected 6, sent back 3.

18. 15, 25. 14. 24, 60, 120. 15. 110, 5(>. 16. 84.

17. A £75, B £85 2s., C £51 6s. At end each has

£53 16s.

18. 60 min., 75 min., 90 min. All together in 24j^

min.

19. 562^ per mille, 937^ per mille.

20. A to B 87 miles, B to C 45 miles, C to A 52

miles.

^.:-
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21. 19 fivo-franc pieces, 11 two-franc pieces.

22. 10 bought, 6 burnt.

LXV.

1. 11, 1 ; 1, 11. 2. 25, 24. 8. 102, 98. 4. 4, 1.

5. 8, 10. 6. 1, 2; -60, 19. 7. 4, 1 ; -i, -8^.

8. 6, 2; -8^, 7i?. 9. 36, 88. 10. 25, 21.

11. i, i. 12. 4, 2. 18. 18i, 16^ 14. 2, 1.

16. 3, -6. 16. 7,3. 17. 2, i;^'^, -f.

18.
a+ Va**- 46 «- Vrt^l 46

2

19.
Va^-i-U+a Va^ + 'U-a

-}

20. ^b+^V^a'-bMb-iV^a'-b^

21. ^\/2a2-62-j-|6, i\/2rt^_62~|6.

v»J4 <- -L*^ -v -^ ^:ftir\ . V



22.

28.

p^ Y ^8— ^abq p— V p*— Aahq

2a 2/^

Vp^
I
iah(] -{-p V jd" 4- 4/^f /'7 —p
2a 26

LXVI.

1. 1, 2, 3. 2. 2, 8^, 4i. 3. 3, 4, 5. 4. 1, -2, 4.

6. 8,4, 5, 6.4. -5,7. 7. -5,8, -2.

abc

«• a64-ac-Tc'
*°-

9. ,/(^+a-6) (
a+fe-c)

^^^^
6+c—

a

1 1_ J_
V 6c ' V crt

' V rt6*

LXVIL

1. ±3, ±1; ±tVG,±lV6.

2.





.^^,v^,v.^.

IMAGE EVALUATION
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1.0
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2^4 ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA,

7. ±6. ±2; ±2V^,T6V^.

8. 8,2; 2,8. 9. i, S; -2, -i.

10. 10, 15; -10^, -161. 11. 12, 8; -7, -f.

12. +10, ±8; ifUV^, ±67V~X.

LXVIII.

1. 86. 2. 28, 82. 8. 16, 17. 4. 7i, 8^.

6. 88, 65. 6. 19, 10. 7. 10, 9.

8. 818 cubic in., 64 cubic in

9. i(l+V5), HS+'V^S.

10. i (8+ V -3), i (8- V -8).

11. i (5± VS), ±i VS).

12.11,7. 18.78. 14.82. 15. h'H.

16. g. 17. 92. 18. 98. 19. 6 and 8.

20. £6000 at 7 per cent., £7000 at 6 per cent.

21.
5 -.1^5^

7' 0.6
•

22. 6 years at 4 per cent , or 8 years at 2^ per cent.

28. First cock in 8 hours, second cock in 6 hours.

^"Jt'-jj 1^ . « J- ^4*Aik,iM J «i«3k.-^'^B.?k.rfai!i'ffife^ j^-t^iLfiiSjy



I

isimmwts Of AwsBkA.

LXIX.

m

v^2+i_^ V2-1
3. -—4-11^ and

2 2

4. The Kne is bisected.

6. The line is bisected.

LXXL
11. 2 : 8 : 4.

12. 2:8:4.

Lxxm.

1. 4. 2. 6 : 2. 8. 5.

4. ^=^ (<J^-«"). 6. «=a?+2ajl

6. 12. 8. 5 seconds.

A 1 1/ «*)
9- y=?:i^{(«i>-&?)^+(a3-«'i>)—;•

LXXIV,

1. 68i 2. 6. 8. -86. 4. Bf.
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n-1
6. -V . 6. -o—

21 Z

7. 5^, 5», 61, 6'
10 10 10' 10*

8. rf=5, n= 9. 9. 4, or 14. 10. 7.

11. 7, 11, 15, 19, 23. 12. £1 3s. 5id., £326 lis. 8d.

' 13. 400ft., 2704 ft.

14. 6i,8i; or -4|-^, -8|f.

15. 11,35; or -9n, -34^.

16. 1+3+5+

LXXV.

481 8
!• 2f, 2f. 2, "i^gg^i 21* ^* -"^^s' ^^^*

^ 1
2^ + 5^ 2

2^+5^ V2-1
6. 6, 18, 54.

7. 1, Ih 2i, 81, 51. 8. 2i, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160.

_ 6 1 1

^- 2"*2+iO"" 10. a+ \/a^- b^, a- Va^- b".

11
121. 1364

11.
14Q

iz.
j2g^^.
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LXXVI.

1. 8?^, 8|. 2. 2|, 8, 4, 6 8. 8, 2.

Lxxvn.

1. 3, -7, -2, -12.

2. -25, -14, a6-l.

3. 5a+ 66= 0.

4. rt«-^''=::0.

Lxxvm.
1. 0,6,18. 2. 92, -168. 5. c-b:a-c:b-a,

6. 10:7:1.

7. Combine with identity (6— c) a+(c— a)6-f-(a— i)
c= 0. 8. 2, 13. 9. 6, 6.

10.

a.
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8, 10 & 12 KING STREET SAgT,

Toronto, September, 1873.

BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,
PUBLISHED AND FOR SALE BY

Messrs. ADAM, STEVENSON & GO.

THE CLASSICS AND TRANSLATIONS.
PRICB.

ARNOLD'S Ist and 2nd Latin Book ^1 25

Latin Prose Composition 1 25

IstGreekBook 125
Greek Prose Composition 1 50

ANTHON'S Csesar, Cicero's Orations, each 1 50

Horace and Virgil, each 1 75

Homer's Iliad 1 75

Xenophon's Anabasis.. 1 50

Latin-English and Eng. -Latin Diet .

.

3 50

WOOD'S Demosthenes 1 00

PILLAN'S Classical Geography 45

BAIRD'S Classical Manual 90

KARKNESS' Introductory Latin Book 70

Latin Reader 85

Latin Grammar 1 00

Caesar 1 50

First Greek Book 100
SMITH'S Classical Diet. 8vo. , cloth 5 00

Principia Lamina, parts 1, 2, 3 & 4, each.

.

80

• Initia Grseca, parts 1, 2 & 3, each 80

• Student's Latin Grammar 1 75

Smaller do do 90

**—

'

Curtiua' Greek Grammar 1 76



JiDVERTlSEMENTS,

SMITH'S Ourtius' Smaller Greek Grammar

COX'S Manual of Mythology

LONG'S Grammar School Atlas

JOHNSTON'S Classical Atlas

PEILE'S iDtroduction to Greek <fc Latin Etymology.

BOHN'S TRANSLATIONS—
" Cicero's Orations

livrjj vols. 1 & 2, each

Horace, Homer, each.

Virgil, Xenophon, each

WHITE & RIDDELL'S Latin Diet., abridged

SMITH'S Latin-English Diet. 8vo. , cloth

Smaller do 12mo. , cloth

Latin-English Diet . Sheep

Classical do 8vo. , cloth

<— Diet, of Greek and Roman Antiquities .

.

ANDREW'S Latin Lexicon. 8vo., cloth

LIDDELL & SCOTT'S Greek Lexicon. Svo., sheep.

' — do Svo. cl. 6th., Eng.

do 12mo., abridged ..

MATHEMATICS.
TODHUNTER'S Euchd

POTT'SEuclid

COLENSO'S Euclid

- Problems and Key

HAMBLYN SMITH'S Elements of Geometry, parts

1 & 2, each

TODHUNTER'S Algebra for Colleges (Key $3 25).

.

LOUDON'S Algebra for Schools

COLENSO'S Algebra. Part I. (Key $1 50)

do Part II. (Key $150)

SANGSTER'S Algebra , . ,

HAMBLYN SMITH'S Algebra, Part I.

PRICE,

eo 90

90

X 50

3 75

3 25

1 50

1 50

1 00

1 00

3 75

6 25

2 25

6 00

5 CO

6 00

5 00

6 00

8 50

2 25

80

75

1 35

1 00

90

2 25

75

75

1 75

90

75



ADVERTISEMENTS,

HAMBLYN SMITH'S Exercises in Algebra...

TODHUNTER'S Plane Trigonometry

Spherical do

Trigonometry for Beginners,

HAMBLYN SMITH'S Trigonometry ... ,

, Elementary Hydrostatics.

do Statics ..

PRK

• t •

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

NOAD'S Student's Text-Pook of Electricity

PECK'S Ganot's Natural Philosophy

GANOT'S Popular do

DESCHANEL'S do 4 Parts, each.

,

BREWER'S Science of Familiar Things

CHAMBERS' Hydrostatics and Optics, each

MARCH'S Conversations on Natural Philosophy.

BALFOUR STEWART'S Treatise on Heat

TODHUNTER'S Mechanics

TOMLINSON'S Rudimentary Mechanics

HAUGHTON'S Manual of Mechanics

TYNDALL'S Heat aa a Mode of Motion

' Lectures on Sound

—————— Heat, Light, and Electricity, each. -

.

CHEMISTRY.

I

]

2

'A

ROSCOE'S Elementary Chemistry

SANGSTER'S Chemistry '.....

WAGNER'S Chemical Technology

FOWNES' Manual of Chemistry. Eng. Ed

.

do do Am. Ed.

.

WILLIAMSON'S Chemistry for Students,

CROFT'S Practical Chemistiy

YOUMAN'S New Class-Book of Chemistry

coo

n 90

1

:0 80

1

1

1

TOl

LOU
COLI






